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INTRODUCTION 

To the Minister for Health 

In pursuance of the provisions of section 247 and 248 of the Mental 
Treatment Act, 1945, 1 am submitting to you my report for the year 1991 on 
psychiatric hospitals and services and the care of patients therein. This is the 
fourth report since my appointment in November, 1987. 

The report is in two parts. The first contains a general commentary on the 
inspection, deals with the issues of manpower and training which, in view. of 
the way the services were developing, 1 felt were of considerable importance 
and gives an overall view of the problems found in the hospitals. The 
remainder of the Report is devoted to the detailed inspection of hospitals and 
their services. Registered psychiatric hospitals were inspected twice during the 
year as required under Section 236(2) of the Mental Treatment Act, 1945. 

1 carried out the inspections on all the hospitals except those in the Eastern 
Health Board area which were inspected by Dr Liam Hanniffy, Assistant 
Inspector of Mental Hospitals. In addition, Dr Liam Hanniffy assisted me on a 
number of other inspections. We were both assisted by Mr Michael Hughes, 
Psychiatric Nursing Advisor to the Department of Health. Mr David Wolfe of 
the Department of Health assisted with the preparation of the reports. 

On each inspection we sought and obtained a mass of information often from 
a variety of personnel. Because some of this information might not have been 
entirely accurate, we drafted a report on the service and circulated this draft to 
the Chief Executive Officer of the relevant health board and. the clinical 
director of registered and voluntary hospitals for comment and correction of 
factual errors in the report. On receipt of comments, we amended any material 
that might have been factually inaccurate and then prepared the final report for 
circulation to the health boards and presentation to you as Minister ·for Health. 
This annual report is a summary of those reports on individual services. 

Finally, 1 would like to thank all those who helped us during our inspections. 

Dermot Walsh 
Inspector of Mental Hospitals 
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ACNO 

Catchment Area 

Clinical Director 

CNO 

De-designation 

DNO 

IntegratiOli 

Long-stay 

New long-stay 

NCHD 

Planning for the 
Futme 

GLOSSARY 

Assistant chief nursing officer. 

Refers to the area traditionally served by a district 
mental hospital. In many cases catchment areas 
correspond with county boundaries. In Dublin and 
Cork, the catchment boundaries correspond in most 
cases with those of the community care areas of the 
health boards. 

The clinical director is the consultant psychiatrist 
responsible for a psychiatric hospital and services in 
the catchment area served by the hospital. Clinical 
directors may also be known as resident medical 
superintendents, see RMS below. 

Chief nursing officer. 

The term used to indicate that a part of a psychiatric 
hospital bas been formally separated from the hospital 
and its patients are no longer considered to be 
psychiatric patients. Accommodation for the elderly 
and persons with a mental handicap in a number of 
hospitals has been de-designated. 

Deputy nursing officer. 

May refer to the integration of male and female 
patients in the same ward or the integration of male 
and female nursing staff or both. 

A patient who has been continuously hospitalised for 
over one year. 

A patient who has become continuously hospitalised 
for over one year in the past year. 

Non-consultant hospital doctor. A doctor in one of 
these posts is usually in training for a consultant post 
or as a general practitioner. 

Title of the Report of a Study Group on the Develop 
ment of the Psychiatric Services. December 1984, 
(PL. 3001) 
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PUM 

RMS 

Sector! 
Sectorisation 

Temporary Patient 

Acronym for person of unsound mind. Such persons 
are a category of patient who may be admitted to and 
detained in a district mental hospital under section 162 
of the Mental Treatment Act, 1945. 

Resident Medical Superintendent. The RMS is the 
consultant psychiatrist responsible for a district mental 
hospital with defined functions under the Mental 
Treatment Act, 1945. 

Planning for the Future (see above) described 
sectorisation as the process of providing a 
comprehensive· service for a population of known 
size normally resident within a clearly defined 
district. The recommended population for a sector is 
25-30,000. In many parts of the country, psychiatric 
services are organised in sectors on the model 
recommended in the Report. 

A patient detained in a psychiatric hospital for six 
months at a time under the Mental Treatment Act, 
1945. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES IN 1991- AN OVERVIEW 

PROGRESS IN 1991 
There were significant developments in the provIsion of psychiatric 
services in this country in 1991. All of these developments were in 
line with the policies as outlined in the policy document, Planning for 
tbe Future which had been adopted by successive Governments. 
Perhaps the most significant single occurrence was the sale of St. Columba's 
Hospital, Sligo which was the first sale of an Irish 19th century 
mental hospital. The purchaser was to be given vacant possession 
of the hospital early in 1992. This development was shortly followed 
by the closure of the Grey Building at Our Lady's Hospital, Cork. 
This building was another Victorian mental hospital which had been 
in continuous service since 1854. These departures from the institutional 
approach to psychiatric illness were complemented by the opening of 
acute psychiatric units at Cavan General Hospital, at Tralee General 
Hospital and at Naas General Hospital in 1991. These significant 
developments underlined the fact that, despite unfavourable economic 
circumstances nationally and in the psychiatric programme, significant 
progress had been made in achieving the objectives of Planning for tbe 
Futnre in these areas. 

RESIDENT PATIENTS 
The number of patients resident in psychiatric hospitals and units 
continued to fall. On 31st ·December, 1991 there were 6,867 patients 
in hospital compared to 7,750 on 31st December, 1990. Tbese 
numbers were likely to fall substantially over the coming years 
as approximately half of long-stay psychiatric hospital residents i.e. 
those in hospital for one year or longer, were over 65 years of age 
and a substantial proportion were 75 years of age or over. Inevitably, 
high mortality among this group of patients would reduce numbers. 
The rate at which patients were passing from short-stay i.e. under 
one year continuously resident in hospital to become new long-stay was 
continuing to decline and averaged at approximately seven per 
1,000 of catchment population. The range of variation around this 
mean figure went from below five to over ten. The higher figure was 
not acceptable and despite having fallen considerably over the last 
number of years, we would have preferred to have seen the rate drop much 
further. 



THE ELDERLY AND PERSONS WITH A MENTAL HANDICAP 
In line with Depanmental policy, patients with mental handicap and elderly 
persons not sUffering from functional psychiaaic illness were not, as a general 
rule, being admitted to psychiaaic hospitals for continuing care. However, 
there were still some exceptions. We urged that such admissions should be to 
specialist services for the elderly and for people with mental handicap. We 
commented in 1990 on the large number of patients with mental handicap still 
in psychiaaic hospitals or in units on the grounds of psychiaaic hospitals. In 
some instances, these units have been de-designated from the parent 
psychiaaic hospital and provide specialised services for patients with mental 
handicap. This procedure was justified where numbers were large but there 
were still some hospitals with a number of patients with mental handicap who 
were quite inappropriately placed. We urged that these patients be transferred 
to appropriate mental handicap facilities under the care of appropriately 
trained staff. 

ADMISSIONS 
There were 27,913 admissions to psychiaaic hospitals and units during 1991 
compared to 27,765 in 1990. Of these, a quarter were returned as first 
admissions and slightly under ninety per cent were voluntary admissions. 
Considerable variations in admission raies still existed throughout the 
count:Jy and varied from five to ten per 1,000 of population. It would have 
been preferable if admission rates did not exceed five per 1,000 of 
population. 

SECTORISA nON 
AU services bad defined catchment areas and within catchment areas almost 
all of the services were sectorised so that admissions from a particular 
population sector were dealt with at an identifiable location by a clearly 
defined professional tearn. There were, however, exceptions and anomalies 
and a small number of community services bad not yet been sectorised. One 
general hospital unit was not coping fully with admissions from its catchment 
area resulting_in an overflow of patients to a hospital outside its catchment 
area thus compounding problems for that hospital. All the beds in another 
general hospital unit were not being fully utilised and as a result patients from 
the catchment area were being admitted to in-patient services outside the area 
causing them considerable inconvenience. One service did not have an in
patient facility within its catchment area but there was a general hospital 
which, in the view of the Inspectorate, could bave provided a psychiaaic unit 
for the population of the catchment area 

PERSONNEL AND TRAINING 
On the personnel front, the Irish Psychiatric Post-Graduate Training 
Committee bad recommended a national senior regisuar training scheme in 
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psychiatry. This had been accepted in principle by the Department, health 
boards and other authorities providing psychiatric services. This would 
provide for the rotation of senior registrars throughout the health boards 
services and it was hoped that the means would be available to enable it to 
expand sufficiently to cater for the demand for senior registrar training in 
psychiatry which was increasing all the time or at least to meet our national 
consultant requirements in the coming years. 

An interim report on nurse education and training was issued by An Bord 
Altraoais during 1991. The report included perspectives on nursing past, 
present and proposals for the future. The report identified key issues for 
discussion within the nursing profession. Following on from the discussion 
process, An Bord Altraoais was to issue a comprehensive strategy for nurse 
education at all levels. A common syUabus for nurse training was desirable 
but was not yet available. 

Draft proposals for an EC Council directive supplementing the 1977 general 
nursing directives as regards specialist nursing, particularly psychiatric and 
paediatric care, were received from the European Commission early in 1991. 
Psychiatric nursing as a speciality appeared to be reasonably well protected 
in these draft directives. 

At a national level, there was a serious dearth of social worker, psychology 
and occupational therapy posts and personnel in the psychiatric services. 
Ooe health board with four psychiatric hospitals did not have a single social 
worker employed in its services. We have alluded to this lack of 
professionals in all of our recent reports and would have liked to have seen 
the matter remedied. 

CHILD PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES 
The unsatisfactory position in relation to child psychiatric services had 
improved slightly in that two further child psychiatrists were appointed 
during 1991. The recognition of SUb-specialty requirements had been 
evident by the appointment in recent years of two psychiatrists specialising 
in the psychiatry of old age. Likewise, a second permanent appointment in 
forensic psychiatry bad been made. 

FORENSIC SERVICES 
A commitment bad been made by the Eastern Health Board which managed 
the Central Mental Hospital, Dundrum, to open the new building in 
Duodrum and transfer as many patients as possible from old, unsatisfactory 
accommodation in the 19th century building to this new unit. It was also 
hoped to provide a range of community facilities in conjunction with the 
developing forensic service based at Duodrum. 
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CONDITIONS IN HOSPITALS 
Despite the general improvements reported above, we were unhappy at 
physical conditions in some of our larger psychiatric hospitals. Too often we 
visited wards during the course of the year which were poorly furnished, 
drab in physical appearance and obviously in need of decoration and 
refurbishment. We pointed out these short-comings in the reports on 
individual hospitals. On inspections, we checked routinely whether patients 
were provided with personal outer and underclothing and night anire and 
had to report that in general, conditions in this regard had improved. 
However, there were still hospitals where patients were not provided with 
personal clothing. We also checked on whether patients had personal toilet 
requisites which they used. While this was generally the case, in some 
instances these items were not being used. 

PATIENT'S RIGHTS 
We understood that a charter of patient's rights was being prepared to ensure 
that the basic guidelines laying down minimal standards of care for patients 
in psychiatric facilities would be introduced. This would deal with such 
basic issues as ensuring that the right to privacy was safeguarded, 00-

smoking areas were provided and patients would have the right to personal 
clothing and personal toilet requisites. The charter would also consider ways 
of implementing the principle that every patient had the right to know ofhis 
or her entitlements under law, including the appeal process against unlawful 
detention or treatment. 

' ..... 
We believed that as a basic patient right, each person should be provided with 
his or her own wardrobe or locker for the storage of personal possessions. 
Quite often tbis was still not the case. We also believed that every patient 
should have privacy when dressing and undressing and that for this purpose 
everyone was entitled to a bed with curtains and rails to ensure privacy in 
tbeir sleeping area. We believed that every ward and every hospital should 

. have a no-smoking area and that this was a basic patient right. We were 
happy to say that no-smoking areas had already been provided in most 
hospitals and units but there was rOom for improvement in some -places. 

INTEGRATION 
We expressed the hope that patients should be accommodated in integrated 
wards while being nursed by male and female staff. While there were still 
services lagging behind in this respect" integration was now the rule rather 
than the exception. 

SECLUSION 
Some services used seclusion as a means of dealing with acute disturbance 
while seclusion was not used in other services. We had difficulty in 
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detennining wby this variation of attitude and practice existed. We inspected 
all seclusion rooms and having pointed out our disquiet about some of these 
in earlier years, were happy to report that the situation bad greatly improved. 
We also inspected seclusion books in bospitals and units wbere this practice 
was in use and pointed out that a book must be kept in accordance with 
statutory regulations and that each individual episode of seclusion sbould be 
ordered and signed for by a consultant. 

CODE OF PRACTICE 
We were boping to introduce a cbeck list of good practices whicb would be 
a guideline for practising professionals and others involved in providing 
patient care. Among other provisions, we requested tbat only a consultant 
would bave the power to complete involuntary patient reception orders and 
that this would only be done wben, in tbe view of tbe consultant, a patient 
was suffering from a psycbiatric illness of a nature and degree wbicb 
required sucb action for his or her own or other's safery. We would also be 
stating that examination of a patient by the consultant sbould take place not 
later than twelve hours after the patient was admitted to the bospital or unit. 
We would also insist that a system be introduced whicb encouraged patients 
to relate to staff wbo were caring for them. 

SECTION 207 ORDERS AND SECURE UNITS 
We had, as far as possible, discouraged the use of section 207 of the Mental 
Treatment Act, 1945. This section permitted the transfer ofa patient, against 
wbom tbere was prima facia evidence that be or sbe bad committed 
an indictable offence, to tbe Central Mental Hospital, following a bearing 
of the District Court in a psycbiatric bospital. The transfer required 
the approval of the Minister for Health. We were advised that this section 
was constitutionally suspect and, in any case. we believed that this 
level of disturbance was more satisfactorily dealt with in a less restrictive 
environment than the Central Mental Hospital. Planning for tbe 
Future recommended tbat a small number of regional secure units be 
establisbed for this panicular problem througbout the country. By 
1991, only one centre bad been developed and only patients from 
this panicular health board were dealt with in this centre. We felt, bowever, 
tbat for a small number of problems sucb as psychiatric disturbance 
of tbe type that formerly led to the invoking of section 207 Orders and 
for other relatively specialised problems such as anorexia nervosa, an 
approacb on a national or regional level was required. A localised approacb 
was expensive, unspecialised and often ineffective. We therefore urged that 
small units witb appropriately trained staff for specialised problems be 
established on a national or regional level to be operated by one bealth board 
with tbe capaciry to provide services for other bealtb boards on a contract 
basis. 
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
The increase in community psychiatric facilities, including a range of high, 
medium and low support community residences, day hospitals, day centres, 
mental health headquarters and specialised rehabilitation facilities was 
maintained in 1991. We visited virtually every community residence 
throughout the country and were happy to report tbst physical conditions of 
these facilities were generally of a very high standard and, in most cases, 
substantially better than the accommodation which patients had endured in 
the large mental hospitals in which many of them had spent much of their 
lives. We felt we needed to stress this point as the psychiatric services were 
often accused of discharging patients into the community without adequate 
measures of support. While this might be true of other countries, we found 
no evidence tbst this was the case in Ireland. 

COMPLAINTS AND APPEALS 
As usual throughout the year, the Minister for Health and the Inspectorate 
received many letters from patients and others on a variety of matters 
relating to the psychiatric services. Some of these referred to appeals against 
involuntary admission to and detention in hospital, with one case 
being referred directly for investigation by the Minister himself. All these 
cases were investigated thoroughly and reports were presented to the 
Minister, as appropriate. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
EASTERN HEALTH BOARD 

ST BRENDAN'S HOSPITAL, DUBLIN -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 12TH DECEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
St Brendan's Hospital celebrated 175 years of service to the people 
of Dublin in 1991. A considerable amount of cbange bad taken 
place in this hospital in the last ten years and the number of in-patients 
had reduced substantially. Many long-stay patients were successfully 
rehabilitated and discharged to independent living while others 
were discharged to hostel and group home accommodation which 
was supervised by the area community services. Some dependent elderly 
patients were re-located to a de-designated unit in St Loman's Hospital, to a 
new purposely renovated unit at Tivoli Road, Dun Laogbaire and to two 
new purpose built psycho-geriatric units in the grounds of Clonskeagh 
Hospital. 

All oflhis effort by staff in rehabilitation and resettlement was linked to the 
phasing out of the Lower House and the long-stay block of Units L, M, N 
and some wards on the western side of the campus. Unit J which will be 
described later in this report, was now the only area accommodating patients 

.on the eastern section of the campus. 

There were 187 male and 148 female patients resident in St Brendan's 
Hospital on the day of inspection. There were 1,295 admissions to St 
Brendan's Hospital in 1990 compared with 1,640 admissions in 1989. There 
were 1,054 admissions to St Brendan's in 1991 up to the time of inspection 
giving an average of ninety three persons admitted per month. Of the 1,295 
admissions to St Brendan's in 1990, 715 came from Area 6 - James 
Connolly Memorial Hospital, Blanchardstown, 121 came from Area 7 -
St Vincent's Hospital, Fairview and 175 came from Area 2 - Vergemount, 
Clonskeagh. There were 124 non-catchment area admissions to St Brendan's 
and 160 persons of no fixed abode were admitted. 

COST 
The cost of the service in 1991 was approximately £ 14 million of which 
£11 million was for pay and £3 million for non-pay. This figure included 
pay and non-pay costs for community psychiatric services associated with 
St Brendan's. Expenditure for 1991 in relation to the maintenance of 
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bospital and community residences associated with St Brendan's was 
£294,524. 

STAFFING 
There were 541 persons employed in the St Brendan's service. This figure 
included fourteen consultant psycbiatrists and ten non-consultant bospital 
doctors. Two chief nursing officers were employed, one in St Brendan's 
Hospital and tbe otber in Area 6 community services. There were eigbt 
assistant cbief nursing officers, four appointed and four acting, plus 360 
other nursing staff. Sixty seven attendants, seventy One domestic staff, one 
welfare home supervisor. three assistant housekeepers, one social worker 
and four occupational. therapists were also employed. There were 446 
persons employed on the campus of St Brendan's Hospital and ninety five 
employed in the community areas. 

SPECIAL CARE UNITS 
Seventy patients were accommodated in the four special care units on 
campus. Twenty three patients came from Area 6, five were of no fixed 
abode, three were non·nationals and the remainder were from Areas I, 3, 4, 
5,6,7 and 10. There were 731 admissions to the special care units in 1990, 
476 of wbom were direct admissions to the units and 255 were transfers 
from other units on the St Brendan's Hospital campus. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
There bad been some notable improvements in this bospital since our 1990 
inspection, altbougb it was only fair to state that some of those 
improvements were in the planning stage at the time of our inspection iil 
1990. 

Tbe first impression one got on entering the gate on the west side was 
the major upgrading whicb bad taken place and the overall improvement in 
thepbysical environment. The grounds were well maintained and 
attractively laid out with additional car parking facilities. Some parts of the 
buildings were decorated externally thereby enhancing the overall 
appearance of the bospital. There was also a marked absence of litter on this 
occasion. 

The decoration of the iOn-patient unit 0 for tbe borne less and parts of the 
Assessment Unit and the No Fixed Abode Unit was to be welcomed as was 
the upgrading in Unit lOA, the re-organisation of space in Unit SA and the 
floor coverings in Unit 0 and the Assessment Unit. 

There was an active fund raising committee in St Brendan's associated with 
the Mental Health Association. There were many videos, music centres, 
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exercise bicycles and fish tanks in the wards provided by funds donated by 
this committee. The effons of the voluntary associations· associated with St 
Brendan's were to be commended. 

The re-organisation of the activation units was to be welcomed and we 
recognised the improvements which had taken place in the activation of 
patients in this hospital. The quality and variety of work in the occupational 
thempy department and in the various activity sections on wards was worthy 
of special mention. The efforts of staff in the special care thempy 
department, the 3A and 3B Activation Units along with the activity 
progmmme in Unit 2A at the long-stay block also deserved special mention 
and credit. 

A new seclusion policy was implemented in this hospital in May, 1991. We 
were satisfied with the overall objectives of this policy which was regularly 
appmised and evaluated. There were regular nursing officer and multi
disciplinary meetings. An education committee had been established and in
service tmining was organised on an on-going basis for the past number of 
months. We were satisfied with the standards of accommodation and the 
level of supervision in all of the hostels associated with this service. The 
admission unit block needed to be decomted. 

Integmtion of patients in this hospital needed to be considered. In the long
stay wards patient care in some areas, though benevolent, lacked an ovemll 
therapeutic milieu .. Some of these wards militated against patient privacy 
and dignity, despite the best effons of staff. A major effort was being made 
to rehabilitate and re-locate patients from this long-stay area and we 
Commended this development. 

Some inadequacies in .the facilities of, Catchment Areas 6, 7, and 2 
which were highlighted in the repons of these services adversely impacted 
on the St Brendan's Hospital. Ovemll, we were pleased with the 
progress made in St Brendan's Hospital since the 1990 inspection. 
The tangible rise in staff momle was of particular note. Each ward area 
had a written operational policy document setting out statistical data 
such as patient numbers, admission status, staff complements and 
the spectrum of available therapies together with a resume of 
the opemtional philosophy of each unit. All staff associated with 
the compilation of these ward profiles were indeed to be complimented 
and no doubt such profiles would be regularly assessed and updated. 
The deployment of nurses to ward units on a regular 10ng-IelID basis 
had contributed to the continuity of patient care and appeared to be a 
significant factor in the overall improvements which we were pleased to 
report. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. Catchment Areas 6, 7 and 2 continued to rely heavily on St Brendan's 

Hospital for in·patient admissions. There was a need for Area 6 to 
re-organise its services away from the campus of St Brendan's Hospital. 
Efforts needed to be made to ensure that Area 7 provided a 
comprehensive service without having to rely on wards in St Brendan's 
Hospital. It was also desirahle that Area 2 should provide a 
comprehensive local service. However, this would require major 
upgrading of the unit at Vergemount. 

2. The canteen facilities remained unsatisfactory and needed to be re
located as soon as possible. 

3. Services referring patients to the special care units in St Brendan's 
to be encouraged to keep in contact with their patients with the view to 
having these patients returned to their own catchment areas as soon as 
possible. 

4. A personal clothing policy to be introduced to the hospital and all 
patients to be provided with personal toilet requisites and a locker or 
wardrobe unit for the storage of personal clolbing. 

5. Unit 8B to be upgraded and decorated. 

6. Units 23 and 23A to be decorated. Additional storage space for cleaning 
equipment to be provided in Unit 23 and the paper notices on the walls 
of Unit 23 to be removed. 

7. The kitchen at Unit IA to be upgraded and decorated. 

8. Organised therapeutic activities to be introduced on all of the wards in 
the long-stay block. 

9. An automatic fire detection system to be provided in Unit lOA and in 
the Assessment UniL 

10. The loose floor tiles in the central occupational industrial therapy 
department to be repaired immediately. 

II. Curtains to be provided around the beds in the observation ward of Unit 
lOA and the ward to be decorated. 

12. The use of contract cleaners to wash walls and ceilings in some of the 
wards in St Brendan's to be considered. 
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13. Curtains around the beds to be provided in the six bed areas ofUnit3A. 
The unit to be considered for decoration. 

14. Smoking areas to be designated in all of the wards of the hospital. 

ST. ITA'S HOSPITAL, PORTRANE - 1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 9TH OCTOBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The catchment area included most of North County Dublin and the urban 
area of what was previously postal district 5 of Dublin City, comprising of 
Coolock, Raheny, Artane and Howth. The population of the catchment area 
was approximately 188,000 and it had an almost equal urban and rural 
divide. Fifty five per cent of the population in the catchment area were in the 
age group eighteen to sixty four years and five per cent were over sixty five 
years. The population of the catchment area was increasing . 

. COMMUNITY SERVICES 
The catchment area was divided into three sectors, each with its own clinical 
team. The North County sector was based at the Pink House at St Ita's 
Hospital, Portrane. This sector bad one low support hostel in Swords and all 
other services were delivered from St Ita's Hospital. 

The CoolocklKillester sector was administered from the Artane Day 
Centre. Twenty places were available in the Artane Mental Health Centre 
with an average daily attendance of thirty. There were seventy seven 
persons on the books of this centre in 1990. Staffmg consisted of one staff 
nurse, one attendant, one receptionist and a community psychiatric 
nurse. Medium support hostels for this sector were located at Mary 
field Avenue, Artane and at Ferrycarrig Park, Coolock. Nineteen places 
were available in the hostels, one of wbich was owned by the health board 
and the other was rented from the local authority. Six residents were 
accommodated in each house at the end of 1990 and two hostel supervisors 
were employed for each house. The Bymier Training Centre at Tonlegee 
Road, Raheny, Dublin 5 was also located in this sector. Fifteen persons 
were resident in this house in 1990 and the average length of stay was ten 
weeks. Two hostel supervisors and one staff nurse were employed in the 
training centre. 

The headquarters of the Howth/Raheny sector was located in the St Francis' 
Day Hospital in Raheny. Four hundred and twenty four persons attended the 
day hospital in 1990 and the average daily attendance was twenty. One 
DW'Sing officer, one attendant. one occupational therapist, one part-time 
psycho-dramatist, one receptionist and one community psychiatric nurse 
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were employed. A low support hostel was located at 2/4 Grange Park Road, 
Robeny. Ten places were availahle in this hostel and six persons were in 
residence at the end of 1990. 

OCCUPATIONAL INDUSTRIAL THERAPY UNITS 
There were three occupational industrial therapy units in this service. Two 
units were located in the grounds of St Ita's Hospital, Portrane and one at 
Mahylock, Coolock. 

STAFFING 
Medical staffing consisted of a clinical director, four consultant psychiatrists, 
seven registrars and three sessional GPs. There was one chief nursing officer, 
seven assistant chief nursing officers and seventeen nursing officers 
including three who were assigned· full-time to the communiry. Twenry two 
depury nursing officers, eleven communiry psychiatric nurses and four 
psychiatric nurses were assigned to full-time duties in community services. A 
total of 190 permanent nursing staff and forty four temporary nursing staff 
were employed. There were eighty eight non-nursing staff members 
consisting of attendants, domestics and porters. Two occupational therapists 
and one social worker were also employed but there was no psychologist 
employed. Seven administrative staff were employed in this service and 
chiropody, physiotherapy,. hairdressing and dentistry were provided on a 
sessional basis. 

ADMISSIONS 
There were 740 admissions to St Ita's Hospital in 1990, representing an 
estimated 3.8 admissions per 1,000 of the population. Of these admissions, 
216 were first time admissions to St Ita's, eighry five from Nortb Counry 
Dublin, fifty nine from Kilbarrack!Raheny and sevenry two from Killesterl 
Coolock sectors. 

OUT-PATIENT CLlNICS 
Out-patient clinics were held at eight locations and 1,544 persons attended 
in 1990, 328 of whom were first time attenders. We understood that the 
clinic in the Swords Health Centre was relocated to the Pink House at St 
Ita's Hospital due to the unsuitability of the premises in Swords. 

ST ITA'S HOSPITAL 
Three hundred and ninety beds were administered by the psychiatric service at 
St Ita's Hospital and there were 185 male and 175 female patients in residence 
on the day of inspection. The patients were accommodated in sixteen wards 
and all, with the exception of one which accommodated eighteen patients, 
were single gender wards. A total of sixteen patients became new long-stay in 
1990, eleven of whom were over sixry five years of age. Fifty seven patients 
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were less than one year in hospital, twenty six were over one year but less than 
five years and 277 were over five years in St Ita's Hospital. On the day of 
inspection, sixty seven per cent of the hospital population were over sixty five 
years of age. One hundred and twenty five patients were on temporary 
cenificates and sixty three were classified as persons of unsound mind. We 
were glad to repon that the problem which we highlighted in 1990 regarding 
the legal classification of patients bad been rectified. 

COST 
The cost of the St Ita's service for 1991 was £15.408 million. This included 
£12 million pay and £3.3 million non-pay. The overall cost included the St 
Joseph's Mental Handicap Service which was situated on the hospital 
campus. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
We were glad to repon that the St Anne's Cottages had been extensively up
graded and furnished since the 1990 inspection. Most of the patients in this 
hospital, with the exception of those in the admission unit complex, had been 
institutionalised for the greater p8n of their lives. The grounds of the hospital 
were attractively laid out and well maintained. The standard of care was 
generally satisfactory. However, we would like to have seen two of the male 
wards and the two hostels in the grounds of the hospital improved. The level 
of patient activation was inferior to that available in the St Joseph's Mental 
Handicap Service and needed review. With the exception of a low support 
hostel in Swords, all of the services for the Nonh County sector were located 
on the campus of St Ita's Hospital. There was an urgent need for day hospitals 
and day centres with appropriate high suppan and medium suppon hostels in 
this section of the catchment area. The opening of the Psychiatric Unit at 
Beaumont Hospital and the provision of appropriate residential psychiatric 
services in the various sectors would aIJow the residential psychiatric services 
to be re-Iocated off the campus ofSt Ita's Hospital. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. The Psychiatric Unit at Beaumont Hospital to be opened to serve the 

southern pan of this catchment area as soon as possible. 

2. Additional day centres and appropriate residential accommodation to be 
provided in the catchment area and, in panicular, in the Nonh County 
Dublin segment of the catchment area. 

3. Senior nurse managers and other relevant professional staff to carry out 
a review of the pattern of nursing practice in Units 5 and 2 Male. 
Panicular attention to be paid to the pattern of the patients' day, the 
intensity of therapeutic programming and the style of care planning. 
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4. The policy of rewarding patients with cigarettes in the industrial therapy 
department to be reviewed. 

5. A personal clothing policy to be introduced to all units and all patients 
to be·provided with personal toilet requisites. The comfort and well
being of individual patients, particularly long-stay patients, to be 
enhanced by the purcbase of items which the patients would keep 
throughout their stay in the hospital. 

6. Mixed gender wards to be introduced in this service. Elderly patien,ts 
from Unit P to be re-Iocated and Unit P Male to be amalgamated with 
the adjoining Unit W Female. This unit to become a mixed gender 
rehabilitation unit. 

7, Works maintenance to be carried out in the following areas:
(a)' Toilet, unit male 2. 
(b) Kitchen, Reilly's Hill Complex, 
(c) Kitchen, admission unit complex. 
(d) House 4. 
(e) House 5. 
(f) Kitchen, unit 8. 
(g) Dampness on corridor approaching units 8 and 9, octagon 

approaching unit 7 and corridor to unit 4. 
(h) Toilets, unit 7. 
(i) Dampness, dormitory unit 7. 
(j) Hand washing and invalid toilet, unit 6. 
(k) Complete installation of shower, unit K. 
(I) Kitchen and toilets, unit I female. 
(m) Redecoration unit 9, admission unit and dormitory areas of many 

units. 
(n) Compartmentalisation of some dormitory areas. 
(o) Encase heating pipes arid electrical conduit in admission unit. 

8. Space utilisation in the admission unit complex to be reviewed in order 
to ease overcrowding. 

ST JOSEPH'S MENTAL HANDICAP SERVICE 
- 1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 17T11 SEPTEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
There were 400 beds in the St Joseph's Mental Handicap service. Patients 
were accommodated in seventeen hospital wards and in one pre-training· 
hostel situated to the left of the main entrance to St Ita's Hospital. 
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Accommodation was provided for 110 patients in six integrated wards and 
the remainder of the patients resided in single gender wards which had an 
integrated staff complement. In all of the mental handicap wards visited, 
nursing staff were assisted by care personnel. There were 394 patients 
resident in St Joseph's on the day of inspection. Fifty five patients were on 
temporary certificates and forty eigbt were on PUM certificates. Fourteen of 
the wards in St Joseph's were locked wards. There were twenty admissions 
to the service in 1990 twelve of which were first time admissions. There 
were four deaths since the 1990 inspection. 

PROFILE OF PATIENTS IN ST JOSEPH'S 
The residents in St Joseph's ranged in age from twelve to eigbty two years. 
Four patients were under fifteen years of age and nine were in the fifteen to 
nineteen age bracket. One hundred and eigbty two patients ranged in age 
from twenty to forty four years and 157 from forty five to sixty five years. 
Forty two patients were over the age of sixty five and eigbt were over 
seventy five years of age. Fourteen patients were in St Joseph's less than 
one year, fifty nine were more than one year but less than five years in 
hospital and 321 were more than five years in hospital. Approximately 
eigbty three per cent of the residents were ambulant, seven per cent were 
able to walk with aid, nine per cent were wheelchair bound and one per 
cent were confined to bed. Thirty four per cent of the patients had suffered 
from epilepsy. 

Approximately forty nine per cent of the patients had varying degrees of 
speech; twenty seven per cent communicated using natural gestures and 
signs whilst twenty four per cent were unable to communicate. Challenging 
behaviour occurred in sixty two per cent of the patients, described as self 
injUty, damage to the environment and other unclassified disturbances. 

COST 
The cost oflhis service in 1991 was approximately £7.9 million, £6.5 million 
of which was pay and £1.4 million non-pay. 

STAFFING 
There were two consultant psychiatrists attached to the service, 
two' registrars and two half time general practitioners making up one 
whole-time equivalent post. No psychologist was employed in this 
service. There was one occupational therapist but no social worker. 
Two hundred and thirty five nurses and 126 care assistants were also 
employed including one acting chief nursing officer, four assistant chief 
nursing officers, twenty nursing officers and twenty nine deputy nursing 
officers. Thirteen domestic staff and two recreation officers were also 
employed. 
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
Four hostels were attached to this service. Two hostels providing fourteen 
places were located in the grounds of St Ita's Hospital, one hostel with ten 
places was located in Balbriggan and one hostel with five places was located 
in Swords. Fifty six places were available at a community workshop at 
Maryfield, Swords. In addition, there was a wide range of industrial, 
occupational, honicultural and play therapy available to patients in the 
hospital including a hydro-therapy pool. Approximately seventy per cent of 
patients attended some form of therapy which was to be commended. 
Approximately sixty two of patients left the hospital complex for work or 
recreational pursuits. Some patients went on outings, others on shopping 
trips or to physical education therapies and a small number attended 
sheltered workshop activities. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
We were impressed with the standard of hygiene and cleanliness at 
the various units with one or two exceptions. The standard of patient 
care was satisfactory and the enthusiasm and dedication of the 
staff deserved special mention. We were pleased to repon that the standard 
of works maintenance bad improved considerably and we were particularly 
happy that many wards had been decorated since the last inspection. 
Noticeable too in this service was the range of occupational, industrial, 
play and leisure activities and the willingness of staff to panicipate 
with patients in such activities_ This hospital had its own independent 
radio station and many patients were listening to its programmes in 
the wards we visited. An assessment team carried out a detailed survey 
of all the people with mental handicap in St Ita's. All of the staff associated 
with this assessment were to be commended for their effon. We were 
also pleased to repon that this hospital had received approval for nurse 
training in mental handicap and the frrst group of student nurses was to 
commence training at the end of 1991. This was an exciting and welcome 
development and all staff who helped to bring this about were to be 
congratulated. 

The hospital was accredited for training by the Royal College of 
Psychiatrists. We commented in the 1990 repon on the inability of the 
maintenance department to respond to requests of a non-urgent nature due to 
the fact that staff were engaged in the installation of a new heating system. 
We were pleased to repon that the heating system was installed and that 
routine maintenance work was being undertaken promptly. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. A personal clothing policy to be introduced for aU of the patients in the 

St Joseph's complex. Personal toilet requisites to be provided for all 
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patients. Such services to he monitored for quantity and quality by the 
relevant nurse managers. 

2. Nursing care plans to be introduced in all of the wards. 

3. A psychologist to be appointed to this service. 

4. A written seclusion policy and record book to be introduced to Unit 12. 

S. Greater efforts to be made to bring Unit K up to an acceptable standard. 

6. Units II, 12, 13 and Unit E to be immediately up-graded and decorated. 

7. The toilets in Unit F to be up-graded if this unit was to remain in use. 

8. immediate attention to be given to Unit E and to its relocation 
elsewhere on the campus. The overall numbers on the unit to be reduced 
and behavioural therapy programmes to be immediately introduced for 
those patients remaining on the unit. 

9. The programme of normalisation and re-settlement to be accelerated. 

10. The gutters at the St Joseph's hostel complex to be cleaned and some of 
the houses decorated. An attempt to be made to make each house self
sufficient and less dependent on the central house. 

PSYCHIATRIC UNIT,VERGEMOUNT, CLONSKEAGH 
- 1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 11TH DECEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The population of catchment Area 2 was approximately 118,228. In-patient 
facilities were provided at the Vergemount Clinic in ClonSkeagh and hack
up beds were provided in St Brendan's Hospital. The proposal that a 
catchment area service be provided from the Psychiatric Unit, St Vincent's 
Hospital, Elm Park had not yet materialised. 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
The service had access to the Thomas Court Industrial Therapy Centre and 
forty five Area 2 out-patients attended this centre on a daily basis. There 
was an occupational therapy department at Vergemount Clinic and on 
average twelve in-patients and seventeen out-patients attended daily. A 
training hostel was located at Mount Pleasant Square and sixteen places 
were available at this hostel. Fourteen residents were accommodated in a 
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· teen bed high support hostel at Grosvenor Road, Ratbmines and six 
...,sidents were accommodated in a six bed low support group home in 
Kerlogue Road, Ringsend which was rented from the local authority. Both 
of these premises were visited and described in detail in the 1990 report. 

The G1enmalure Day Hospital continued to function well and a total of 219 
persons attended in 1990 with ~ average daily attendance of twenty. The 
alcohol treatment centre at Baggot Street Hospital was also functioning well 
and a total of 475 persons attended in 1990 with an average daily attendance 
of twelve. Both the Glenmalure Day Hospital and the Alcohol Treatment 
Centre were visited and described in detail in the 1990 report. 

OUT-PATIENT CLINICS 
Out-patient clinics were held at· Baggot Street Hospital and at the 
lrishtown Clinic. Three hundred and seventy six out-patient clinics were 
held in 1990 with 1,194 persons attending, 175 of whom were first time 
attenders. 

STAFFING 
A total of ninety persons were employed in the Area 2 service, excluding 
those employed at St Brendan's Hospital and at Tivoli Road, 
Dun Laoghaire. There were eleven medical staff, 2.5 occupational 
therapists, ODe social worker, one chief nursing officer, two assistant chief 
nursing officers, four nursing officers, three deputy nursing officers. forty
five staff nurses, twenty-eight ward ·attendants and five community 
psychiatric nurses. The chief nursing officer for this area no longer had 
responsibility for the Central Mental Hospital and was now in a position to 
concentrate fully on the development of this service. There was a total of 
eight administrative staff under the supervision of a senior executive 
officer. 

SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY 
Since our 1990 inspection, a new facility had opened at Tivoli Road, 
in Dun Laoghaire. AU"of the residents of this facility were former 
long-stay elderly patients from St Brendan's Hospital. There were 
twenty two continuing care beds and six assessment beds at Tivoli 
Road, The assessment service for the elderly was to operate along 
similar lines as the North Dublin Old Age Psychiatric Service and 
would commence when a consultant in the psychiatry of old age was 
appointed, 

COST 
The cost of the service for 1991 was £2.65 million which did not include the 
costs incurred in St Brendan's Hospital. We were glad to report that nursing 
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staff were now assigned exclusively to Area 2 and there was no longer a 
reliance on the staff pool at St Brendan's Hospital. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
All places visited were clean and tidy and the standard of care was 
satisfactory. We were also impressed with the commitment of the staff in 
this service. However. as stated in previous reports, Vergemount Clinic 
remained unsuited to and incapable of providing a comprebensive 
admission facility for this catchment area. Consequently, this service 
continued to rely beavily on back-up support from St Brendan's Hospital. 
Plans had been drawn up by the Eastern Health Board for tbe restructuring 
of the unit at Vergemount to bring it up to modern day standards and also to 
provide some additional and very necessary accommodation. The upgrading 
of this unit needed to be a major priority for capital funding. We were 
unsure as to how the Psychiatric Unit at St Vincent's Hospital, Elm Park 
fitted into this particular service. We understood discussions were on-going 
with a view to the Elm Park Unit providing a service for a sector of the 
catchment area. 

Following our 1990 report, a small day centre had opened in the Irlsbtown 
area and we welcomed this development. We recognised the major 
contribution made by the Friends of Vergemount to this service. The in
patient residential facilities for the elderly were of a high standard and we 
supported the development of an old age psychiatry service similar to the 
North Dublin model. There was a need for some additional hostel and group 
home accommodation. The catchment area needed to be sectorised and. there 
was a need for mental health facilities in the Ballinteer section of the 
catchment area. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. The catchment area to be sectorised in line with the recommendations of 

Planning for the Future. 

2. The role of SI. Vincent's Hospital, Elm Park regarding catchment area 
services to be agreed. 

3. Priority to be given to upgrading and extending the admission unit 
facilities at Vergemounl. 

4. Mental bealth facilities were required in the Ballinteer sector and there 
was a need for additional hostel and group home accommodation. 

5. The service at Mount Pleasant Square to be relocated and an old age 
psychiatry service similar to the North Dublin model to be developed. 
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ST LOMAN'S HOSPITAL, PALMERSTOWN, DUBLIN 
-1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 15TH AND 27TH NOVEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The St Loman's service provided psychiatric services to three catchment 
areas constituting five main sectors. These sectors were Crumlin and 
Tallaght which together comprised Community Care Area 4, Ballyfermot, 
Ronanstown and Clondalkin which together comprised Community Care 
Area 5 and North Kildare which comprised part of Community Care Area 9. 
The combined population of these five sectors was approxiIDately 303,000 
which represented approximately ten per cent of the total population of the 
Republic and approximately thirty three per cent of the population of the 
Eastern Health Board's functional area. Some of the sectors in the St 
Loman's service were quite large and had a population equivalent to 
catchment area services in other parts of the countty. There was a need for a 
reappraisal of the St Loman's area service with a view to separating the 
service into smaller, more manageable units. The service in North Kildare 
which had a population of approximately 50,000 was to transfer to the 
Kildare service at the end of 1991. 

The in-patient unit for the service was located at St Loman's Hospital which 
had 223 beds subdivided into 166 psychiatric, rwenty rwo mental handicap 
and thirty five geriatric'beds. There were six psychiatric wards and one de
designated geriatric ward accommodating patients transferred from St 
Brendan's. The mental handicap ward was now administered by the health 
board mental handicap service. Two of the psychiatric wards and the 
geriatric ward were integrated. Seventy seven male and fifty eight female 
patients were accommodated in the psychiatric wards on the day of 
inspection. Eight male and seven female patients were on temporary 
certificates. In addition, there were nine male and rwenty one female patients 
resident in the geriatric unit, Beech Haven. 

A feature of the St Loman's service was the low number of long-stay 
patients. Ten per cent of the hospital population were in St Loman's 
for over five years, fourteen per cent were in the new long-stay category 
while seventy six per cent of the hospital population were there less 
than one year. Forty rwo patients were over sixty five years of age 
with fifteen being over seventy five years. These figures did not include 
the geriatric facility, Beech Haven where most of the patients were 
over sixty five and all had been transferred from St Brendan's Hospital 
having been accommodated there for many years. Nineteen patients 
becanie new long-stay in 1990 and of these ten were over sixty five years of 
age. 
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ADMISSIONS 
There were 1,588 admissions to St Loman's Hospital in 1990, 341 of which 
were first admissions. This represented an increase of 187 admissions from 
the previous year and an increase of twenty eight in the number of first time 
admissions. Admissions by sector were as follows. 

SECTOR ADMISSIONS ADMISSION RATE 
PER 1,000 OF 
POPULATION 

SECTORl 
CrumIin, Drimnagh & 
WaIkinstown 442 5.09 

SECTORZ 
Tallaght 381 5.3 
Sector 3 
Ballyfermot, Cbapelizod 
& Lucan 330 6.3 

SECTOR 4 
Clondalkin & Rathcoole 218 5.0 

SECTOR 9 
North Kildare 176 3.5 

There were forty three patients admitted to St Loman's from other areas in 
1990, thineen of whom were first time admissions. Overall, the admission 
rate for this catchment area was 5.2 per 1,000 population. 

COST 
The cost of the St Loman's service was approximately £6.5 million and this 
included the mental blindicap unit and Beech Haven on campus. 

STAFFING 
There was one clinical director, ten consultani psychiatrists and eleven non
consultant hospital doctors. The service was accredited for training by the 
Royal College of Psychiatrists. There was one chief nursing officer, five 
assistant chief nursing officers, sixteen nursing officers, twenty one deputy 
nursing officers, thirteen community psychiatric nurses, 149 staff nurses and 
twenty eight housekeeping staff. Two social workers and one psychologist 
were employed with a pharmacist, a dentist, a chiropodist and an 
anaesthetist on a sessional basis. There were four occupational therapists, 
one occupational therapist's aide, four alcohol counsellors, twenty three 
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administrative staff, five cooks, one catering officer, one assistant catering 
officer, nine portelli and four gardeoers also employed. 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
Twelve hostels or group homes with 109 places were operated hy the 
service. Two of the community residences were high support hostels, two 
were medium support and eight were low support group homes. Most of 
these residences were visited during the inspection. In addition to the twelve 
community residences, there was also a house in Lucan caUed BaUydowd 
House which was used as a training hostel. Day hospitals were located at the 
Glenabbey Centre, TaUaght, Kilcock, St Columba's, Crumlin, and at the 
Clondalkin project. Eighty six day hospital places were availahle to this 
service and four hundred and nine persons attended the day hospitals in 
1990 with the average daily attendance being fifty six. Day centres with 150 
places were located at St Oamien's, Crumlin, Usher's Island and at the 
Glenahbey Centre, TaUaght. Two hundred and six persons attended the day 
centres in 1990 with an average daily attendance of eleven. The day centres 
and day hospitals were visited on this inspection. A training workshop with 
sixty places was located at Chapelizod and an occupational industrial 
therapy department with fifty places was located in St Loman's. 

Out-patient clinics were held in eight locations and 2,532 persons attended 
these clinics in 1990,637 of whom were first time attenders. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
St Loman's was a very active and cost effective service. We felt. however, 
that the catchment area was too large and unwieldy and there was a need for 
considerable further development of community facilities in certain areas. 
There was a lack of day facilities in the BaUyfermot sector and an 
inadequate number of residential places in the TaUaght sector. The 
community facilities that existed were of good quality and we were pleased 
to report that the facilities at St Oamien's Day Centre, Crumlin were of a 
high quality. 

The pharmacy systems in St Loman's Hospital had been improved since the 
1990 inspection. Most of the units within St Loman's remained single gender 
units and this was something that needed attention. We were happy to report 
that most of the day patients had been relocated from St Loman's to 
community facilities. However, the number of in-patients attending 
occupational and industrial facilities within St Loman's was low and many 
patients were still unoccupied. This was something that needed attention. 
Many parts of St Loman's Hospital were badly maintained and in poor 
decorative condition and needed immediate up-grading. The grounds of St 
Loman's Hospital were weU maintained and attractively laid out. 
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We were glad to report that considerable progress had been made by the 
staff of St Loman's in the development of services in North Kildare and it 
was expected that the Kildare service would be fully operational in 1992. 
This would mean that the North Kildare service would no longer use 
facilities at St Loman's Hospital. Considerable progress, we understood, bad 
also been made in upgrading the high support hostel and sector headquarters 
in South Kildare to enable the service to operate independently from the 
South Eastern Health Board service. 

We were unhappy with the sleeping and lodging out arrangements in St 
Loman's and believed that these needed review. The use of staff tea rooms in 
each clinical area also needed review, particularly when most units were 
over-crowded and there was a cenusl staff canteen on site. We would like to 
have seen nUJl!ing care plans implemented in all training units of St Loman's 
Hospital. 

The external fabric of parts of the building in St Loman's appeared to 
be deteriorating rapidly, particularly the timber cladding and the roof. 
This matter required immediate attention. There was a need for an on-going 
maintenance programme. Personal clothing needed to be introduced for 
all patients in the hospital. The plethora of notices on the walls of 
ward offices and in the entrance foyer to St Joseph's ward created an 
impression of general untidiness. We commented in the 1990 report on 
the inadequacy of the seclusion rooms and these rooms needed to be 
upgraded to minimise the risk of patients injuring themselves whilst in 
seclusion. 

We welcomed the introduction of a quality of care committee in St 
Loman's.We read the committee's 1991 report and agreed with its contents. 
We suggested this committee be asked to review progress at the end of 1992. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. A programme of refurbishment and decoration to be commenced in St 

Loman's Hospital, particularly in Units A, F, St Joseph's and Beech 
Haven. 

2. Continuity of nurse staffing in ward clinical areas to be introduced and in 
particular, continuity of supervisory nurses to be introduced to Unit D. 

3. Lodging out arrangements to be discontinued, if at all possible. Space 
utilisation within the hospital to be urgently reviewed, particularly with 
regard to staff tea rooms as there was a large staff canteen on site. 

4. The day programme for the elderly to be transferred to an area where 
the persons attending would have more space and where the programme 
could continue without interruption. 
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5. A clearly structured daily programme for all patients to be introduced in 
the bospital. The industrial therapy department to be up-graded and all 
patients, with the exception of those who were acutely ill and required 
close nursing observation, to be encouraged to participate in specific 
thempeutic leisure or rehabilitation programmes. 

6. Personal clothing to be provided for all patients in St Loman's Hospital. 

7. Notices relating only to ward procedures, patient care or hospital policy 
to be displayed in ward offices. A cenlml notice board to be provided 
for the staff associations and clinical ward offices not to be used for 
staff association purposes. 

8. Curtains to be provided around the beds in_the.observation ward of St 
Joseph's and this Unit, in particular, to be decorated and refurbished. The 
profusion of notices in the entrance foyer to St Joseph's to be removed. 

9. All residents in Grove House, Celbridge to be reviewed with the view to 
relocating some to low to medium support accommodation. Therapy 
facilities to be urgently provided in the North Kildare area. 

10. The secluded garden at the rear of Beech Haven to be attractively laid 
out. The provision of garden seating, flower beds, shrubs and a small 
patio or verandah to be considered. 

II. Additional pictures, bouse plants and soft furnishings to be provided in 
some of the bostels in order to create a more domestic ambience. The 
bouse at Moorefield to be decorated and the beating system in F oxdene 
to be upgraded. Additional furniture to be provided in Hazel Cottage in 
Celbridge. 

12. The new alcobolism service at Glenabbey in Tallagbt to be reviewed 
and evaluated regu1arly. 

13. Greater integration of patients to be introduced in this bospital and 
nursing care plans to be introduced in all nurse tmining areas. Staff to be 
trained in the use of care plans. 

NEWCASTLE HOSPITAL, COUNTY WICKLOW 
- 1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 10TH APRIL, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The Wicklow psychiatric service was responsible for the County of 
Wicklow with a catcbmentpopulation of approximately 95,500 and the 
catchment area was divided into three sectors as follows :-
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SECTOR 
Bray and North East Wicklow 
Wicklow and West Wicklow 
Ark.Iowand South West Wicklow 
Total 

POPULATION 
46,500 
30,000 
20,000 
96,500 

It was anticipated that the West Wicklow subsector would be integrated into 
the Kildare service at the end of 1991. These sectors were in the process of 
being reorganised at the time of inspection. The Arklow and South West 
Wicklow sector remained unchanged. The Wicklow sector would 
incorporate Greystones, Delgany and Kilcoole' with a base at Newcastle 
Hospital and the Bray sector, incorporating the urban area of Bray and 
surrounding hinterland including Enniskerry, would operate from the 
Lincara Mental Health Centre, Bray. 

STAFFING 
Medical staff consisted of a permanent consultant psychiatrist acting 
as clinical director, two acting consultant psychiatrists and six non
consultant hospital doctors. There was one psychologist and two' social 
workers. Seven administrative staff were employed and there were 
twenty domestic staff, two ground staff and a porter. There was also one 
catering officer and a supplies officer on the team. The nurse complement 
was sixty eight nurses and there were fifty nine nurses in post on the day 
of inspection_ Five nurses were assigned to the Lincara Centre. Bray; 
there were five community psychiatric nurses, two nurses assigned 
permanently to the Kilmullen Enterprise Centre and one nurse assigned to 
the day centre in Ark.Iow. 

COST 
The cost of the service in 1990 was £2.2 million. 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
Eighty-five day places in total were available, fifty in the North County at 
the Lincara Centre, Bray, twenty in the Mid County at the Kilmul1en 
Enterprise Centre, Newcastle and fifteen at the Mews in Ark.Iow. There were 
298 out-patient clinics held at eleven locations in 1990. A total of 890 
persons attended the out-patient clinics, 225 of whom were fITSt time 
attenders. Eight patients became long-stay in 1990, three of whom were over 
sixty five years of age. 

On the day of inspection there were seven group homes and hostels in this 
service providing fifty four places. The high support hostel located in the 
grounds of Newcastle Hospital provided a further thirty six places. Four 
patients from the high support hostel were in the process of being discharged 
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and some patients from the St Brendan's area were to be relocated to hostels 
in County Wicklow. 

ADMISSIONS 
There were 488 admissions to Newcastle Hospital in 1990, 126 of which 
were fust time admissions. This represented a rate of 4.9 per 1,000 of the 
population and 1.2 per 1,000 for first time admissions. . 

SECTOR ADMISSIONS RATE PER FIRST RATE PER 
1,000 OF ADMISSIONS 1,000 OF 

POPULATION POPULATION 
Bray 219 4.7 54 1.1 
Wicklow 135 4.5 35 1.1 
Arklow 129 7.1 37 2.0 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
We were impressed with this service during the 1990 inspection and we 
were glad to repo" that the standards had remained at a satisfactory level. 
All of the staff demonstrated commendable conimitmentto achieving high 
standards of care and this was exemplified in their continued development of 
effective systems of care planning which were based on the individual needs 
of each person and full multi-disciplinary involvement which was reviewed 
and updated regularly. The staff of this service were committed to the 
concept of a community-oriented service and had clear ideas as to where the 
service was going in the years ahead. There were plans to open a day centre 
in Wicklow Town with money donated to the hospital by two former 
patients. This money was held in trust by the Eastern Health Board and was 
available to the service. 

The service was approved by the Royal College of Psychianists and the 
Irish College of General Practitioners for training and by An Bord 
A1tranais for Psychianic Nurse training. Case conferences and joumal clubs 
were held on a weekly basis and there was an on-going education 
programme for all staff. The service was highly regarded by local general 
practitioners. 

The service bad integrated well into the local coinmunity and there 
were numerous voluntary groups providing suppo" and befriending 
schemes. The Friends of Newcastle Hospital had raised over £70,000 in the 
last number of years and all this money had been ploughed back into the 
service. The Friends bad also organised a series of public lectures in 
Arklow, Bray and Greystones on all aspects of mental health. The Friends 
had sponsored a number of publications which were widely disnibuted 
throughout the county, all designed to suppo" an awareness of good mental 
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health .. There was an Active Mental Health Association in Bray and in 
Arklow and the Friends and Mental Health Associations had organised 
numerous hefriending schemes. The booklets designed for relatives and 
patients contained ioformation on ECT, lithium treatment, schizophrenia and 
dementia. The hospital serVices and facilities were impressive. The attention 
to detail marked this service apart. 

A two year prospective trial of out-patient detoxification from 
alcoholism had recently been completed at the Lincara Centre, Bray 
and the results of the study to date were promising. It was hoped to 
have the results of this study published in a professional journal. 
The information so garnered was to be used to promote the philosophy 
of extra-mural detoxification. Other research work being carried 
out concerned Huntingtons Disease and anti-depressant prescribing. 
Detailed records were kept on all admissions stating age, sex, 
number of admissions, location of home residence, treatment offered 
and length of stay. All of this research was completed manually which 
was time consuming. We recommended the acquisition of a computer 
for the medical record section of this service. The Board needed to 
give early consideration to facilitating the further development of 
original research at this hospital. We noted that the third edition of the 
textbook, Psychological Medicine was to be published in 1991 under the 
editorship of medical staff at Newcastle Hospital with an expanded list of 
contributors. 

No recommendations were made following this inspection. 

CENTRAL MENTAL HOSPITAL, DUNDRUM 
-1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 21ST JUNE, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
On the day of our inspection there were ninety-one patients accommodated 
in the hospital, ten of whom were female. Thirty-five male patients 
were less than twelve months in the hospital, twenty-five were less 
than three months in hospital and six female patients were less than three 
months in hospital. Eleven male and four female patients had been 
transferred to the hospital under section 207 of the Mental Treatment Act, 
1945. 

COST 
The cost of the service in 1990 was approximately £3 million. 
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HOSTEL 
The former Governor's house in the grounds of the hospital had been 
renovated and decorated and it was intended to use this house as a bostel 
or halfway house for patients and we supported this worthwhile 
development. 

STAFFING 
Staffing consisted of an acting clinical director, one consultant psychiatrist, 
two psychiatrists and three registrars. There was one chief nursing officer, 
two assistant chief nursing officers, 112 attendant staff, one social worker 
and one psychologist but no occupational therapist was employed. There 
were no ward based domestic staff but a number of domestics worked in the 
public service areas. Twelve catering staff were also employed and, in 
addition, there were garden and maintenance staff. 

NEW UNIT 
The Eastern Health Board planned to close the original' 19th 
century building and to move patients to the new unit in the grounds of the 
hospital. Up to the time of inspection only the administrative staff had 
moved to the new unit. It was hoped to transfer patients to this unit later in 
1991. It would be necessary to provide additional patient accommodation 
adjacent to the new unit in order to facilitate the total closure of the old 
building. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
The old building at the hospital was unsuitable for modem therapeutic 
purposes and we were delighted to report that plans for the transfer of thirty 
patients to the new unit were at an advanced stage. Units 7, 4 and 5 required 
decoration as they were to continue to be used for patient care in the'short 
term. However, it was our hope that with the provision of additional 
accommodation adjacent to the thirty bed unit all patients would eventually 
be accommodated therein and the old building would be closed. 

The Central Mental Hospital was now at an exciting crossroads and 
with the re-organisation of services within the campus there was an 
ideal opportunity for the revision and updating of operating procedures 
and practices. The new unit, which was to become the admission 

-facility, needed to be an integrated unit accommodating both male and 
female patients with male and female staff. Hopefully, integration would 
be considered for the re-organised unit in the old building. There was a 
need for a nursing input in the new unit and we were glad to report that 
some of the Dundrum staff were undertaking psychiatric nurse training. We 
hoped that this would continue and that more staff would avail of this 
opportunity. 
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Attendant staff needed to be integrated as far as possible into the new 
service. This would require ·additional attendant staff undertaking 
psychiatric nurse training. There were some exciting educational, 
occupational, and vocational projects planned for this service under 
the auspices of Eve Holdings. Members of the attendant staff with 
appropriate skills and aptitudes needed to be encouraged to avail of training 
opportunities wbich would enable them to function appropriately in these 
new ventures. While we recognised the various tensions that existed in 
providing treatment and care within a secure environment, we were glad to 
report that there was a commitment to build on the existing therapies so that 
patients were prepared for their eventual return to society. The provision of a 
structured but sympathetic living environment linked with an appropriate 
level of intellectual stimulation through education, rehabilitation, leisure and 
social activities was to be welcomed. The staff at the hospital would need 
support during the transfer to new style services and every effort on 
management's part needed to be made to maximise the inevitable teething 
problems which would invariably accompany profound and desirable 
change. 

The staffing roster was spread over a four week - twenty eight day cycle in 
which staff worked thirteen out of the twenty eight days. The day shift 
commenced at 08.00 hours and half the staff finished at 19.30 hours and the 
remainder at 21.00 hours. Consequently, half of the patients were locked in 
their rooms at 19.00 hours and the remainder at 21.00 hours. During the 
industrial dispute which was taking place at the time of inspection, all 
patients were locked in their rooms at 19.00 hours. This was not a 
satisfacto£), situation. The rostering system failed to respond to the needs of 
patients and there was an urgent need for a more appropriate rostering 
system for the hospital. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. The transfer of patients to the new unit and the provision of the second 

unit with the rationalisation of existing accommodation within the old 
building to be proceeded with as rapidly as possible. 

2. The sections of the old building which were to remain in use in the short 
term to be upgraded and decorated. 

3. A written drug procedure policy and a written seclusion policy to be 
introduced to this hospital. Records of seclusion to be kept in an 
appropriate seclusion book. 

4. The professional training of attendant staff and the recruitment of 
trained staff to be continued. 
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5. The post of clinical director to be fiUed ona permanent basis. 

6. The use of the Central Mental Hospital for patients with short lived 
disturbances within the prison system to be reviewed. There was a need 
for a prison psychiatric unit and whether that function would stay with 
the Central Mental Hospital in Dundrum was something that needed to 
be considered. 

7. All long-stay patients in the hospital to be reviewed with a view to 
relocating as many as possible to their local psychiatric services. 

JAMES CONNOLLY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CATCHMENT AREA 6 - 1991 INSPECTION 

Il'iSPECTED ON 11TH APRIL, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The catchment area of this service extended north of the Liffey from Arran 
Quay to Glasnevin and Finglas and West to Castleknock and 
Blanchardstown. The population of the catchment area was approximately 
140,000 and it was divided into three sectors as foUows:-

SECTOR 
Blanchardstown 
Finglas 
Cabra 
Total 

POPULATION 
60,000 
40,000 
40,000 
140,000 

In-patient facilities for the sectors were located at James Connolly Memorial 
Hospital which catered for the Blanchardstown sector and at St Brendan's 
Hospital which catered for Finglas and Cabra sectors. 

COST 
We were unable to determine the cost of this service as part of the budget for 
the catchment area was allocated to the St Brendan's Hospital service and 
the remainder to the James Connolly Memorial Hospital service. 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
-Day centres were located on the North Circular Road, on the North Road, 

Finglas, at Wellmont Park, Finglas and at the Roselawn Health Centre, 
Blanchardstown. There were 105 day places available in this catchment 
area. Hostels were located at Dromheath Avenue, Mulhuddart, at C1aremont 
Lawns, Glasnevin, at Daneswood, Ballymun Road, at Mountpelier Park, at 
Aughrim SI, and at St Elizabeth's Court, Adelphi House, San Remo, and Ard 
na Greine, all located on the North Circular Road. A total of 160 places were 
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available in these hostels. Four houses were rented from the local authority 
while the remainder were owned by the Board. 

ST DYMPNA'SALCOHOL TREATMENT UNIT 
An alcohol treatment service was provided at St Dympna's on the North 
Circular Road. This service was described in detail in the 1990 report and 
there had been no significant changes since then. It was likely that this 
service would be relocated in the near future. 

SHELTERED WORKSHOPS 
Tolco was a limited liability company which was owned by the 
Eastern Health Board with responsibility for providing sheltered 
workshop facilities. The company administered two sheltered 
workshops, one located on the North Road, Finglas and the second 
at Broombridge Road, Cabra. On average, 140 persons attended the 
two workshops daily and there was one supervisor employed for 
every fifteen day attenders. In addition to the workshops,there was also 
a pre-vocational training course specialising in cookery, laundry and 
office procedures. The skill-based centre was located in the annexe of 
St Brendan's Hospital. There were twenty four places available with an 
average daily attendance of twenty. Two supervisors were employed in this 
centre. 

OUT-PATIENT CLINICS 
Out-patient clinics were held in Blanchardstown, Finglas, Cabra, St 
Elizabeth's Court and St Dympna's. A total of 1,015 persons attended out
patient clinics in 1990, 740 of whom were first time attenders. 

ADMISSIONS 
There were 374 admissions to Unit 9, James Connolly Memorial Hospital in 
1990, forty of which were transferred from the medical units of James 
Connolly Hospital. Four patients were transferred to St Brendan's Hospital 
from Unit 9.A total of713 persons were admitted to St Brendan's Hospital 
in 1990 from this catchment area, 531 from the Cabra sector, 146 from the 
Finglas sector and thirty six from the Blanchardstown sector. 

NORTH DUBLIN OLD AGE PSYCHIATRY SERVICE 
The North Dublin Old Age Psychiatry Service was established in late 1989 
with the aim of providing a comprehensive psychiatric service for the 
elderly people in catchment Areas 6 and 7 in North Dublin with a population 
of approximately 27,000 people over the age of sixty five. This service was 
operated by a multi-disciplinary team led by a consultant psychiatrist and 
was based on the principle of domiciliary assessment of all patients by one 
of the psychiatrists on the team. There were weekly tearn meetings at which 
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appropriate care plans were drawn up for new patients requiring on-going 
care. 

FACD..ITIES 
The service had an in-patient facility in iames Connolly Memorial 
Hospital. The team secretary co-ordinated the activities of the team taking 
referrals from general practitioners etc.. The role of the community 
psychiatric nurse included monitoring of patients in their homes, providing 
emotional and practical support to carers, and liaising with other services 
involved with the patient, especially public health nurses. Day hospitals 
were located at the James Connolly Memorial Hospital and at St Vincent's 
Hospital, Fairview. This old age psychiatry service catered for two broad 
groups ofpeople:-

I. Elderly people who developed functional psychiatric disorders such as 
depression for the first time after the age of sixty five years. 

2. People with dementia and associated behaviourable problems such 
as agitation or aggression requiring psychiatric intervention. People 
with dementia and associated severe behaviour problems that required 
in-patient intervention were treated in the six bed unit at St Vincent's 
Hospital, Fairview. Those with functional psychiatric disorders 
were treated in a two bed unit at Unit 9, James Connolly Memorial 
Hospital. People with dementia and associated severe behaviour 
problems who were deemed to require continuing care were admitted to 
Unit 3 which was a long-stay psychiatric unit in James Connolly 
Memorial Hospital. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
We concentrated on the old age psychiatry service and the Units at 
James Connolly Memorial Hospital during this inspection as community 
facilities were described in detail in the 1990 report. We commended 
all those involved in the very successful old age psychiatric service. The 
fact that there was minimal bed usage was a measure of the competency and 
expertise of the team in ensuring maximum use of domiciliary care. This 
service could be used as a blue print for old age psychiatry services at 
national level. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. Patients accommodated in Unit 10 to be categorised as voluntary 

patients as this unit was a designated psychiatric treatment unit. 

2. All patients admitted to Unit 9 to make application for admission as 
voluntary patients. 
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3. The admission policy of not admitting temporary patients.to Unit 10 to 
be reviewed if this hospital was to provide a comprehensive service to 
the catchment area. 

4. Night lights to be provided in Unit 10. 

5. The provision of an automatic fire detection system to be considered. 

6. Physiotherapists and occupational therapists to be employed in 
Unit 3. The services of the continence advisor to be considered for this 
unit. 

7. Continuity of nurse staffIDg to be provided in Unit 3 and the 
employment of additional psychiatric nurses to be considered. 

8. Personal possessions and individual activity/stimulation programmes 
for all patients to be introduced to Unit 3. Psychiatric nurses to have an 
input into programme planning. 

9. The sterile clinical appearance of Unit 3 and the· suitability of some 
ward furniture to be reviewed. Pot plants, flowers and pictures to be 
introduced to the unit in order to make the unit as cosy and homely as 
possible. 

10. The old age psychiatry service to serve as a model for the provision of 
similar services throughout the COUDtry. 

PSYCHIATRIC UNIT, ST JAMES'S HOSPITAL, DUBLIN 
- 1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 16TH MARCH AND 11TH DECEMBER, 1991 

·GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
St j~'s·Hospital provided psychiatric services for. Community Care Area 
3, the main centres of population being St James's and its environs, 
Kilmainbam lnchicore, Harold's Cross, Terenure, Rathfamham, Ballyboden 
and White Church. The catchment area was not sectorised and the 
population was approximately 90,000. Community services for the 
catchment area were delivered by St Patrick's Hospital on behalf of the 
Eastern Health Board. The in-patient unit with fifty one beds at St James's 
was directly administered by St Patrick's Hospital. A further twenty seven 
beds were provided by St Patrick's Hospital for the service. Since the 1990 
inspection, a new psycho-geriatric day hospital had opened in St Patrick's 
Hospital. 
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COMMUNITY FACD..ITIES 
A day hospital was localed on the campus of SI James's Hospital and 
a day centre was localed on the campus of SI Patrick's Hospital. Both 
facilities were inapproprialely placed. There was one community residence 
on the South Circular Road and three group homes were localed in 
Rathmines, Crumlin and Weavers Close. The oul-patients departmenlwas 
located in SI James's Hospital and there were no exlernal oul-patienl 
facilities. 

STAFFING 
Staffing consisted of one clinical direclor, four consultanl psychiatrists, five 
registrars al SI James's and one registrar funded by SI Patrick's who 
worked With catchment area patients, one research registrar, one lecturer, 
four community_ psychiatric nurses, one chief occupational therapisl, one 
senior occupational therapisl, two basic grade occupational therapists, one 
senior social worker, three social workers, one woodwork insttuctor and one 
senior clinical psychologist. 

Nursing supervision was provided for the acute unit from St James' Hospital 
and for llie community services from SI Patrick's Hospital. Nursing 
staff included two nursing officers, four deputy nursing officers and twenty
two nurses who were assigned to the acute unit. Nurses were also assigned 
from St Patrick's Hospital to the acute unit. Administrative staff were 
provided by SI James's Hospital and by SI. Patrick's Hospital. There were 
·two receptionists in the out-patienl department and two at the in-patienl 
unit in St James's Hospital. There were also two medical secretaries in the 
unit and two other secretaries provided a service for the social work 
department 

COST 
The cost of the service in 1990 was approximately £2.2 million. 

ADMISSIONS 
There were 421 admissions to the St James's Unit in 1990 compared to 530 
in 1989. Five patients became new long-stay in 1991, three in St Patrick's 
Hospital and two in St James's Hospital. 

-GENERAL COMMENTS 
The hygiene, decor and therapeutic milieu of theSt James's Unit were of a 
high standard. However, it was disappointing thaI the standard of care and 
hygiene in the community facilities did not reflect the excellent. standard 
obtaining in the hospital unit. There was a marked contrast between the 
standard of the community residences visiled in this service and the 
overall standard of the residences in the nearby SI Brendan's service. Area 3 
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was not sectorised and all of the facilities, with the exception of the 
residences mentioned· and an additional residence with five places in 
Crumlin, were located on the campus of either SI James's or St Patrick's 
Hospitals. 

A greater commitment to the concept of a community psychiatric service 
was needed The day hospital and the day centre needed to be relocated to a . 
community setting. There was a need for day hospitals in the Kilmainbam, . 
Rathmines, Ratbfambam and Terenure aress. High supPO" residences and 
some medium suppo" residences were also required. This service also 
provided a liaison service to St James's Hospital. Fifty patients were 
transferred from other departments in St James's Hospital to the unit in 
1990. Liaison services were also provided to patients throughout the hospital 
who bad associated psychological problems. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. Serious consideration to be given to thesectorisation of this catchment 

area. 

2. The provision offacilities off campus to be located in the community as 
a priority. 

3. The overall style and operating philosophy of the hostels needed urgent 
review. Some hostels required upgrading. 

4. The patients' register in St James's needed to include the legal status of 
patients in the psychiatric unit. 

5. Review of the fire precautions in St Martha's hostel and the use of single 
bar electric fires in the other two houses needed to be reviewed 

CLUAIN MHUIRE FAMILY CENTRE, BLACKROCK, 
COUNTY DUBLIN - 1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 11m DECEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
Services at the Cluain Mbuire Family Centre were provided by the Order 
of St John of God on contract with the Eastern Health Board. In-patient 
facilities were located at the St John of God Hospital, Stillorgan, 
County Dublin. The population of the catchment area was approximately 
123,000 and it was administered as one sector with each consultant 
offering sub-specialised services to the area. The admiilistrative 
headquaners was at Cluain Mbuire, Blackrock which also served as a day 
hospital. 
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STAFFING 
Eighty three. staff and seven part-time staff were employed in this service. 
There were eighteen medical staff. three psychologists. eight social workers. 
one assistant chief nursing officer. thirteen staff nurses and two community 
nurses. Five domestic staff had been employed in the community facilities 
since the 1990 inspection. The clinical director had retired and a new clinical 
director was due to be appointed. 

COST 
The cost of the Cluain Mhuire service was £3.1 million and this included 
the child psychiatric service and funding for the forty in-patient beds in the 
St John of God Hospital in Stillorgan. No major changes had taken place in 
this service since the 1990 inspection. Day centres at Cluain Mhuire and 
York Road and the drop-in centre in Dalkey continued to operate 
satisfactorily. 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
Five male residents were accommodated in a house in Wyattville and one 
half-way house in the grounds of SL John of God Hospital which was shared 
with the private hospital and two houses at Belmont Park which were rented 
from the Oblate Fathers. accommodated twelve residents. A sheltered 
workshop facility for this catchment area was located at Burton Hall and 
there were 130 places available with an average daily attendance of 100. It 
was hoped to introduce sixteen skin based training places in the catering and 
horticultural section of this centre early in 1992. 

CHILD PSYCHIATRIC SERVICE 
The child psychiatric service was due to be administered separately from the 
adult services in 1992. The adolescence psychiatric service was to remain 
with the adult service. In order to co-ordinate the service. joint meetings 
were taking place on a monthly basis between the area management service 
and the management ofSt John of God Hospital. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. A high support hostel and some medium and low support hostels to be 

provided. 

'2;- Day centre facilities to be provided' in the Dun Laoghaire and Blackrock 
sections of the catchment area. 

3. This catchment area to be sectorised in line with the recommendations 
of PlannIng for the Future. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
MIDLAND HEALTH BOARD 

ST LOMAN'S HOSPITAL, MULLINGAR - 1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 11TH JUNE, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The catchment population of the St Loman's service was approximately 
95,800 divided into three sectors as follows:- . 

SECTOR 
Athlone 
Longford 
Mullingar 
Total 

ST LOMAN'S HOSPITAL 

POPULATION 
28,000 
31,000 
36,800 
95,800 

One hundred and eighty nine male and 142 female patients were resident in 
St Loman's Hospital on the day of inspection. One hundred and four 
patients were from County Meath and forty eight per cent were sixty five 
years of age or over. Approximately eight patients with a mental handicap 
were accommodated' in St Loman's and, in addition, a further ninety three 
patients with a mental handicap were accommodated in de-designated 
facilities. During 1990, fourteen patients became new long-stay; ten of 
whom were aged sixty five years or over. Twenty male and twenty female 
patients were on temporary certificates and forty four were on PUM 
certificates. 

COMMUNITY SERVICES 
A day centre and a day hospital were located in each sector. A total of fifty 
five persons attended the day hospitals; twenty nine were from Mullingar, 
fourteen were from Athlone and twelve were from the Longford sector. A 
total of 114 persons attended the day centres; twenty three were from 
Mullingar, thirty four were from Athlone and fifty seven were from the 
Longford sector. The sod was turned on what was to be the new day centre 
in the grounds of Longford County Hospital in June, 1991. The 
approximate cost of the centre was £440,000 and the additional fitting out 
costs would bring the total cost to approximately £700,000. There were 
fourteen community residences providing a total of eighty three places. 
Seven residences were located in Mullingar, four in Longford and three in 
Athlone, including one high support hostel. A house had been purchased 
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beside an existing residence called Edgewater by APT, the independent 
company operated on behalf of the St Loman's psychiatric service, and it 
was hoped to amaIgalnate the two to form a high suppon hostel. 

STAFFING 
There were six consultants, one of whom was retired but still provided 
locum cover for her post. She was due to be replaced by a new permanent 
appointment. Five NCRDswere also employed. The hospital was approved 
for both psychiatric and general practitioner training. There were 219 
nursing staff 178.5 of whom were in the hospital. The remainder were in the 
community facilities - 14.5 in the Mullingar sector, eleven in the Longford 
sector and fifteen in the Athlone sector. 

COST 
The cost of the psychiatric service in 1990, excluding the mental handicap 
facility in St Loman's, was approximately £6.7 million. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
It was gratifying that the number of admissions to St Loman's had fallen by 
almost 200 since 1990. Nevertheless, the overall admission rate still 
remained high. The 1989 figure represented an increase of 130 admissions 
over the preceding year. On the day of inspection, sixty admission beds were 
occupied which indicated a rather liberal use of this facility and suggested 
that admission policies and the length of time patients were maintained in 
hospital needed careful scrutiny. 

The community services had improved and numbers attending community 
facilities had increased. It was good to hear that construction of the new day 
centre in the grounds of Longford Hospital had commenced. The Mount 
Carmel building in which the day hospital was housed might then be 
acquired for use by the psychiatric services. A substantial part of this 
building was vacant and offered room for expansion to the Longford 
psychiatric service. 

A number of our comments were, of necessity, critical and were almost 
identical to those of 1990. Some of the deficiencies and problems which we 
identified in 1990 still persisted in 1991. The general overcrowding and lack 
of- privacy was deplorable and needed urgent attention. This was 
pervasive throughout the hospital but the situation was particularly 
disturbing in the admission facility. The admission facility was grossly 
inadequate and unacceptable because of over-crowding and lack of privacy 
and was unsuitable for admission purposes. We were told that plans to 
upgrade this unit had existed for almost a decade and that tenders had been 
received but capital was not available. 
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Our preference"was for an admission unit attached to Mullingar. General 
Hospital in line with the policy of Planning for the Future. A thirty bed 
admission unit would be quite sufficient for this service" We did not believe 
that adaptation of the existing admission unit was worthy of expenditure 
because of structural difficulties with the building. 

We referred in 1990 to the lack of stimulation and activation of patients in 
long-stay wards and our anxieties still persisted. It was noticeable that in 
some wards which were well staffed, patients left the ward during the day 
but the staff remained and did not seem to be usefully occupied after the 
patients had departed. We were deeply concerned that nothing had been 
done to discontinue the illegal practice of secluding patients without medical 
prescription. We referred to this in the 1990 report and pointed out that 
seclusion should only be undertaken at the direction of a consultant and that 
the consultant should sign the seclusion book certifying the order for 
seclusion. 

We noted that a nurse care plaooing system had been introduced but had not 
been properly utilised. Likewise, no changes had been made" to the drug 
recording system, but we were informed' that a new system was to be 
introduced'and we saw the forms designed for this purpose. The new nurse 
procedure book was impressive and staff involved in compiling the book 
were to be congratulated. There was a need for in·service training to 
familiarise all staff on the use of the nurse care plaooing system. In many of 
the wards there was a serious lack of personal toilet reqUisites and of 
personal clothing, particularly underclothing. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. Capital to be made available for the provision of a psychiatric unit at 

Mullingar Hospital. 

2. Immediate action to be taken to deal with the lack of privacy in 
dormitory areas and that, at the very least, rails and curtains be provided 
between the beds so that the patients would not have to undress in full 
view of one another. 

3. Steps to be taken to decrease the level of overcrowding, particularly in 
sleeping areas. 

4. Occupational and activation programmes to be extended on a broader 
basis to cover more patients in the hospital. Staff to be trained and 
deployed more effectively in this regard. 

5. Appropriate procedures to be put in place to comply with the 
requirements of the Mental Treatment Act, 1945 with regard to the 
prescribing of seclusion. 
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ST FINTAN'S HOSPITAL, PORTLAOISE -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON llth FEBRUARY, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The popUlation of the LaoislOffaly catchment area was approximately 
113,000 and it was divided into three sectors based at Tullamore. Birr and 
Portlaoise. 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
There were thirteen community residences in this service catering for sixty 
nine patients in total. Two of the residences which were supervised were in 
Portlaoise while the remainder were unsupervised but were visited daily by 
nurses working in the community. There were nine residences in Portlaoise. 
tw~ in Birr and two in Tullamore. A day hospitaUday centre was located in 
Tullamore and a day hospital was located in Birr. The former convent in 
Rathdowney was being acquired by the Board for use as a high support 
hostel and other services were also to be provided at this premises. Plans to 
acquire a training workshop on the Timahoe Road in Portlaoise had fallen 
through but another premises in an industrial estate in Portlaoise had been 
identified and negotiations were proceeding. Likewise. rental of a premises 
adjacent to the sector headquarters in Tullamore for use as a workshop was 
proceeding and it was hoped to open this premises in April. 1991. It was 
also hoped to open a new high support hostel in Tullamore in the grounds of 
the Welfare Home. 

OUT-PATIENT CLINICS 
Out-patient clinics were held in twelve locations and a total of 293 clinics 
were held in 1990 at which 788 persons attended. 215 of..whom were first 
time attenders. Two hundred and sixteen persons were referred from the out
patient department for in-patient admission. 

STAFFING 
There were four consultant psychiatrist posts including the post of clinical 
director. one of which was occupied by a temporary appointee. Five 
NCHDs and one psychologist were also employed but there was no social 
worker or occupational therapist. There were 127 nursing staff. In addition. 
another twenty nurses. twelve formerly with the St. Fintan's psychiatric 

-service and six newly recruited nurses specialising in mental handicap 
nursing. were employed in the de-designated mental handicap unit on 
campus. There was a panel of approximately thirty nurses living in the area 
who could be called on from time to time. There were four community 
psychiatric nurses with twenty three staff bases in the community and 
another sixteen part-time staff. There were twenty four domestics giving a 
good ward-based service. At least one and often two domestics were on duty 
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each day m each ward, A nurse worked as a recreational therapist imd 
another was a trained behavioural therapist working full-time in this 
capacity. 

ST. FINTAN'S HOSPITAL 
There were 165 patients in S( Filllan's Hospital. There was one lodger, 
a patient with mental handicap who had been in the hospital since the 
1st January, 1991 and for whom a1telnative 'accommodation was being 
sought as he was'inappropriately placed, having' no psychiatric disorder. 
These numbers contrasted with 193'patients resident in the hospital in 1990 
and the difference was accourited for by • mixture of discharges, transfers to 
Shane and the Welfare Home in Abbeyleix and by eleven deaths. The 
number of patients becoming' new long-stay in i 990 was eight which was 
the same as in 1989. Fifty eight patients with mental handicap, who were not 
part of St Fintan's service, were accommodated in a de-designated Unit on ' 
campus. 

There were 512 admissions during 1990 compared with 589 in 1989. The 
decline was almost exclusively accounted for from the Ponlaoise sector. 
Admission rates per sector during 1990 were as folJows:· 

SECTOR 
Tullamore 
Birr 
Portlaoise 

RATE PER 1,000 OF POPULATION 
4.9 ' 
4.2 
4.1 

These figures, compared favourably with other services in the country. 
In numerical terms, there were 159 admissions from Ponlaoise, forty two 
or twenty six per ceill of which were first time admissions. Seventy two 
patients or fourteen per cent of the total number of those. admitted 
were over sixty five years of age; twenty six were from the Ponlaoise 
sector" twenty· six were from the Birr sector and twenty were from the 
Tullamore sector. Three hundred and three male and 209 female patients 
were admitted to the hospital in 1990. Two hundred and thirty four patients 
were admitted from County Laois and 26 i patients were admitted from 
County Offaly. Eighty three per cent of .11 admissions were voluotafy 
admissionS. 

COST 
The cost of this service in 1990 was approximately £4 million. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
We were impressed with developments in the service since 1990 and were 
pleased to repon the acquisition of the convent'in Rathdowney for uSe as a 
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high support hoslel and for other services, the opening of high support 
accommodation in Tullamore, the acquisition of workshop premises in 
Tullamore and the likelihood of the acquisilion of an extensive workshop 
premises in Portlaoise. All of these were welcome developments and would 
lead to a decline in in-patient numbers in SI. Fintan's Hospital. Since the 
1990 inspection there bad been a decline in numbers in St. Fintan's Hospital. 
This bad resulted in only three patients being accommodated in the ward for 
disturbed male patients and eight in the ward for disturbed female patients. It 
was envisaged thaI these palients would be transferred 10 other wards and 
then these wards would be closed which would be a welcome development. 

The number of admissions had declined and the St. Fintan's admission rate 
was one of the lowest in the country. This was mainly due to the substantial 
decline in admissions from the Portlaoisesector. We expressed some 
disquiet as to the admission ward arrangements. We were happy to hear that· 
these were 10 be revised and that the probability was that this ward would be 
divided into two, one for acule admissions and the other for medium lenn 
conlinuing care. We hoped thaI this would lead to a more satisfactory 
arrangement for the observation of newly admitted palienls, without the 
necessity of moving them from one floor 10 another. We were glad to learn 
thaI there was now a full-time psychologist in this service,.but we would like 
to have seen the addition of other disciplines such as occupational therapy 
and social work, so that the service could be said to be truly multi
disciplinary. It was noled that in 1990 on an approval visit, the Royal 
College of Psychiatrists expressed their unhappiness thaI the mental 
handicap services were no longer within the ambil of the psychiatric service 
and, therefore, limited their approval of the LaoislOffaly service for training 
pwposes. We fell that such a view was perhaps regrettable and believed that 
if, as the Royal College apparently decreed, experience in mental handicap 
was necessary for its pre-membership training, then this mighl be supplied 
by a rotational arrangemenl with the mental handicap service nearby, such 
as that at Monasterevin. 

Nurse care planning was in its infancy in SI. Fintan's with the Roy model of 
nursing being introduced. The drug storage and recording system was 
satisfactory and a written drugs procedure policy was in operation. 

_RECOMMENDATIONS 
As it seemed that mosl of the matters that we alluded to in previous reports 
in relation to this service had either been attended to or were shortly to be 
attended 10, we limited our recommendations to the necessity for the 
recruitmenl of further para-medical professionals to the service so that it 
would become a truly multi-disciplinary service. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
MlD'-WESTERN HEALTH BOARD 

ST JOSEPH'S HOSPIT AI., LIMERICK - 1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 20TH NOVEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The population of the Limerick psychiatric service was approximately 
164,569 and the catchment area was divided into five sectors as foUows:-

SECTOR 

A-North and East 
Limerick City 

B -South East 
Limerick 

C -South West Limerick 
City, PatricksweU 
andAdare 

D-Newcast1e West 

E - Kilmallock 

Total 

SECTOR 
HEADQUARTERS 

Tevere Mental Health 
Centre 

St Anne's, Roxborougb 

Dooradoyle 

O'Connell Mental 
Health Centre, 
Newcastle West 

Kilmallock Mental 
Health Centre 

POPULATION 

38,322 

31,544 

38,851 

32,409 

23,443 

164;569 

In-patient facilities were located in the fifty bed Unit 5B at Limerick 
Regional Hospital, Dooradoyle and in St Joseph's Hospital, Limerick. 
Community facilities were located in all five sectors. 

STAFFING 
There were five consultants and seven non-consultant hospital doctors. 
Three social workers and three psychologists, one of whom was a senior 
psychologist, were employed and the post of occupational therapist was 
vacant. Nursing staff consisted of 254 nurses, including a chief nursing 
officer and five assistant nursing officers, four of whom were employed on a 
permanent basis. Five community psychiatric nurses and ten personnel 
worked in the mental health centres together with a funber five nursing 
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personnel in the high-support hostel in Newcastle West. Twenty nine nurses 
were employed in Unit 58. 

ADMISSIONS 
During 1990 there were 1,182 admissions to Unit 58, 386 of which were fust 
time admissions; there were 152 direct admissions to St Joseph's and twenty 
two transfers from Unit 58 to St Joseph's. The ovemll admission mte was 8.1 
per 1,000 of population. Admissions by sector were as follows :-

SECTOR 
Sector A 
Sector 8 
Sector C 
Sector D 
Sector E 
Other 

COMMUNITY SERVICES 

POPULATION 
289 
225 
367 
232 
144 
77 

There was a day hospital in each of the five sectors. The day centre in 
Gerald Griffin Street provided twenty five places and a further twenty places 
were available in the Newcastle West Day Centre. Premises were being 
sought in Newcastle West to provide a day hospital. There were thirteen 
community residences including the new eight place community residence 
at Sl John's Gate. In total, there were ninety five residential places provided 
in Limerick City and twenty six in Newcastle West. Upwards of twenty 
places were to be made available in a residential facility in Croom. 

IN-PATIENT FACILITIES 
There were 202 male and 112 female patients resident in St. Joseph's 
and fony three patients resident in Unit 58 at the time of inspection, giving 
a total of 357 patients in the entire service. There were approximately 
seventy patients with mental handicap in St Joseph's, fifty five of whom 
had been assessed as suitable for transfer from st. Joseph's to specialised 
mental handicap facilities when these became available. There were 
six patients on tempomry certificates and thiny eight patients on 
PUM certificates in St. Joseph's on the day of inspection. Four patients 
in Unit 58 were on temporary certificates. There were fourteen wards, 

-eight of which accommodated male patients, four of which accommodated 
female patients and two wards were integmted wards. During 1990, fifteen 
patients became new long-stay. In total, there were thiny nine patients 
who had spent five years continuously in hospital and 288 had spent five 
years or more continuously in St Joseph's. Twenty nine per cent of patients 
were over sixty five years ofage with twenty three being over seventy five 
years of age. 
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Out-patient clinics were held in seven locations throughout the catchment 
area and 1,285 persons attended during 1990 with 349 being first time 
anenders. 

COST 
The cost of the service in 1990 was £8.435 million gross, with a net cost of 
£7.635 million. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
We understood that the main features of the six year plan for the 
Limerick psychiatric service were concerned with the process of replacing 
St Joseph's through the provision of appropriate community residential 
facilities, the transferring of elderly patients to geriatric facilities 
and patients with mental handicap to appropriate mental handicap facilities. 
It was proposed to reduce the number of wards in St Joseph's from fourteen 
to eleven through the amalgamation of two wards and the closure of 
two other wards which would result from the transfer into the community 
of the remaining patients. There were plans to re-open Ashleigh House 
as a post-discharge training hostel to provide residential accommodation 
in Croom and to. provide a supported residential facility in Dooradoyle .. If 
some difficulties could be overcome further accommodation would be 
provided in Willowdale. Another residential facility was due to open in 
Limerick City. 

Since the 1990 inspection, the number of residents had been reduced by 
forty five and the number of direct admissions or transfers to St Joseph's bad 
also fallen. There bad been physical improvements in some of the wards at 
St Joseph's and maintenance bad not been neglected. A considerable amount 
of money bad been spent.in the previous two years on meeting the fire 
officer's requirements in St Joseph's. The grounds of St Joseph's were well 
maintained and the new shrubbery and pathways enhanced the overall 
appearance of the hospital. 

While upgfading was proceeding in St Joseph's, this had not been the case 
in Unit 58 and we continued to be concerned about the absence of an 
adequate unit for disturbed patients and the crowded conditions of the day 
and dining areas. We were also concerned ahout the facilities for 
administering ECT. 

While the admission rate to the Limerick psychiatric service had reduced, 
the overall rate of eight per 1,000 of population was considered to be too 
high. Likewise, the number of patients who became new long-stay in 1990 
was high. 
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While we were generally happy with conditions on the female wards 
in St Joseph's, a number of the male wards gave cause for concern, 
most particularly in relation to the large number of patients who 
were inadequately occupied. activated or stimulated. Renovations 
were required in the sleeping and day areas. In some wards patients 
had no personal outer, under or nigbt clothing. In many instances, in 
both the male and female wards, there were no personal lockers. 
The majority of sleeping units offered no privacy for patients because of a 
lack of curtains and rails. We did not see any no smoking areas in either 
hospital. . 

We noted that temporary patient reception orders and seclusion orders 
were signed by junior hospital doctors. While both these practices 
were within the law, we did not consider them to be good practice·and 
were of·the opinion that both functions should be effected only by a 
consultant. The recording of medical case notes was not satisfactory and it 
was found following a random selection on one ward that in two cases no 
medical entries had been kept for the previous two and a half years. In a 
further instance where case notes bad been missing for the previoUs sixteen 
months, a ·substitute case note contained no medical entry. This situation 
was not considered to be acceptable and needed to be attended to. Nursing 
notes were in transition to a new care planning system which had been 
introduced in most wards. At the time of our inspection the pharmacy 
ordering and recording system and the ward reporting systems were 
satisfactory . 

Our final impression was of continued progress in the improvement of the 
Limerick psychiatric service. We were happy to record three clearly 
perceived objectives on the part of management, clinical and non-clinical, 
and an enthusiasm in working towards those objectives. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. The necessary structural alterations to be undertaken as soon as possible 

to correct the deficiencies in Unit S8 and to provide the capacity to deal 
with all admissions and continuing care for patients from the catchment 
area without recourse to 5t Joseph's Hospital. 

-·2. The conditions, both physical and rehabilitatory, in several of the male 
wards to be addressed without delay. 

3. Designated no smoking areas to be made available in all wards, both in 
5t Joseph's and in Unit S8. 

4. The taking of medical notes to be improved. 
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5. Seclusion orders and temporary patient reception order.! to be signed by 
consultant medical staff. 

6. Patients to be provided with personal clothing and individuailockCr.i to 
be provided for this pwpose. 

7. Thought to be given to providing curtains and rails around beds to 
ensure that patients did not bave to dress and undress in public. 

OUR LADY'S HOSPITAL, ENNIS - 1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 20m NOVEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF mE SERVICE 
The population of the catchment area was 91,711 and it was divided into 
four sector.! as follows:-

SECTOR 
East 
West 
North 
South 
Total 

COMMUNITY SERVICES 

POPULATION 
29,359 
19,352 
16,000 
27,000 
91,711 

There were twelve community residences providing a total of sixty places, 
eight of which were situated in Ennis, three in Kilrush and one in 
Ennistymon. The Board proposed to open a high support residence in 
Shannon comprising of four houses with accommodstion for sixteen people. 
It was hoped to provide sixteen places for long-stay patients from Our Lady's 
in a detached building which was previously occupied by the mental health 
services. There were forty five dsy places available to the service which were 
located in the day hospital in the grounds of Our Lady's, Ennis, in the day 
hospital in Kilrush and in a day hospital/day centre in Ennistymon. In 
addition, drop-inIIunch facilities were provided at the Friary Hall in Ennis for 
a number of patients, many of whom were living in group homes in Ennis. 
The function of this centre appeared to be social rather than actively 
psychiatrically therapeutic. The owners of the Friary were embarking on· 
modernisation plans for the premises and were prepared to continue to lease 
the premises at a higher cost to the Board. Given that the Friary was 
functioning predominantly as a social centre, it was difficult to justify the 
payment of a greatly enhanced rent. The Dullick Enterprise Centre was a 
community workshop catering for approximately seventy people, fifty of 
whom were ESF trainees. In addition, there were also industrial therapy and 
occupational therapy units located in the grounds of the Centre. 
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IN-PATIENT SERVICES 
In-patient services were provided in Our Lady's Hospital, Ennis. At the time 
of inspection, there were 285 patien,ts accommodated in the hospital, twenty 
three of whom were on PUM cenificates and twelve were on temporary 
cenificates. One himdred and twenty'patients or 38.7 per cent were over 
sixty five years of age. There were approximately seventy patients with 
mental handicap in'the hospital.md fony four were accommodated in'de
designated'wards. Approximately fifteen patienta became new long'stay,in 
the previous twelve months and seventy per cent of the resident population 
were long-stay. 

There were 649 admission. io Our Lady's Hospital during 1990 compared 
with580 in 1989. The admission rate had risen from 6.4 to 7.1 per 1,000 of 
population. There were' 138 first time admissions, giving a first time 
admission rate of 1.5 per 1,000 of population. The admission numbers and 
rates per sector were as foUO\;":-

SECTOR ADMISSIONS RATE 
East 200 6.8 
West 143 7.4 . 
Nonh 94 5.9 
South 182 6.8 

There were thiny admissions from outside the catchment area. 

STAFFING 
.There were four consultants, including the clinical rufector, employed in the 
service. One senior psychologist, two and a half occupational therapists, 
two basic grade psychologists and one social worker were also employed. 
There were 181 nursing staff employed, including one chief nursing officer 
and six ACNOs. Thineen nurses with responsibilities in the conimunity 
were employed as well as three community psychiatric nurses, four nurses 
in the Ennis Day Hospital, three nurses in the Kilrush Day HosPital, two 
nurses i.n the Ennistymon Day Hospital and one nurse in the Ennis Day 
Centre. Fifty nine domestic staff were employed, thiny one of whom were 
ward-based, eighteen and a half administrative staff and siXteen inainteilance 
personnel. . 

COST 
The cost of the service in 1990 was approximately £5.589 million, 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
The number of patients in Our Lady's continued to fall with 285. resident in 

.1991 compared.with 321 in 1990. In 1985 there were 470 'patients in Our 
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Lady's. If the reduction in numbers were to continue, the long-stay 
population of Our Lady's Hospital would be depleted in another five years 
and the old part of the hospital could close. With the projected discharge of 
approximately forty patients to locations already identified, the process 
would be accelerated further Within the coming months. The one substantial 
obstacle was the seventy or so patients with mental handicap who were 
inappropriately placed in Our Lady's. If these patients were re-located to 
appropriate facilities, the closure of the old part of Our Lady's could be 
accelerated. As far as admissions were concerned, the unit that might be 
vacated in St Joseph's Hospital with the transfer of elderly patients to 
nursing home care would provide adequate in-patient accommodation for 
the entire service. Our Lady's site would then become vacant and would be 
of considerable value to the Board. The provision of more high-support 
accommodation to complement the supervised accommodation already 
available was a priority beca!lS" of the need to rapidly reduce the numbers in 
Our Lady's .. 

As for the hospital, conditions in some of the male wards were bad while 
those in the female wards were reasonable. Conditions in three male wards, 
St Patrick's, the male mental handicap ward and the male admission ward 
were unacceptable. However, the male and female admission wards would' 
be moving upstairs to improved accommodation in the admission block 
which was occupied by Our Lady's and St Ciaran's Wards. Patients in St 
Patrick's Ward would also be moving to the refurbished St Catherine's Ward 
so, at least in the short term, conditions for these two wards would improve. 
However, the problems in the male mental handicap ward remained lind it 
,was our view lliat it was essential to use every possible effort to place these 

. people in appropriate settings to ensure that they would be the recipients of 
appropriate skills. Admission rates had not declined over the previous 
twelve months. An unacceptable high number of patients became new long
stay in 1990, slightly less than twenty per 100,000 of population. 

Too few wards were integrated from the point of ·view of both patients 
and staff. More personal clothing, more individual lockers and curtains 
around beds to ensure privacy were urgently required. Some wards, 
particularly the male wards, were in need of upgrading and in many wards, 
including the rehabilitation ward, curtains were required. Many patients 
lacked activation, occupation or rehabilitation therapy, either on or off the 
ward. 

Some patienis were still being admitted as persons of unsound mind. This 
practice needed to cease. If people were brought in on a PUM certificate by 
Gardai, it was our view that they should be admitted as'lodgers overnight 
and ifit wasdeemed that they mUst be detained compulsorily, a temporary 
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form should be completed the next day. The case note format was 
unsatisfactory because in many instances top pages were not entered for 
each admission. The top form did not have a space for indicating the date of 
discharge and sometimes it was impossible to ascertain this from the case 
notes. This was a serious deficiency which needed to be remedied. Drug 
reporting procedures were satisfactory and nursing care plans were aboutto 
beintroduced. 

We were not convinced that the facilities offered at,the Ennis Day Hospital 
were being utilised to their maximum potential, particularly having regard to 
the nurse/patient ratio. It was our view that the Friary Day Centre was little 
more than a social centre and we saw no reason wby this should be run by 
the psychiatric services and take up one, whole-time staff member. Several 
of the community residences in Ennis, although offering acceptable,living 
standIfrdS, needed to be upgradOO.- - - -

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. The transfer of sixteen long-stay patients to St Senan's Unit in St. 

Joseph's Hospital, together with a further sixteen patients to the high
support hostel in Shannon to be completed as soon as possible. At the 
same time, the transfer of five patients to the group bome in Kilrush and 
seven patients to the supported hostel in Ennis to be pursued. 

2. Some solution to be found as soon as possible to enable patients with a 
mental handicap 'in Our Lady's to transfer to specialised mental 
handicap services. 

3. The exploration of the possibility of providing admission and 
continuing short-term in-patient care in the unit in St. Josepb's Hospital, 
when and if patients in that unit were transferred to nursing home care. 

4. The upgrading of some of the wards in Our Lady's. 

5. The upgrading of some of the group homes, particularly those in Ennis. 

6. Admissions on PUM certificates to cease. 

-7.- Further integration of staff and patients to be effected. 

8. More intensive activation and rehabilitation to be undertaken for all 
patients, particularly those who were not receiving any therapy. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
NORTH EASTERN HEALTH BOARD 

CAY ANIMONAGBAN PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES 
- 1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 7TH MAY, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The catchment area comprised the two counties of Cavan and Monaghan 
with a combined population of approximately 106,000 and it was divided 
into four as follows:-

SECTOR 
Monaghan 
Carrickmacross 
Cavan 
Ballieboro 
Total 

COMMUNITY FACll..ITIES 

POPULATION 
40,000 
12,000 
33,000 
21,000 

106,000 

Seventeen community residences were run by the service which represented 
an increase of five over the 1990 figure. In addition, high suppon residences 
were located at St. Jude's in the grounds of St Davnet's Hospital which was 
a fifteen place residence, in Castleblaney where there was a twelve place 
residence, in Carrickmacross where there was a ten place residence and 
in Cavan Town where there was a nine place residence. In total, forty five 
places were available in high support residences and fifty eight places 
were available in low support community residences. There were vacancies 
in the low support residences. There were twenty day hospital places at 
Cavan General Hospital, twenty day places in Carrici<macross, forty in St. 
Davnet's Hospital and twenty in Bailieboro. Two workshops were located in 
the grounds of St. Davnet's, one of which was a general rehabilitation 
workshop. 

IN-PATIENT FACD..ITIES 
In-patient facilities for the catchment area were located at St Davnet's 
Hospital, Monaghan, which served as the admission unit for County 
Monaghan and at the psychiatric unit in Cavan General Hospital which 
served as the admission facility for the two County Cavan sectors. The 
psychiatric unit was opened in November, 1990. 
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STAFFING 
There were four consultants, one of wbom was clinical director at St. 
Davnet's Hospital. One bundred and seventy two nursing staff were 
employed including a chief nursing officer and five assistant chief nursing 
officers. There were also twenty four domestic staff, one psycbologist, one 
social worker, one occupational therapist and five community psychiatric 
nurses employed. 

ST DA VNET'S HOSPITAL 
Ninety five male and 114 female patients were accommodated in St 
Davnet's on the day of inspection. One bundred and twenty five patients or 
fifty eight per cent were aged sixty five or over and despite the transfer of 
most of the patients with mental handicap to de-designated units, seventeen 
patients with mental bandicap still remained in wards in St Davnet's. 
Thirteen patients became new long-stay patients during 1990. This 
represented little cbange from the situation in 1990 but if one took into 
account the additional patients in the Psychiatric Unit, Cavan General 
Hospital, then there had been an actual increase in in-patient numbers in the 
service over the year. 

Patients in St Davnet's were accommodated in nine wards, two of whicb 
were integrated. It was proposed that there would be only seven wards with 
the amalgamation of the existing two admission wards and the closure of 
Ward I. 

There were 743 admissions to the combii!'ed service in 1990 giving an 
admission rate of approximately seven per 1,000 of population; there were 
only 115 first time admissions whicb wasbelow the national average of 
approximately twenty six per cent. Admission by sector was as follows:-

SECTOR ADMISSIONS FIRST RATE PER 
ADMISSIONS 1,000 OF 

POPULATION 
Monaghan 384 45 9.6 
Carrickmacross 94 19 7.8 
Bailieboro 77 \3 3.6 
Cavan 188 38 5.7 

PSYCHIATRIC UNIT, CAVAN GENERAL HOSPITAL 
Twelve male and six female patients were accommodated in the twenty five 
bed psychiatric unit at Cavan General Hospital on the day of inspection. 
Nineteen nursing staff were assigned to the unit with additional part-time 
staff being recruited to cover staff leave. A nursing officer wbo reported to 
the ACNO wbo in turn reported to the chief nursing officer witb 
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responsibility for the Cavan!Monaghan Service was in charge of the unit. 
The fIrst patient was admitted to the unit on the 14th November, 1990 and 
since the beginning of 1991 thirty patients on average were admitted each 
month. The population of the catchment area was 54,000 and admissions 
were restricted to residents of County Cavan. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
Undoubtedly, the highlight of our visit to the Cavan/Monaghan service was 
inspecting the Psychiatric Unit at Cavan General Hospital. This unit was , 
comfortably furnished, pleasantly decorated and equipped and, above aU, / 
was apparently serving County Cavan quite adequately with only one' 
!raDsfer to St Davnet's since the unit opened in November, 1990. The unit 
was adequately but not exttavagantly staffed; two consultants, four NCHDs 
and nineteen nursing staff were employed. St Davnet's was served by the 
two Monaghan consultants but consultants combined for a four person rota 
at week-ends to cover the two in-patient facilities. Our pleasure at seeing 
this high quality unit was somewhat dampened by the realisation that there 
was considerable unused accommodation in what was once planned to be 
the alcohol unit. The feeling which was shared by the staff of the unit, was 
that moving the day hospital/day centre from Cavan Town into the General 
Hospital was a retrograde step in terms of community psychiatry. 

The provision of residential alcohol units and day facilities in general 
hospital psychiatric units was no longer believed to be appropriate. 
However, the day centre might be moved back to Cavan Town and located 
in the freestanding health board property beside the welfare home. This 
vacated accommodation together with accommodation available in the 
planned alcohol unit might be used to provide additional beds so that the 
Cavan Unit would become the sole in-patient unit for the Cavan/Monaghan 
service, thus allowing admissions to St Davnees to cease. 

Three major developments were planned in St Davnet's; it was hoped to 
complete the amalgamation of Wards 15 and 17 to form one admission ward 
for County Monaghan and to open a major day facility in Bailieboro. Ward 
changes would reduce. the total number of wards in St Davnees from nine to 
seven. 

Disappointingly, the number of patients in St Davnet's had not signifIcantly 
decreased since 1990 despite the fact that there were some vacancies in 
community residences in the service. The number of patients becoming new 
long-stay was still too high. Too few patients, in our view, were availing of 
occupational, industrial and rehabilitation facilities. For many patients there 
was a lack of personal clothing, particularly underclothing, and toilet 
requisites. Conditions in some wards, particularly Wards 9 and 4, were 
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unsatisfactory due to overcrowding, a lack of privacy in sleeping areas and 
inadequate toilet facilities such as access to wash hand basins, towels and 
soap. We also repeated our criticism of the day hospital being located on 
campus in St Davnefs; the large number of patients who came from hostels 
in Monaghan Town would have been better served in a facility in the town 
itself. Nurse care planning was well developed in Cavan but was in its 
infancy in St Davnefs. 

With regard to community residences, we were not sure that provision 
matched need and in some instances believed that there might have been an 
over-provision in the level of support. We were unhappy, for instance, that 
patients in the KiUymoon High Support Hostel spent twenty four hours a 
day in the hostel and were not provided with any occupational or industrial 
therapy facilities. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. Alternative accommodation to be provided in Cavan Town away from 

the day hospital/day centre wbich was located in Cavan GenetaI Hospital. 

2. The space that would become available together with unused space in 
the psychiatric unit to be developed to provide more beds in the unit, to . 
enable the unit to serve as the combined admission unit for the Cavan! 
Monaghan catcbment area, with admissions to St Davnefs then ceasing. 

3. Many more patients to be engaged in occupational, industrial and 
rehabilitation activities. 

4. Physical conditions in some wards to be improved, particularly those 
that related to privacy in sleeping areas, improved hygiene in lavatories 
and cleanliness in some day areas. 

5. Personal c1othing,.particularly underclothing, to be made more widely 
available. 

6. A day facility to be provided in Monaghan Town to terminate the 
undesirable practice of having sizeable numbers of patients going back 
into. St Davnefs from the Monaghan Town hostels each day. 

7. Close scrutiny of the needs of patients in the supported hostels to be 
undertaken to ensure a close match between need and care provision. 

8. All patients in community residences to be usefully occupied during the 
day; preferably at an industrial or workshop location away from their 
living accommodation. 
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ST BRlGID'S HOSPITAL, ARDEE -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 20TH MARCH, 1991 

DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The St. Brigid's service comprised the catchment area of County Louth and 
most of County Meath with a population of approximately 194,000 and it 
was divided into five sectors as follows:-

SECTOR 
North Louth 
Mid LouthlNorth East Meath 
South LouthlEast Meath 
East MeathlNavan 
West Meath, TrimlKells 
Total 

POPULATION 
47,000 
26,000 
39,000 
32,000 
34,000 

178,000 

Negotiations regarding responsibility for a small area of South Meath with a 
population of approximately 16,000 were atill on-going between the Eastern 
Health Board and the North Eastern Health Board. 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
Hostel accommodation for the St. Brigid's service was available at a number 
of locations. Two hostels were located in a former medical residence 
adjacent to St. Brigid's Hospital. Seven residents were accommodated in St. 
Mark's which was a low support hostel. Eight residents were accommodated 
in The Villa which was also a low support bostel. There was a large De la 
Salle medium support hostel with twenty four residents. In Drogheda there 
were two low support hostels, both rented local authority houses, each with 
six places. There was a medium support hostel in the former convent 
grounds of St. Mary's Geriatric Hospital catering for seven patients. In 
Duudalkthere was a low support hostel in Seafield Lawns which comprised 
two interconnecting houses with seven people resident. There was a similar 
arrangement at two adjacent houses in Cox's Demesne where eight patients 
resided in a low support residence. Also in Duud8Ik there was a high support 
hostel at Point Road which was re8dy for occupation but was not open at the 
time of inspection. 

DAY PLACES 
There were 107 day places available at three centres with an average daily 
attendance of ninety three patients. There were two large day centres, one 
catering for approximately fifty five patients in Duudalk and a second in 
Drogheda catering for approximately forty patients on a daily basis. There 
were twenty places at the Trim Mental Health Centre .. There were fiftY two 
persons on the register at the Navan Centre with an average daily attendance 
of sixteen. 
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OUT-PATIENT CLINICS 
A total of 488 clinics were held in. 1990 at eight locations. One thousand 
and eight persons attended the clinics, 406 of .whom were frrst time 
attenders. 

STAFFING 
There were five permanent consultant psychiatrists and five NCRDs. The 
hospital was recognised for training by the Royal College of Psychiatrists. 
There was a full-time basic grade psychologist working in the service but no 
social worker and no occupational therapist. There were 134 nursing staff 
employed in the service, including one CNO, three ACNOs and five 
community nurses. Twenty eight nurses were aSsigned to the wards on a 
daily basis and eleven nurses at night. Eight nurses were assigned to day 
centres and worked a five day week. There were twenty three domestic staff, 
allowing a full-tiine domestic in each ward, seven days II week: 

COST 
The cost ofnmning the service in 1990 was approximately £3.8 million. I . . 

ST. BRIGID'S HOSPITAL 
On the day of inspection, 181 patients were accommodated in seven wards. 
Four of the wards were integrated and two could have been described as 
closed wards. Fifty five patients had a mental handicap and seventy two 
were aged sixty five years or over. One hundred and one patients were male 
and eighty were female; twenty were temporary patients and seventeen were 
persons of.unsound mind. During 1990 three patients who were aged sixty 
five or over became new long-stay. 

During 1990 there were 911 admissions contributing to an admission rate of 
4.8 per 1,000 of population, 257 of whom were first time admissions which 
was equivalent to 1.3 per 1,000 of population. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
There were no substantial changes in the St. Brigid's service since our 
1990 inspection. Thus, all the problems that we commented upon previously 
still remained. The first of these was the lack of an admission unit so 
that an autonomous County Meath service could be created. This was 

-compounded by the indecision relating to the southern most segment 
of the county, responsibility for which was being discussed by the 
Eastern and North Eastern Health Boards; this matter required rapid 
clarification. Additionally, the difficulties relating the long-stay patients 
from Co. Meath, in Mullingar, continued to be a concern. We were 
anxious that the lack of responsibility for their rehabilitation, as between the 
Midland and the North Eastem Health Boards, could only result in their 
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becoming a forgotten group of persons, doomed to continuing long-term 
hospitalisation. 

A new and additional difficulty was the question of the high support hostel 
at Point Road, Dundalk. The work on this house was completed and the 
house was ready for occupation in 1990. The problem was one of staffing. 
The initial proposal was that St. Mary's, Drumcar would take eleven of the 
fifty five patients with a mental handicap from SI. Brigid's. It would then be 
possible to close a ward in the hospital and transfer the staff to the hostel. As 
there was no imminent prospect of this tranSfer taking place, the necessary 
staffing complement was not in place. It was hoped that with additional 
revenue, it would be possible to recruit extra temporary staff for an initial 
period, in order that the hostel would be opened. This would reduce 
admissions from the sector as the hostel would also serve for crisis 
intervention purposes and would take respite admissions who otherwise 
would have had to be admitted to the hospital. In this way, it would be 
possible to reduce the staffing level in Oriel ·which was now taking 
admission overflows from both the Admission Unit and the Assessment 
Unit. However, permission to recruit the staff had not been obtained at the 
time of inspection. Community development in the service was shortly to be . 
expanded by the acquisition of further group homes in Kells and Navan. The 
admission rate remained acceptably low. The number of patients becoming 
new long-stay was very low indeed. There was a slight increase in 1991 in 
the number of patients resident in Sf Brigid's Hospital. 

In general, conditions were acceptable in the admission uriits. There was '. 
need for decoration and refurbishment in some of the other wards. 

II was our view that the patients with a mental handicap, who were cared 
for in two wards, needed to be segregated. Perhaps they could be 
accommodated in two separate wards, with an individual programme 
designed for them or, following consultation with the Drumcar service, 
the St John of God Brothers could be encouraged to take an active role in 
their care and rehabilitation. 

We were worried by the lack of occupational and rehabilillition therapy 
offered to patients in the longer stay wards and considered the rectification 
of this to be a matter of urgency. We also felt that the occupationaltherapy 
building was under utilised and could have had an obviouS role in improving 
the current position regarding occupatie>nal and rehabilitation services for 
long-stay patients.· I' }\ 

. .l~· . 

We were happy to report that each functional unit now had specific 
operational policies and an agree~ model of nursing assessment, 
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planning and evaluation had just been introduced. If this new system 
operated satisfactorily, the problem identified regarding occupational and 
rehabilitative programmes in the ward functional areas would be rectified. 

RECOMMENDA nONS 
I. The provision of an independent autonomous admission unit for County 

Meath to be proceeded with as rapidly as possible. 

2. A final consensus to be reached between the North Eastern and Eastern 
Health Boards on who should take responsibility for the South Meath 
segment. 

3. Inter-board decisions between the North Eastern and the Midland 
Health Boards to take place to ensure that a joint programme of 
"rehal5i1itation for County Meath patients in St, "Loman's "Hospital, 
Mullingar was put into operation. 

4. The bigh support hostel at Point Road, Dundalk to be opened 
immediately. 

5. A greatly enhanced occupational and rehabilitation programmes for the 
long-stay patients in St. Brigid's to be put in place. 

6. The patients with a mental handicap in St. Brigid's to be segregated and 
brought together for the purposes of an on-going programme of 
rehabilitation with a view to community settlement in association with 
the Drumcar service. 

7. The possibility of establishing an acute unit in a general hospital, either 
at Drogheda or Dundalk, to be explored with the aim of the eventual 
closure of St Brigid's as a psychiatric hospital. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
NORTH WESTERN HEALTH BOARD 

ST. CONAL'S HOSPITAL, LETTERKENNY -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 13TH AND 14TH AUGUST, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
St. Conal's Hospital served County Donegal, nonh of the PettigolLahey line 
with a population of approximately 120,500 and it was divided into four 
sect<m as follows:· 

SECTOR 
Donegal Central - Letterkenny 
Donegal Nonh East - lnishowen 
Donegal Nonh West - Dungloe 
Donegal South West - Donegal Town 
Total 

CO~FACuxnES 

POPULATION 
28,277 
38,710 
25,000 
28,637 

120,624 

There were eight low support group homes in Letterkenny and two in 
Donegal Town. Eight of the homes were owned by the Health Board. A day 
centre was located in SI. Conal's Hospital and a small day centre was located 
in Donegal Town in a building which was owned by the local Social 
Services. The huilding served as a theatre for local drama groups in the 
evening and was also used for other activities which was not a satisfactory 
arrangement. The day centre was to be relocated to a huilding which was to 
be built in the grounds of Donegal District Hospital. The day hospital/day 
centre/sector headquarters in Dungloe had been completed but was not yet in 
operation. There were also a number of generic day centres which catered 
for other illnesses apart from psychiatry and they operated with variable 
frequency during the week. One hundred and twenty seven day places were 
available to the service. One hundred and ninety six persons attended the 
day facilities in 1990 and the average daily attendance was one hundred and 
eight. 

IN-PATIENT FACILITIES 
In-patient accommodation in Letterkenny consisted of two admission wards 
in the psychiatric unit in the General Hospital providing sixty beds, four 
psychiatric wards in St. Conal's Hospital where 110 patients were 
accommodated and a further ninety patients were accommodated in the three 
de-designated geriatric wards on the campus of the hospital. In four of the 
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St. Conal's wards approximately forty patients were over sixty five years of 
age aod, in addition, there were fourteen patients with mental handicap. Six 
patients were on temporary certificates and two were on PUM certificates. 
There had obviously been substantial reclassification since the 1990 
inspection aod this was satisfactory. 

[n 1990 there were 995 admissions but fifty six of these were technical 
admissions due to the reclassification of patients from involuntary to 
voluntary status. Admissions by sector were as follows:-

Sector Admissions 

Donegal Central - Letterkenny 229 
Donegal North East 202 
Donegal North West - Dungloe Town 2S3 

The ovemll admission mte still remained disturbingly high. 

STAFFING 

Rate Per 1,000 
of Populations 

S.I 
5.1 
9.7 

There were five consultants including the clinical director, with four NCHDs 
aod one geneml pmctitioner tminee. There was no occupational thempist but 
a psychologist was available from the generic psychology facilities in the 
county. One social worker who was part of the community care team was 
available to the psychiatric services. Nursing staff consisted of one chief 
nursing officer, four assistant chief nursing officers, sixteen nursing officers, 
fourteen deputy nursing officers, 100 staff nurses aod eighteen aod a half 
tempomry nurses. In addition, there were sixteen aod a half care assistants, 
eight community psychiatric nurses aod four behaviouml therapists. There 
were five trainee psychiatric nurses and one person 'was assigned as a 
development officer with the Menta[ Health Association. Twenty eight 
domestics were employed by the service. Administmtive responsihility was 
split between the in-patient services aod the community services with one 
administmtor for each service. Physiothempy and chiropody were available 
to the service. 

COST 
The cost of the service in [990 was approximately £5 million with £4.4 million 
being allocated to the in-patient service~ .aod £.5 million to the community 
services. Pay costs were £3.S13 million and non pay were £1.I4S million. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
There Was a plao to close St Conal's when the four community sectors were 
developed. Each sector would consist of a mental health centre aod sector 
headquarters, a day hospitaVday centre imd a high support hostel. One such 
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development had been constructed but had not yet been opened pending 
negotiations with staff. Plans existed for comprehensive development in the 
South Donegal sector based on Donegal town, on land which was owned by 
the Board and adjacent to the District Hospital. These plans revolved around 
a day facility and a high support hostel and had been approved but funding 
was a problem. The total cost was approximately £450,000 and the Board 
was prepared to provide half this amount from its own resources. For the 
North Donegal sector, a premises had been identified two miles from 
Buncrana for use as a high support facility and this would enable the 
remainder of the development to take place nearby. Finally, provision would 
have to be made for the central Donegal sector based in Lenerkenny and 
definitive plans had yet to be drawn up. Medium and high support 
community-based facilities were needed for the large number of patients 
who were clearly suitable for transfer to such accommodation from St 
Conal's and we hoped that these would soon be provided. The numbers 
admitted, at slightly over 900 were still too high. This was true for all of the 
sectors apart from lnishowen where they were five per 1,000. Obviously a 
more stringent admission policy needed to be adopted to lower the 
admission figures. 

There were still fourteen patients with a mental handicap in St Conal's and 
attempts needed to be made to care for them elsewhere. We were unhappy 
about the physical conditions in most of the group homes and believed them 
to be unacceptable. We urged their immediate refurbishment and decoration. 
The level and type of support provided to these hostels also needed review. 
It was our impression that the day centre in 8t CODal's was not a day centre 
and we recommended that day facilities be provided in Letterkenny so that 
patients who had been discharged from the hospital to group homes did not 
return to the hospital each day. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. A firm policy commitment to be given to the closing of St Conal's as 

soon as possible. 

2. As part of the necessOty measures to effect this, transfers from the 
admission unit to St C",na1's to stop forthwith. 

3. As a second necessary step in the process, medium and high support 
accommodation, some of it adapted for the resettlement of elderly 
persons, to be provided as soon as possible. 

4. To enhance the community sector components of the St Conal's service, 
the establishment of sector headquarters in the two remaining sectors of 
North West and Central Donegal to be undertaken as soon as possible. 
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This would ensure that patients who were being referred directly to the 
hospital would in future be referred to the community based services. 

5. The refurbishment and decomtion of most of the community facilities to 
be carried out. 

ST. COLUMBA'S HOSPITAL, SLIGO -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPE~D ON 18TH DECEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The population of the catchment area of counties Sligo and Leitrim was 
approximately 90,000 and it was divided into five sectors as follows:-

.. SECTOR 
Sligo Town and South Sligo 
Ballymote and North Sligo 
Donegal 
South Leitrim 
North Leitrim and Sligo West 
Total 

COMMUNITY SERVICES 

POPULATION 
25,000 
20,000 
12,000 
19,000 
14,000 
90,000 

There had been considemble developments in this service in recent years, 
most nota1?ly during the previous year. There were eight group bomes in 
Sligo Town and a high support community residence in Manorhamilton. 
In addition, two new high support community residences had been opened, 
one in Cashelgarron in North County Sligo and another in Ballymote. 
Another new high support community residence was being developed in 
Mohill and a new day centre had opened a few months previously in 
Carrick-on-Shannon. A mental health centre and sector headquarters had 
been provided in Ballymote; so there were active mental health centres and 
sector headquarters in all of the County Sligo sectors, with day 
facilities also being provided inCarrick-on-Shannon. The premises in Sligo 
Town was inadequate but the Board was looking for a more suitable 
premises in the town. There were also some smaller and sometimes shared 
facilities in a number of other locations throughout the catchment area. In 
total, these provided almost seventy day places. When the new high support 
residences became opemtional, there would be over 100 places available to 
this service. 

ST COLUMBA'S HOSPITAL 
On the day of inspection there were one hundred male and sixty six female 
patients resident and another fifty seven in the de-designated geriatric wards. 
Ten patients were on temporary certificates and eighteen were on PUM 
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certificates. There were seven wards, but only one, the special care unit, was 
a locked ward. The others consisted of admission, continuing care and 
rehabilitation wards. In 1990 there were 656 admissions to the service, 
twenty one of which were non-catchment area admissions. Eight patients 
became new long-stay during 1990 and of these, one was over sixty five 
years of age. 

STAFFING 
There was one clinical director, three consultants and four non-consultant 
hospital doctors and a full-time social worker. Psychological services were 
available from a generic pool from the health board which gave the service 
the equivalent of One half-time post. There was the equivalent of one and a 
half occupational therapists. The hospital took part and was recognised as 
part of the post-graduate medical training under the general practitioner 
training scheme. There were 186 nursing staff including one CNO, four 
ACNOs, ten community nurses, two nurses engaged in alcohol counselling 
and two nurses who were designated social therapists. There were 
approximately twenty ward-based domestics. 

COST 
The cost of the service in 1990 was £4.8 million. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
There had been considerable developments in the SligoiLeitrim service 
since the 1990 inspection. Firstly, the main hospital building dating from the 
first half of the 19th century had been sold for over £0.5 million. This was 
the first"psychiatric hospital in Ireland to be sold and was therefore, a 
milestone in the history of psychiatric care in this country. Most of these 
proceeds and some of those of the sale of some land belonging to the mental 
health service bad been re-invested in community developments. 

Secondly, there bad.been considerable developments in community facilities 
since 1990. High support community residences had opened in Casbelgarron 
and in Ballymote and a day centre·had also been established in Ballymote. 
In addition, a new day centre, Summerhill Lodge had opened in Carrick-on
Shannon and both of these new day facilities served as sector headquarters 
for their respective sectors. 

Thirdly, a house was being adapted for use as a high support residence at 
Tonnaphobal and premises in Mohill were.being adapted to create another 
high support residence. These two facilities would accommodate another 
fony patients from St Columba's, thus giving vacant possession of the 
hospital to its purchaser. The net result of these developments would be that 
the number of patients in St Columba's, leaving aside the fifty three de-
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designated beds for the elderly, would reduce from 166 to approximately 
120 patients, a remarkable achievement if one considered tbat in 1981 there 
were 590 patients in St Columba's. 

All of these developments were of a high quality and the only poor standard 
premises was the one in Sligo Town at Charles Street. However, determined 
efforts were under way to acquire a more satisfactory premises for sector 
headqUarters and other activities in Sligo Town. 

The number of admissions had risen in 1991 by almost 100 over 1990 and 
the admission rate, at approximately 7.5 per 100,000 of population, needed 
to be reduced by a more selective approach to admissions. It was felt tbat the 
industrial therapy unit, while acknowledging that there were problems with 
its flooring; was under utilised and could have catered for more patients 
from the continuing care and rehabilitation units and·that their ward nurses 
could have accompanied them to the unit. Both of these units were in need 
of decoration. Facilities for ECT were unsatisfactory and needed to be 
improved. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Thought to be given to increasing the level of activity of those patients 

who remained in St Columba's in the continuing care and rehabilitation 
units, so that they would be more intensively rehabilitated and tbat 
greater use be. made of the industrial.therapy unit. 

2. Facilitates for ECT 10 be improved. 

3. Decoration of the continuing care and rehabilitation units to be 
undertaken as soon as possible. 

4. Consideration to be given to re-locating the admission facility to Sligo 
General Hospital when additional funds become available" and to 
replacing the day centre facility in Charles Street, Sligo. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
SOUTH EASTERN HEALTH BOARD 

ST. OTIERAN'S HOSPITAL, WATERFORD - 1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 14TH MAY, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The population of the Waterford psychiatric service was approximately 
90,000 and the catchment area was roughly coterminous with the County of 
Waterford except for a population of 2,500 in north west Waterford which 
was catered for by the service based at Clonmel and a population of 
approximately 8,000 just over the County Waterford border in south 
Kilkenny which was catered for by the Waterford service. The catchment 
area was divided into three sectors of West, Mid and East Waterford with 
populations of approximately 30,000 each. 

STAFFING 
Three consultants were employed, one in each sector. There were 148 nurses 
employed including an acting CNO, four ACNOs, sixteen nursing officers 
and fifteen deputy nursing officers. In addition, student nurses from the 
Regional Psychiatric Nurse Training School and from·the General Nurse 
Training School in Ardkeen were employed. There were also five 
community psychiatric nurses and one nurse acting as liaison officer to the 
voluntary agencies in the catchment area. No social worker or occupational 
therapist was employed in this service but there were two psychologists 
providing services and a physiotherapist and chiropodist attended_ona __ 
sessional basis. There were sufficient ward-based domestic staff employed 
to give one or two domestics per ward per day. 

The service was accredited for post-graduate medical psychiatric training by 
the Royal College of Psychiatrists. The Psychiatric Nurse Training School 

, for the South-East was based in a former medical superintendent's residence 
in the grounds of SI. Otteran's. 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
There were thineen community residences in Waterford and day facilities at 
the Newpon Day Centre in Dungarvan and at the newly opened Brook 
House on the Cork Road. In addition, day patients came to both the 
occupational therapy unit in St. Otteran's and to the unit beside St. Declan's 
Unit in Ardkeen Hospital. ,Out-patient clinics were held in.SI. Patrick's 
Hospital, Waterford City, in Dungarvan, in Rathcormack; in Kilmacthomas 
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and in Lismore. We were happy to report that the premises in Lismore 
which had heen in very poor repair had been painted. A total of933 patients 
attended out-patient clinics in 1990, 293 of whom were first time attenders. 

IN-PATffiNT FACD..ITIES 
In-patient facilities were located in St. Otteran's Hospital, Waterford and in 
the forty two bed St Declan's Unit in Ardkeen Genem.\ Hospital, Waterford. 

ST. OTTERAN'S HOSPITAL 
On the day of inspection there were 214 patients in St. Otteran's and thirty 
two in St. Declan's Unit which was a slight reduction on the 1990 figures. 
There were twenty four patients with a mental handicap in St. Otteran's. One 
hundred and twenty five patients were over sixty five years of age and fifty 
_six were seventy five years or over. Seventy eight per cent of St. Otteran's 
patients had heen continuously in hospital for five years or more. 

It was heartening to record that only thirteen patients were on temporary 
certificates and five patients were on PUM certificates in SI. Otteran's at the 
time of inspection. Seven patients became new long-stay during 1990 which 
was a considerable reduction on the 1989 figure. Two of these patients were 
in the elderly mentally infirm unit 

There were 806 admissions to the service during 1990, representing an 
admission rate of8.9 per 1,000 of population and of these 245 were flfst 
time admissions. This was quite a high admission rate and showed no 
decline on the 1990 figure but we hoped that it would shortly begin to fall. 
Admissions by sector were as follows:-

SECTOR ADMISSIONS FIRST TIME RATE PER 
ADMISSIONS 1,000 OF 

POPULATION 
West Waterford 193 66 6.4 
East Waterford 238 83 10.9 
Mid Waterford 285 96 9.5 

No patients were admitted as persons of unsound mind during 1990. 

COST 
The cost of the service in 1990 was £4.119 million which included an 
income of approximately £0.6 million. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
Not very much had changed in the County Waterford service since the 1990 
inspection. The major development had been the opening of Brook House, 
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the day hospitaVday centre in the Waterford Industrial Estate on the Cork 
Road. We were delighted to see that this premises bad been brought into 
operation so quickly. We also noted that two additional community 
residences were operating in Waterford City. Transfers from SI. Declan's 
Unit to SI. Otteran's were decreasing but still continued and we would bave 
preferred to see this practice abolished altogether. The number of episodes 
of seclusion, particularly in SI. Otteran's, had decreased. The few episodes 
that occurred in St. Declan's Unit, however, were not always signed for by a 
consultant which we felt should have heen the case. For the first time we 
inspected a number of community residential facilities in Waterford City 
and we were very bappy with the high standards in these residences. 

Our complaints about the Waterford service remained substantially 
the same. We were unhappy with some of the in-patient accommodation 
which we commented unfavourably on in previous reports, particularly 
in St. Brigid's and St. Enda's Wards. We felt that the elderly patients in 
the elderly mentally inftrm unit, St. Clare's,' could have been more 
appropriately accommodated in a non-psychiatric setting such as in a 
nursing home. We regretted the continued presence of twenty four 
inappropriately placed patients with a mental handicap, twenty one of 
whom were in SI. Damien's Ward. We realised that the Board was in 
negotiations with the Brothers of Charity Mental Handicap Service 
to provide them with alternative accommodation and we hoped that 
these discussions would prove fruitful. We were unhappy that so many 
patients residing in group homes returned to St. Otteran's for occupational 
therapy evety day; we would bave preferred to see them attend a day centre 
located in Waterford City. We noted, regrettably, that there was still 
no social worker employed in the Waterford Psychiatric Service. We 
felt that the admission rate for two of the sectors, East and Mid Waterford, 
was unacceptably high and we hoped that the rate would reduce in the 
near future. We were aware that a ftve year plan bad been drawn up for 
the Waterford Psychiatric Service but the plan had not yet been submitted 
to the South Eastern Health Board. The plan would focus on ftnding 
alternative accommodation for patients with a mental handicap and elderly 
patients and on acquiring two high support facilities in the catchment area. 
It was estimated that the capital requirement might be in the order of 
£1 million. 

RECOMMENDA nONS 
1. SI. Declan's Unit to function as a self-contained admission and 

continuing care unit for the Waterford catchment area with longer term 
continuing care, ifrequired, being provided in community facilities so 
that no recourse would be necessary to SI. Otteran's. 
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2. Negotiations which were on-going with the mental handicap service to 
be continued so as to find suitable and appropriate accommodation for 
the twenty five patients with a mental handicap in SI. Ooeran's. 

3. High/medium support hostel accommodation to be acquired as soon as 
possible for the community placement of those patients who were in 
unsuitable physical surroundings in SI. Brigid's and St. Enda's Wards. 

4. The elderly mentally infirm unit to be closed and the patients in this unit 
to be assessed by the geriatric service and placed in more appropriate 
nursing home accommodation. 

5. Occupational therapy and social work professionals to be recruited to 
the St Otteran's service. 

6. The pharmacy requisitioning procedures in'SI. Otteran's to be reviewed 
and an appropriate requisition book to be introduced. 

7. The nurse care planning system to be re-introduced or updated in all 
wards and in particular, in nurse training areas. 

ST_ LUKE'S HOSPITAL, CLONMEL -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 16TH APRIL, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The catchment area of the service was almost coterminous with the County 
of Tipperary but included a small part of '~'o'rth west Waterf~rd with a 
population of approximately 2,500. A further 6,000 people in the north west 
Waterford area were to be catered for by this service. Tipperary North 
Riding, comprising the two sectors of Nenagh and Thurles, with a combined 
population of 59,522, was to be transferred to the Mid-Western Health 
Board which was responsible for health services generally in North ' 
Tipperary. The remainder of the catchment area consisted of Tipperary West 
centred on a day hospital and sector headquarters at St. Vincent's Hospital, 
Tipperary Town with a population of 27,412, Clonmel West witll a 
population of 24,076 and Clonmel East with a population of 28,000. Further 
discussions were taking place between the two Boards concerning the Mid 
Western Health Board becoming more involved in providing community 
psychiatric services for the ThurleslNenagh sector, in-patient facilities to 
continue to be provided at Clonmel and the possibility of in-patient facilities 
being provided at Nenagh General Hospital. 

IN-PATIENT FACILITIES 
In-patient facilities were located in the fifty bed St Michael's Uuit which was 
a freestanding wiit located at the far side of St. Joseph's General Hospital, . \ 
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Clownel. St. Luke's Hospital provided the main in-patient facility for the 
service. 

STAFFING 
Four permanent consultants were employed. There was one CNO, four 
ACNOs, five community psychiatric nurses and 150 staff nurses, not 
including the six nursing staff from St. Joseph's. A full-time psychologist 
was employed but there was no psychiatric social worker or occupational 
therapist. 

COST 
The cost of the service in 1990 was £4.7 million. 

ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL 
One hundred and seventy five male and 142 female patients were 
accommodated in St Luke's Hospital on the day of inspection. There were 
twelve wards only one of which was integrated; seven wards accommodated 
male patients and four accommodated female patients. Two wards were 
permanently locked and a third was occasionally locked. It was difficult to 
ascertain the precise number of admissions in the Clownel service during 
1990 because of double counting i.e. when patients were admitted to St. 
Michael's Unit and then transferred to St. Luke's Hospital they were returned 
as separate admissions to St. Luke's as well as being included in the St. 
Michael's admission figures. There were 957 admissions to St. Michael's 
Unit with 275 recorded adm"issions to St" Luke's in 1990 giving a total of 
1,232 admissions. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
There were no major changes to report in the Tipperary service since the 
1990 inspection. The numbers in hospital remained unchanged, admissions 
to the hospital remained static, community involvement remained at the 
same level and the North Tipperary sector of Nenagh and Thurles had not 
been further developed. The problem of patients with a mental handicap, 
who were disproportionately numerous in this service, remained unresolved 
and there did not appear to be any discernible solution at hand, given the 
state of mental handicap services in the county. Similarly, there appeared to 
be institutionalised elderly patients who comprised slightly under fifty per 
cent of the St. Luke's population. 

All admissions to the catchment area were still not going to St Michael's 
Unit despite an adequate number of beds in the unit. An unacceptable 
number of admissions were still being directed to St. Luke's Hospital and 
there were upwards of 100 transfers from St. Michael's to St. Luke'., 
sometimes because of perceived acute disturbance and sometimes to make 
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vacancies for further admissions. Each transfer in either direction was 
counted as a discharge and an admission and for this reason of double 
counting i~ was difficult to estimate the number of admissions in the 
Clonmel service. The actual recorded number overstated the real position. 

Over the years the standards of cleanliness, hygiene and decor bad gradually 
improved in St Luke's. We were happy to say that this continued and we saw 
discernible improvements in physical conditions in a number of the wards on 
this inspection compared to the 1990 inspection. Nonetheless, the problem of 
the chronically institutionalised long-stay patients was still a major difficulty 
in St. Luke's and was proportionately greater than in some other services with 
a similar catchment population, principally because of the substantial number 
of patients with a mental handicap who remained in the hospital. 

RECOMMENDATIONS· 
I. Admissions to the Tipperary service to be restricted exclusively to St. 

Michael's Unit with no transfers from that unit to St. Luke's Hospital. 

2. Patients with a mental handicap who were accommodated in various 
wards throughout the hospital as well as in the two specialised units to 
be relocated to those units on an integrated basis. Psychiatric patients in 
these units who were not in need of closed facilities to be transferred to 
other units. 

3. Active rehabilitation to be undertaken with a view to the community 
placement of the large number of mainly elderly long-stay patients in 
St. Luke's. 

4. High and medium support facilities to be provided in the Tipperary 
service to accommodate some of the many long-stay patients in St. 
Luke's who no longer required hospitalisation. Cooigreaney House to be 
purchased as the first step in this process. 

5. Immediate progress to be made on the Morton Street premises so as to 
provide adequate day hospital/day centre/sector headquarters for 
Clonmel with a view to reducing admissions from that sector. 

6. Additional paramedical staff to be recruited. 

ST. CANICE'S HOSPITAL, KILKENNY -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 5TH MARCH, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The population of the catchment area was approximately 75,000 and this 
included approximately 13,000 people in south Kilkenny who were in 
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future to become the responsibility of the County Waterford service. The 
Kilkenny service would then become the combined Kilkenny/Carlow 
service incorporating County Carlow with a population of approximately 
41,000. The service was sectorised into East and West Kilkenny. The 
population of the Eastern sector was approximately 35,500 and the 
population of the Western sector was also approximately 35,500. 
Approximately a third of the entire population of County Kilkenny resided 
in Kilkenny City. When the joint CarlowlKilkenny service is established the 
service would then become a four sector service. 

ST. CANICE'S DOSPIT AL 
One hundred and three male and eighty five female patients were 
accommodated in St Canice's on the day of inspection; eight patients were 
on temporary certificates and five were on PUM certificates. Approximately , 
ninety eight were over sixty five years of age and there were forty eight 
patients with a mental handicap in the hospital. Patients were accommodated 
in eight wards, all of which were open and integrated, except for St Gabriel's 
Ward which was an integrated, closed ward accommodating patients with a 
mental handicap. One of the eight wards was due to be closed when the 
patients transferred to high support community accommodation. 

CO~FACaITIES 

All community services were based in Kilkenny but the possible 
establishment of a day centre in Callan or Castlecomer was being 
investigated by the Board. Ten hostels accommodated approximately sixty 
patients; one of the hostels was located on the campus of the hospital while 
the other hostels were located in or amund Kilkenny City. Only one of the 
ten hostels was rented. Mount Lacken, located between the hospital and the 
railway station was nearer Kilkenny City than the hospital and was opened 
just before Christmas, 1990 for use as a twelve place high support hostel. 
Conversion, refurbishment and additions to Lismore were now virtually 
complete and this house was due to be opened shortly for use as a fourteen 
place high support hostel. 

OUT-PATIENT CLINICS 
Out-patient clinics were held once a month in Mooncoin, Mullinavat, 
Thomastown, Graiguenamanagh, Rosbereon, Urlingford, twice a month in 
Callan and Castlecomer, and once a week in Kilkenny. Two hundred and 
twelve clinic sessions were held in 1990 at which 606 patients attended, 127 
of whom were first time attendern. 

STAFFING 
Medical staffing consisted of three consultants, one of whom was the RMS 
and three NCHDs. A part-time psychologist and two part-time occupational 
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therapists were employed but no social worker was employed by the service. 
One hundred and twenty four nursing staff were employed including one 
CNO, four ACNOs, four community psychiatric nurses, one nursing officer 
and one deputy nursing officer. Ten ward based domestics were also 
employed. 

COST 
The cost of the service in 1990 was approximately £4 million. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
As in the 1990 report, we found it necessary to draw attention to the fact that 
St. Canice's Hospital was mainly providing care for elderly patients without 
significant psychiatric symptomatology, the physically ill elderly and 
patients with a mental handicap without significant psychiatric symptoms. 
Approximately forty patients had a true psychiatric component to their 
illness. In light of this, there was no reason why the admission and mainly 
short-term continuing care needs for County Kilkeony and possibly County 
Carlow could not be provided away from the St. Canice's campus. The 
obvious location was in St. Luke's Hospital Kilkeony and this we strongly 
advocated. Staff were involved in many activities, mainly nursing and dealt 
with a wide range of disabilities, most of which were unassociated with 
psychiatry. It was noticeable, for example, that none of the staff caring for 
patients with a mental handicap in St. Canice's had specialist training in 
mental handicap. 

We were told that some elderly patients with an organic illness were still 
admirted to St. Canice's because there was no other way of dealing 
with psycho-geriatric problems. A proposal had been made that a small 
free-standing unit for the elderly, mentally infirm be provided and staffed 
from St. Canice's. However, as stated in previous reports, this question 
needed to be looked at in a regional context and we felt that a regional 
solution would have been more appropriate rather than providing one for 
each of the five psychiatric services in the region. Already one such unit bad 
been provided in St. Orteran's Hospital, Waterford but did not have a 
significant domiciliary component which was required above all else in the 
region. A somewhat similar problem existed in relation to patients with a 
mental handicap whereby each of the five hospitals io the region cared for 
their own mental handicap popUlation. The solution to this problem would 
have been to transfer these patients to appropriate specialised mental 
handicap facilities. In the interim, we felt strongly that St. Gabriel's Ward 
should be de-designated with an autonomous administration including 
clinical care, with the psychiatric input beiog limited to that of a consultancy 
service. 
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We were delighted to see that Mount Lacken'had been opened and that 
twelve patients were being transferred from St. Caoice's to this residence. 
We likewise were happy to hear that fourteen long-stay patients were about 
to transfer to Lismore from St. Canice's and that the ward would then be 
closed. 

Admission figures to St. Canice's rose substantially in 1990 over numbers 
for 1989. However, the 1989 figures were regarded as being unusual 
in that they showed a considerable drop on previous years. Nonetheless, 
it would have been pleasing to see admission figures maintained at a level 
of approximately 350. However, the admission rate at around five per 
1,000 of population was respectable. We were also satisfied to see that 
only five patients became new long-stay during 1990 and that two were 
over sixty five years of age. As a result of the transfer of twenty six 
patients to Mount Lacken aild Lismore, the numbers accommodated in 
St Canice's would fall by about ten per cent over the 1990 figure and 
over two thirds of those remaining had either a mental handicap or were 
elderly. 

The general physical level of care in SI. Caoice's was high and we 
were impressed with the success in brightening up wards and corridors with 
cut flowers and. pictures. There were certain difficulties in relation to 
lavatory accommodation ad the floor coverings, particularly in Admission 
Ward B. None of these improvements would require a great deal of capital 
funding and we urged that refurbishment take place as soon as possible. 
While nurse recording practices in wards were generally satisfactory, the 
care plan documentation system which was being kept up to date in the 
admission units seemed to have been abandoned some years ago in some of 
the long-stay wards. The drug recording and dispensing systems were 
satisfactory as were the patients' money management system and ward 
reporting systems. 

There were difficulties in finding a satisfactory arrangement for the fifty out
patients who had to return each day to hospital. We were aware of the 
unsatisfactory nature of the accommodation offered in the Auxiliary 
Hospital and we awaited the outcome of the decision to be made in relation 
to its future. We repeated once again the necessity of recruiting staff 
qualified in occupational therapy, social work and psychology, bearing in 
mind that these professionals were an essential ingredient of any psychiatric 
service. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. An acute shon-stay unit of fifty beds for Counties Kilkeooy and Carlow 

to be provided, preferably in St. Luke's Hospital. 
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2. The de-designation of the unit for patients with a mental handicap in St. 
Canice's as a preliminary step to a more-comprehensive solution to the 
problem of patients with a mental handicap who formed a significant 
proportion of patients in all of the Board's hospitals. 

3. The acquisition of suitable day care facilities in Kilkenny to be pursued. 

4. The recruitment· of social workers, occupational therapists and 
psychologists to be pursued to provide a truly multi-disciplinary 
professional team in the St. Canice service. 

, 
ST DYMPNA'S HOSPITAL, CARLOW -1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 23RD JANUARY 1991. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The popUlation of the St Dympna's service which covered south and mid 
County Kildare and County Carlow was approximately 122,000 and it was 
divided into three sectors as follows:-

SECTOR 
County Carlow . 
AthylMonasterevin 
NaaslNewbridge 

COMMUNITY FACll..ITIES 

POPULATION 
41,000 
40,000 
41,000 

There were six community residences in Carlow and one in Athy, all 
of which were low support residences accommodating on average five 
patients except for Court VieW which was a twelve place high support hostel 
in Carlow. A premises I)ad been identified on the Athy Road which if 
purchased, would be used as a fourteen place high support hostel.. Out
patient c1iuics were held at eight locations in Naas, Athy, Monasterevin, 
Newbridge, Carlow, Borris, Hacketstown and Bagenalstown. A total number 
of 868 persons attended out-patient clinics in 1990, 143 of whom were fmt 
time artenders. There had been no additions to community facilities since the 
1990 inspection. Forty one hostel places were available to the service. 

There were eight day places in Kelvin Grove and upwards of a dozen day 
patients came into the therapy/workshop o.n a. d;1i!y basis and a number of 
day patients attended the admission unit. 

STAFFING 
There were three consultants, one of whom was permanent and 
three NCHDs. The hospital was not recognised for training by the Royal 
College of Psychiatrists. A part-time psychologist was shared with 
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St Canice's, Kilkenny, but there was neither a social worker nor an 
occupational therapist. One hundred and thirty one nursing staff 
were employed ninety eight of whom were permanent and a substantial 
majority were female. Nursing. sV'ff included one CNO, four ACNOs 
and thirty two nursing officers. Usually there were thirty eight nurses on 
the wards during the day and fifteen at night and rostering 
generally consisted of four days on and three days off. There were 
four community psychiatric nurses in County Kildare and two in County 
Carlow. Thirty seven domestics were employed twenty of whom were 
temporary. 

ST DYMPNA'S HOSPITAL 
There were eleven wards in the hospital, two of which were integrsted, four 
were male, five were female and none were locked. On tbe day of 
inspec~ion, there were 130 male and lOS female patients accommodated in 
St Dympna's Hospital. Forty five patients were on temporary certificates and 
six were on PUM certificates. The Kildare/Carlow ratio of patients was 
approximately three to two. One hundred and twenty nine patients were 
aged sixty five or over and there were seventy seven patients with a mental 
handicap in the hospital. Nine patients became new long-stay during 1990 
and of these six were over sixty five years of age. 

There were 679 admissions 10 St Dympna's in 1990, 168 of which were first 
time admissions. This represented an increase of eighty seven over 1989 
admissions. 

COST' 
The cost of the service in 1990 was £3.85 million. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
We were happy 10 report that there had been significant improverneots in the 
St Dympna's service since 1990. In-patient numbers had fallen slightly, two 
wards had been closed· and central dining had been abolished. We 
congratulated all staff concerned on these improvements. 

However, it would be misleading to pretend that no problems remained. The 
decoration and maintenance of much of the hospital was poor and there was 
significant overcrowding in Ward 5 and in St Anne's Ward. Only two wards 
were integrated and it was questionable whether the needs of elderly patients 
and those with a mental handicap, who made up the great majority of the 
long-stay population in St Dympna's, were being met in appropriate fashion. 
There was a severe lack of community facilities as there were no day 
facilities outside St Oympna's Hospital; there was an urgent requirement for 
more community residences of a moderate and high support nature. There 
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was also an almost complete absence of professionals, other than doctors 
and nurses, in the serVice. 

There were virtually no specialised and professional services for the elderly 
and people with a mental handicap in County Carlow which had serious 
implications for the future of the County Carlow service and for those 
County Kildare patients falling into either category, who continued to be 
looked after in St Dympna's. 

During 1991, the Eastern Health Board was to assume responsibility for 
psychiatric services in County Kildare on a phased basis excluding those 
long- stay County Kildare patients in St Dympna's. The St Dympna's service 
would then be left with a catchment area population of 41 ,000. This clearly 
did not justify a separate admission facility and so the long-term plan was 
that the ailinission facility for County Carlow would be based at a new 
psychiatric unit in St Luke's Hospital, Kilkenny, which would cater for both 
counties. 

With the opening of the Naas Unit in County Kildare, it was proposed that 
admissions from County Carlow would be directed to St Conice's Hospital, 
Kilkenny instead of St Dympna's Hospital. It was our view that with the 
opening of the Naas Unit, there could be no justification for continuing 
admissions to St Dympna's and while we would have preferred to see these 
being dealt with by a joint CarlowlKilkenny unit in St Luke's Hospital, 
Kilkenny, we accepted that for the time being the admission of these patients 
to St Conice's might be the only solution. We hoped that this would merely 
be a temporary arrangement and that in line with the recommendations of 
Planning for the Future, a psychiatric unit would be provided at St Luke's. 
In the meantime, we considered it essential that conditions in St Dympna's 
be substantially improved and upgraded. 

We felt that there was a problem in St Dympna's, in County Carlow and in 
the South Eastern Health Board generally concerning the elderly. /twas 
evident that no specialist comprehensive service for the elderly existed in 
Counties Carlow and Kilkenny. We suggested that a consultant in 
Psychiatry of Old Age be recruited to deal with the elderly in St Dympna's, 
in County Carlow, in County Kilkenny and perhaps more widely in the 
Board's area. This would ensure a proper level of clinical medical care·and 
other care for the elderly and also undoubtedly confer a more effi·cient use of 
resources devoted to the elderly. 

Similar deficiencies existed in the provision of services for people with a 
mental handicap. We felt that the most appropriate solution to this problem 
would be to provide a separate mental handicap unit in St. Dympna' s for the 
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St Rock's patients and those patients with a mental handicap who were 
resident in St Dympna's, to traosfer the care of those patients to nurses 
trained in mental handicap nursing and to psychologists, with psychiatric 
consultation as required. It was noted that twenty seven nurses from St 
Dympna's had completed a course in the care of patients with a mental 
handicap. 

The remaining component in this package relating to the cessation of 
admissions to St Dympna's was the establishment and development of an 
extensive range of community services in County Carlow which were sadly 
lacking. The key element was a combined sector headquarters and day 
hospital. Kelvin Grove bad been suggested for this purpose but we felt that it 
was unsuitable without major adaptation which would involve substantial 
capital expenditure. It would mean that the twenty seven patients being 
accommodated there would have to be returned to St Dympna's. All in all, 
an alternative facility for sector headquarters needed to be sought, even if 
this involved the erection of a purpose built building if the matter could not 
otherwise be resolved. We understood that acquiring suitable premises in 
Carlow Town would be extremely difficult. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. With the opening of the Naas Unit to admissions for Kildare patients, 

the location of an admission unit for Carlow patients to be reviewed. 

2. Structural upgrading of that part of St Dympna's that was to continue to 
be used to provide accommodation for patients remaining on after the 
admission facilities at the hospital were transferred. 

3. The appointment ofa consultant in Psychiatry of Old Age to provide an 
urgently needed comprehensive community based programme of care 
for the elderly in St Dympna's, for Counties Carlow and Kilkenny and 
perhaps for County Wexford. 

4. The grouping together of all patients with a mental handicap in St 
Dympna's in one de-designated unit, catered for by appropriate staff 
consisting principally of psychologists and nurses trained in mental 
handicap nursing. 

5. An extensive range of community· facilities to be provided in County 
Carlow to minimise the number of County Carlow patients likely to 
req~ire admission to St Canice's. As a vital first step in this direction, 
the provision in suitable premises of a combined sector headquarters 
and day hospital facility to be pursued. 
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ST. SENAN'S HOSPITAL, ENNISCORTHY -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 11TH SEPTEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF TIlE SERVICE 
The County Wexford service comprised the County of Wexford with a 
catchment area population of approximately 100,000 and it was divided into 
three sectors as follows:· 

SECTOR 
Enniscorthy/Gorey 
Wexford 
New Ross 
Total 

COMMUNITY FACD..ITIES 

POPULATION 
35,000 
36,000 
29,000 

100,000 

In New Ross there were two flats housing two people in a pre.ruses called 
Trinity House which was owned by the New Houghton Trust. The 
refurbishing and adaptation costs had been provided jointly by the South 
Eastern Health Board and the Mental Health Association. There was a 
combined geriatric and psychiatric day centre in New Ross which about 
thirty people attended, approximately half of whom were psychiatric patients. 

In Wexford there were two houses, one rented. from the Corpomtion and one 
owned by the Board. These catered for six and three patients,respectively. 
Some of these patients came daily to the day centre at St. Senan's by public 
transport. Roxboro House was situated a mile or two on the south side of 
Wexford Town and was let on a thirty year lease as a residential alcohol 
treatment centre to Aiseiri. In Enniscorthy there were two community 
residences in Brownswood, a former geriatric home which was now in 
private hands and which was about a mile south of St. Senan's. Six patients 
were accommodated in each community residence. A house accommodating 
five people which was owned by the Board was located in" a local" authority 
housing estate called Moren Park. 

Just south of Enniscorthy in Oylgate there were two medium support 
residences accommodating approximately twelve patients and there was " 
some supervision cover at night. These patients, together with most of those 
in residential accommodation in Enniscorthy, attended St. Senan'sday 
centre. There were, in addition, two former medical residences on the 
campus ofSt. Senan's which accommodated thirteen people. A third former 
medical residence was opened as a hostel in 1991 and there was a day centre 
in the hospital. 

In total, there were approximately seventy five patients in a variety of 
supervised and unsupervised accommodation living in a number of locations 
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throughout County Wexford. Fifty day places were available to the service. 
We referred in the 1990 report to the Teagasc premises in Wexford Town 
which had been acquired by the Board. 

STAFFING 
The post of clinical director was filled in an acting capacity but the post had 
been re-advertised by the Local Appointments Commission. There were two 
permanent consultants in post, one of whom was acting clinical director, and 
one temporary consultant. Three non-consultant hospital doctors were 
employed in St Seoan's but the hospital was not accredited for post-graduate 
psychiatric training. The senior psycholOgist was due to leave and there was 
no social worker or qualified occupational therapist. Ooe hundred and fifty 
seven nurses were employed including nine students from the Regional 
Psychiatric Training School in Waterford. Eleven nurses worked in the 
community. 

COST 
The cost of the service in 1990 was £4.59 million. 

ST SENAN'S DOSPIT AL 
Ooe hundred and twelve male and 124 female patients were accommodated 
in St Seoan's on the day of inspection, eleven of whom were aged over sixty 
five years and fifty six were over seventy five years of age. There were 
thirty -seven patients in two mental handicap wards with an additional 
seventeen patients with a mental handicap distributed elsewhere in the 
hospital. There were six patients on temporary certificates and twenty five 
patients on PUM certificates. Patients were accommodated in twelve wards 
one of which was closed, five were integrated hut all wards had integrated 
nursing. Ooe of the twelve wards was scheduled for closure. 

There were 625 admissions during 1990, an increase of seventy five over the 
previous year. Admissions by sector were as follows:-

SECTOR 

Wexford 
Enniscorthy/Gorey 
New Ross 
Others 

ADMISSIONS 

168 
229 
209 

19 

RATE PER 1,000 
OF POPULATION 

4.2 
6.5 
6.7 

Overall the admission rate was 6.1 per 1,000 of population. Eleven patients 
became new long-stay during 1990, four of whom were patients with a 
mental handicap and seven were over sixty five years of age. Fifty patients 
were in hospital for under one year constituting twenty three per cent of the 
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resident population, thirty one or fourteen per cent had been there between 
one and five years and 141 or sixty three per cent for five years or more. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
The one major change that we became aware of in relation to the County 
Wexford service was the imminent closure of St. Gerard's Ward which 
would release personnel for staffing the day hospital in Wexford. We were 
pleased to notice that some parts of the hospital were being decorated. 
Overall, the decorative state of St. Senan's was acceptable although we 
would have preferred to see more soft floor coverings and wall decorations 
in some of the wards. There was some overcrowding in dormitory areas and 
a lack of privacy where curtains and rails were not provided. Personal 
clothing for patients was of a reasonable standard. We inspected many 
personal toilet bags but found that tooth brushes, in particular, were unused. 
In some instances bed linen Was soiled and needed replacement. 

We were not made aware of any comprehensive short-term, medium or long
term plan in relation to the County Wexford service. The only plan on the 
horizon appeared to be the opening of the Wexford Mental Health Centre. 
There were no plans to deal with the considerable proportion of patients with 
a mental handicap in the hospital. We suggested a policy of de-designation· 
whereby the two wards accommodating patients with a mental handicap 
together with further accommodation for the seventeen or so patients with a 
mental handicap dispersed throughout the general wards, be brought together 
to form a distinct mental handicap unit administered separately from the 
psychiatric services. We felt that medium and high support facilities in the 
community were essential as it was our belief that there were many patients, 
some of them quite elderly, who could reasotiably be expected to manage in 
community settings despite their institutionalisation. 

We noticed with some anxiety the rising admission numbers and admission 
rates. The number of patients becoming new long-stay, although one less 
than the 1990 figure, included four patients with a mental handicap. We had 
hoped that the admission of patients with a mental handicap to long-term 
care in psychiatric hospitals and units had ceased nationally, so we were 
disquieted by this information. Although unable to quantify the problem, we 
believed that some demented elderly persons were being admitted to long
term care despite admission policies to.the contrary. With .theopening of the 
pre-discharge unit, the number of admission beds had risen to around forty: 
On inquiry as to whether this had increased the length of stay of newly 
admitted patients, we were assured that the length of stay of newly admitted 
patients had declined because they were no longer transferred from the 
admission unit to the other wards of the hospital as was previously the case. 
This development was to be welcomed. 
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In 1990, we expressed concern that there was no day facility in Enniscorthy 
and we repeated this concern. We regretted that patients were being returned 
to the hospital from as far as Wexford Town on a daily basis, although we 
knew that this would cease when the Teagasc building in Wexford Town 
was brought into operation. However, the problem of not having equivalent 
accommodation in Enniscorthy remained. With the industrial therapy unit 
and the day facility being taken up for the most part by out-patients and the 
occupational therapy department being used almost exclusively for short
term patients, the amount of activity available for long-stay patients in St. 
Senan's was virtually nil. This was to be regretted and we hoped that as part 
of the community resettlement project there would he a development of 
intensive rehabilitation facilities for this type of patient. 

In fact, there was a certain lack of activity ahout the St. Senan's service that 
raised a question as to its future. This did not appear to have been faced in 
any direct way and we could only repeat our comments of 1990 about the 
de-designation of units for patients with a mental handicap and the 
community resettlement of many of the long-stay patients including the 
elderly. As the short term admission patients would be the only vital 
component to be dealt with. thought needed to be given to the acquisition of 
an admission unit in Wexford Town. This would seem a logical step 
forward. We welcomed the forthcoming opening of the training workshop in 
a side road opposite the industrial therapy unit. We were pleased to report 
that a written drugs. procedure policy had been introduced since the 1990 
inspection and was available in each .ward. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. Thought to be given to the provision of an admission and short-term 

continuing care unit for the County Wexford service away from St. 
Senan's and ideally.within the Wexford General Hospital complex. 

2. Patients with a mental handicap in St. Senan's to be transferred to more 
appropriate accommodation of a therapeutic nature. . 

3. Further medium or bigh support community residential accommodation 
to be provided for the many patients in St. Senan's who were capable of 
community living. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

SOUTHERN HEALTH BOARD 

NORTH LEE SERVICE -'1991INSPE<;T10N 
INSPECTED ON 9TH AND 10TH JULY, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRlPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The population of the North Lee catchment area was approximately 114,949 
and was divided into five sectors as follows:-

SEctOR 
Macroom 
Blarney 
Midleton 
North West City 
y oughal and Cobh 
Total 

POPULATION 
12,972 
28,405 
24,930 
26,519 
22,123 . 

114,949 

One hundred and sixty two male and II 6 female patients were being cared 
for by the service: Twenty ~even patients were on temporary certificates, 
twenty two were on PUM .certificates and the remainder were voluntary 
patients. Thirty six patients were accommodated in the Grey Building, 119 
patients were in St Kevin's, fourteen patients were in St Dympna's, seventy 
two patients were in St Bridget's and St Anne's and there were thirty eight 
beds in the admission unit in ShanakieL Not all of the patients in these 
facilities were from the North Lee catchment area. Patients from all four 
catchment areas were cared for in the two intensive care units in the Grey 
Building. 

Twenty eight per cent of patients had been in hospital for less than ooe year 
and fifteen per cent were regarded as new long-stsy with fifty six per cent of 
patients being long-stay patients. Fonyfour per cent of patients were aged 
sixty five years or over and twenty per cent were aged seventy five years or 
over. During 1990, there were 929 admissions to the North Lee Se!vi~e, 
Many of the patients were from outside the North Lee catchment area. Of 
the patients admitted to the two intensive care units, sixty nine came from 
W~st Cork, 178 from South Lee, sixty one from North Cork and twenty two 
from outside the catchment area. Therefore, there were approximately 599 
admissions from the North Lee catchment area giving an admission rate of 
five per 1,000 of population for the catchment area. 
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COMMUNITV FACn..ITIES 
There were six low to medium support community residences with a total 
of thirty eight places available to the service. Seven places were available 
in Teac Brid, six in Teac Olan, five in Killeen House, Gougane Barra, 
five in Woodview Courts and four in the West Cork Hostel adjoining 
Killeen House. The latter house was vacant at the time of inspection. In 
addition, we were told at the time of inspection that the Mental Health 
Association proposed to build two houses in Midleton with funding from the 
Department of the Environment. The former dispensary in Midleton was 
being renovated by the Urban District Council for use as a low support 
residence. 

The Mental Health .Centre, Midleton' functioned as a high support facility 
and as a crisis intervention centre. Three to four voluntary patients a month 
were admitted to the crisis beds. No temporary patients were admitted to the 
centre. The main function of the centre.was to rehabilitate long-stay patients 
from Our Lady's Hospital and to prepare them for living in the community. 
The centre also served as a day centre and between four and eleven patients 
attended on a daily basis. Community involvement included regular home 
visiting. 

Day facilities included the St Mary's Day Hospital and approximately fifteen 
day patients also attended St Anne's and thirty attended the Killeen 
Worksbop in Our Lady's Hospital. Others attended tbe pre-vocational 
training workshop in the grounds of the hospital in Shanakiel. 

There was a medium to high support community residence in Macroom for 
long-stay patients and it was boped to provide a similar facility in Blarney: 
A house had been identified for this purpose but there were difficulties 
concerning the acquisition of the building. 

STAFFING 
A clinical director and two consultants were employed on a permanent basis 
along with two temporary consultants, one of whom was responsible for the 
mental handicap service. The North Lee team also looked after the 250 bed 
St Raphael's Mental Handicap Hospital in Youghal. We understood that an 
application was to be made to Cornhairle DB nOspideal to establish a third 
permanent consultant post with joint responsibility for the mental handicap 
services in St Raphael's, Youghal and part of the Youghal psychialric sector. 
There were 260 nurses including one CNO and four ACNOs'in the North 
Lee service. One social worker, one senior psychologist and three 
occupational therapists including one senior were also employed by the 
service. 'One of the occupational therapists was involved.in the mental 
handicap service at Grove House. 
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The clinical director for the North Lee Psychiatric Service had administrative 
responsibility for the special care units. A consultant psychiatrist attached to 
the West Cork service looked after the special care units on a day to day 
basis. This consultant also provided a liaison service to Cork Prison. 

COST 
The cost of the North Lee Service and the St Raphael's Mental Handicap 
Service in 1991 was £10.58 million. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
Our comments must be read against the background of the Seven Year Plan 
for the future development of psychiatric services in the Southern Health 
Board, including the whole of Cork City and County which, at the time of 
inspection, was ready for presentation to the Board. We were not privy to its 
contents. However, it was felt necessary to liighligllt some of the outstanding 
problems in the Board's services which we hoped would be addressed by 
this Plan. 

It was felt that the service in the North Lee catchment area was too broadly 
focused, dealing with psychiatry, mental handicap and the elderly. The mental 
handicap service needed to be separated from the psychiatric service and have 
its own separate administrative structure, both cliniCal and non-clinical. 

The conditions in the two wards in the Grey Building were unacceptable and 
required immediate remedial action, particularly the male unit, St Patrick's 
9. These two wards were to be transferred to a unit which was being 
renovated in St Kevin's. Even though it was proposed to run down the 
intensive care unit envisaged for St Kevin's, we thought one ward would be 
sufficient. 

Considerable improvements to most of the rehabilitation wards had taken 
place and we were particularly impressed with the resocialisation 
programme. We did not believe that the St Kevin's building had any long 
term future, but we acknowledged the progress that had been made in the 
short term through the upgrading of ,these wards in providing a more 
humane and acceptable physical environment for patients, while at the same 
time concentrating on resocialisation and rehabilitation programmes. While 
at least two of the remaining St Kevin's wards needOd further attention, we 
wished to piaise the work that had been done in a relatively short space of 
time on, the other wards. . 

To continue the discharge of the St Kevin's patients, high, medium and low 
support facilities were required in the community. Too much of the 
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residential accommodation was provided on Our Lady's campus and it was 
felt that it should be moved away from the campus, particularly in the case 
ofK.iUeen House and the adjoining West Cork residence. It was also felt that 
the attendance of patients at Our Lady's and at St Anne's was unsatisfactory 
and day facilities, additional to the St Mary's Day Hospital, should be 
provided within the· catchment area. No new patients were seen in the St 
Mary's Day Hospital in the flTSt instance but were seen forprelimioary 
assessment in St. Anne's. We would have preferred to see St. Mary's 
functioning as a sector headquarters with assessments being carried out in 
this community based facility and with a much more comprehensive team 
activity based there. 

We visited Grove House, the mental handicap facility in the Orthopaedic 
Hospital, Gurraoehraher and felt that this should be de-designated and form 
part of the proposed mental handicap service not under direct medical 
administration. The standard of accommodation was an improvement on the 
intolerable conditions under which the 112 patients with a mental handicap, 
since transferred to Upton and St Raphael's, had endured in the Grey 
Building. We were very pleased to see this improvement. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. The mental handicap service to be transferred from the North Lee 

catchment area service and have a separate administration, which was 
not medical but which provided medical care through a consultant with 
a special training and an interest in mental handicap .. 

2. The number of intensive care units to be reduced to one and the 
medical care for this unit to be provided by the North Lee team which 
needed to be based on the campus and West Cork involvement in this 
unit to cease. 

3. Residential accommodation, particularly medium and high support, to 
be sought in the community to enable more patients from St Kevin's to 
be discharged and to do away with the residential accommodation on 
the campus of Our Lady's. 

4. Additional day accommodation, particularly a day centre facility to be 
acquired in the community so that the attendance of day patients at Our 
Lady's and St Anne's would cease. 

5. The holding of out-patient clinics at St Anne's to be discontinued as far 
as possible and such patients to be seen in a community setting, perhaps 
at St Mary's Day Hospital where a greater consultant medical input was 
required. 
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NORTH CORK SERVICE - 1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 10TH JULY; 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The population of the catchment area was approximately 102,000 and it 
was divided into three sectors based on Fermoy, Mallow and Kanturk. In 
addition, the service dealt with the north east section of Cork City. Each 
sector was the responsibility of a consultant and the fourth sector was 
shared between the three consultants. The in-patient unit for the service was 
based in the former sanatorium at Sarsfieldscourt.which was laid out on a 
villa system arid which was also shared as an in-patient base.with the West 
Cork Service. 

COMMUNITY FACll.ITIES 
Ard na Greinne was a low support five place community residence which 
was situated in the hospital grounds at Sarsfieldscourt, A five place low 
support community residence was located at Mayfield in Cork City which 
was outside the catchment area and a five place community residence was 
also located in Mitchelstown. There was a day centre ill Mitchelstown which 
was operated on a part-time basis by the psychiatric service and was shared 
with the geriatric service on alternate sessions. Despite this, it was staffed by 
a psychiatric staff nurse. There were plans to open a day facility and 
associated hostel in Kanturk later on in 1991. 

STAFFING 
A consultant from West Cork visited St Stephen's to attend to the West 
Cork patients. There were 5.5 NCHDs in the North Cork Service and a 
registrar alSt Stephen's who was exclusively dealing with the West Cork 
patients. One psychologist and two occupational therapists were employed 
but there was no social worker employed. One hundred and sixty nine 
nursing staff, including four community psychiatric nurses, served the 
entire North Cork Service and the West Cork in-patients in St Stephen's. 
There was a curious anomaly by which the CNO of the North Cork Service 
did not have responsibility for the North Cork Service community facilities 
as these were looked after and developed by the CNO for the West Cork 
Service. 

ST STEPHEN'S HOSPITAL 
This hospital which was situated outside the catChment area of North 
Cork, provided the main in-patient base for the W~st Cork Service. 
There were 320 in St Stephen's Hospital and of these ·ninety four were 
from West Cork. One hundred. and twenty three patients or thirty eight 
per cent were aged sixty five or over, nine per cent were non-voluntary 
and sixteen patients became new long-stay in 1990 with three being sixty 
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five years of age or over. There were 703 admissions to St Stephen's 
from the North Cork catchment area in 1990.giving an admission mte of 
6.8 per 1,000 for the catchment area and fifty seven admissions from 
the West Cork catchment area giving an admission mte of 1.2 from 
that catchment area, exclusive of the admissions from the Skibbereen 
Unit in the West Cork catchment area. Patients were distributed among 
twelve wards. Although West Cork patients predominated in two or three 
wards, they were to be found in vinuaUy every ward. All of the wards were 
open, except one. All were integmted except one which was a male ward as 
there were insufficient female patients in the hospital to allow for its 
integmtion. 

COST 
The cost of the service in 1990 was approximately £5.85 million. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
There were some undesirable anomalies about the organisation of this service. 

The location of the ip-patient base for the service in St Stephen's Hospital 
outside the catchment area was less than ideal. The catchment area needed to 
be organised more mtiooally in contiguous sectors, with the in-patient base 
being located within the catchment area. An obvious location for the in
patient base was the General Hospital at Mallow . 

• 
It was most unsatisfactory that West Cork patients were distributed in 
virtually all the wards ofSt Stephen's. To facilitate the rehabilitation of these 
patients back to community living, they needed to be grouped iogether in 
units under the care of the West Cork staff. The curious position whereby 
the CNO for North Cork had no responsibility for community services in her 
own area needed to be changed. Much greater community resources needed 
to be provided if further rehabilitation and resettlement of the long-stay 
patients from North Cork in St Stephen's was to come about 

The foregoing in no way detracted from the substantially improved 
living conditions available to those patients who had been transferred 
from the unacceptable and in some cases appalling conditions which 
prevailed in Our Lady's Hospital. Residual damage done to some of these 
patients by these conditions was only too plainly evident among the 
inhabitants of Unit 5. Within the limitations of budgetary constraints, much 
had been accomplished and we hoped that shortcomings would soon be 
remedied, notably with the. opening of the former children's unit in St 
Stephen's as an active, intensive, rehabilitation pre-community discharge 
facility. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. The catchment area to be reorganised by relinquishing the Cork City 

components of this service. 

2. The siting of the in-patient unit for the North Cork service in that 
catchment area. 

3. West Cork patients to be accommodated in separate units where they 
would have a clear catchment area identity, be cared for by the West 
Cork team and thereby be facilitated towards rehabilitation back to their 
own catchment area. 

4. The return of responsibility to the CNO of the North Cork catchment 
area for the community services of that catchment area. 

5. The acquisition of community facilities to augment the very limited 
community services available to facilitate community placement of the 
many long-stay patients in St Stephen's. 

ST. RAPHAEL'S HOSPITAL, YOUGHAL -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 6THNOVEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
There were nine wards in St. Raphael's. six male and three female of 
which two female and three male wards were locked. The female 
wards were not integrated and the male wards had staff integration 
only. One hundred and forty two male and ninety eight female patients 
were accommodated in the hospital at the time of inapection, thirty 
of whom were over sixty five years of age. One patient was transferred 
to St. Stephen's Hospital in 1990. From January to November 1991 
there were sixteen transfers from St. Raphael's to St. Stephen's Hospital. 
There were ten admissions in 1991, four of which came from the 
psychiatric services and there were nine deaths at St. Raphael's Hospital in 
1991. 

A Seven Year Plan had been produced by the regional planning committee 
of the mental handicap services in the Southern Health Board region which 
indicated that the mental handicap services would in future be administered 
separately from the psychiatric services. Sectorisation was to be introduced 
thus allowing for a comprehensive community oriented mental health 
service. There was a vacancy for a medical director of mental handicap 
services at consultant level and the person appointed would also have some 
responsibility for the psychiatric services, as recommended by Comhairle na 
nOspideal. 
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There were only four nurses trained in mental handicap in the entire St 
Raphael's service. There had been great improvement and progress with 
regard to further education and training courses since 1990. The number of 
nurses in St Raphael's had increased. 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
There was a ten-place hostel, Seaview and a four-place community 
residence run by the service. Refurbishment of premises in the grounds of 
the District Hospital was underway and it was hoped to transfer ten male 
patients to this house by the end of 1991 and close St Michael's Ward in St 
Raphael's Hospital. Further community developments were envisaged in the 
Seven Vear Plan. 

COST 
The cost of the service in 1991 was approximately £2.3 million. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
We were pleased to hear of the Seven Vear Plan which as well as co
ordinating all the efforts of statutory and voluntary agencies, set out, we 
believed a rational development plan which would bring sense and order to 
the delivery of mental handicap services in the Southern Health Board area. 
We were also heartened to see the undoubted improvements that.had 
occurred in staffmg ratios and staff training and to hear that these 
improvements were to continue and be extended, as there was still a good 
deal of overcrowding in St Raphael's in both the day and sleeping areas. St 
Michael's Ward was to be closed and patients were to be moved to the new 
hostel, Bayview, in the grounds of the District Hospital. 

There was still a need for diagnostic and classificatory confinement among 
the St Raphael's patients so that programmes adapted to individual capacities 
and needs could be more specifically identified and designed. There were 
still some exclusively psychiatric cases in St Raphael's but some of these 
were to be transferred to St Stephen's. Occupational and activation 
programmes needed to be personalised and extended to meet the needs of all 
patients in St Raphael's. However, steps had already been taken in this 
direction in that further activation areas were identified and were due to be . 
brought into operation. More community facilities were needed to normalise 
or resettle many of the patients in St Raphael's. 

Overall, we were happy to report considerable progress since our 1990 
inspection and to hear that plans were being developed for the future of the 
service .. In the light of these considerations we did not wish to make any 
specific recommendations as we believed that staff were already working 
towards the recommendations made in the 1990 report. 
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SOUTH LEE SERVICE - 1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 10m JULY, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF mE SERVICE 
The population of the South Lee catchment area was approximately 
148,121. The catchment area was not sectorised but the Seven Year Plan for 
the Cork psychiatric services would address this problem. 

PSYCHIATRIC UNIT, CORK REGIONAL HOSPITAL 
The main in-patient facility was the thirty five bed unit in Cork Regional 
Hospital. In 1990, there were 521 admissions to this unit and 178 further 
admissions from unit GF to Our Lady's Hospital mostly to the intensive care 
units. These admissions were of patients with South Lee addresses and a 
number of patients had more.than one admission. This gave a total 0(699 
admissions and a relatively low admission rate of approximately 4.5 per 
1,000 of population for the catchment area. Unit GF was the main 
psychiatric teaching unit and was the professorial unit associated with 
University College Cork. 

COMMUNITY FACD.ITlES 
Community facilities consisted of two high suppon hostels or long-stay 
wards in St Finbarr's with fony four places, a four place hostel at Maple 
Place, Togher, an eight place hostel at Oak Lodge on the Douglas Road and 
a high suppon hostel on the Blackrock Road with twenty four hour staffing. 
Two houses accommodating eight residents at Innishmore Drive, 
Ballincollig were administered by the Board. There was a funher four place 
hostel at Edward Walsh Road, Togher. Day facilities consisted of a day 
hospital in the former canteen in St Finbarr's which had seventy patients on 
the books, with an average daily attendance of twenty eight. Staffmg at the 
day hospital consisted of one consultant, one senior house officer, one 
nursing officer, one community psychiatric nurse, two registered psychiatric 
nurses and an occupational therapist. It was hoped to provide a further day 
centrelhospital together with an adjoining hostel in Bandon and day facilities 
in Kinsale and Ballincollig. 

STAFFING 
Staffing for the South Lee team consisted of a clinical director and 

---Professor of PsychiatrY afUiliversitY·College, Cork and a senior lecturer. 
The whole time equivalent of these two appointments was one consultant. In 
addition, there were three other consultant appointments, two of which were 
filled in a temporary capacity and the third devoted exclusively to the St 
Finbarr's Day Hospital. There were two psychologists and one trained 

·occupational therapist but no social worker in the service. A woodwork 
instructor and ooe untrained person working in the occupational therapy 
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department were also employed. There were fifty nine nursing staff 
including four community psychiatric nurses. It was estimated that if the 
unit were to expand from thirty five beds to the region of fifty beds, an 
additional ten nursing staff would be required. Twenty six nursing staff were 
employed in the unit and there were five nurses on night duty. 

COST 
The cost of the service in 1991 was £2.98 million of which £2.69 million 
was pay and £0.29 million was non pay. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
Significant progress had been made in this service since the 1990 
inspection. The South Lee wards in Our Lady's Hospital, located in St 
Kevin's and St Dympna's blocks bad been closed. In St Finban's Hospital, St 
Catherine's and St Monica's Wards bad opened and taken patients from Our 
Lady's Hospital, although St Monica's was functioning as a high support 
community residence rather than as a hospital ward. A community residence 
called Oak Lodge had also opened. The admission rate for the catchment 
area was relatively low and physical conditions in the community services 
which we inspected were acceptable. 

On the other hand there were a number of unsatisfactory aspects 
which persisted. There were still some direct admissions and transfers from 
this catchment area to the intensive care units in Our Lady's Hospital and to 
St Catherine's at St. Finbarr's Hospital and we were told that more locked 
accommodation was required which we did not believe was the case. The 
condition of the day facility in St Finban's Hospital was unsatisfactory. 
Whereas we were critical of the previous Ravenscourt day hospital facility 
because of its exclusiveness, we felt that a decision needed to be made one 
way or another about the St Finbarr's Psychiatric Day Unit, either to 
complete the refurbishments or move to another facility in the community. 
The latter option might have been preferable as long as it dealt with a broad 
spectrum of psychiatric illness, abandoning the selectiveness which 
characterised Ravenscourt. We felt it imperative that the fifteen beds which 
were closed in the Regional Hospital be re-opened to ensure that the unit 
provided all the in-patient care needed for the catchment area. 

It was our view that the catchment area might have been reduced in size to 
become more manageable to ensure that the Regional Unit bed numbers 
were sufficient to deal with the catchment population. The simplest and 
most logical way of doing this would be to transfer the western pan of the 
catchment area with 44,893 penple to the West Cork service. We also urged 
that the service be sectorised immediately without waiting for the Seven 
Year Plan. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. The South Lee catchment area to be sectorised. 

2. The fifteen closed beds to be restored to the psychiatric unit·in the 
Regional Hospital to enable all required in-patient accommodation to be 
provided in that unit without the need to transfer to Our Lady's Hospital, 
St Catherine's or elsewhere. 

3. The day facility in St Finbarr's Hospital to be either closed or 
refurbished to enable it to function as a day centrelbospital. 

4. Occupational facilities to be provided away from St Catherine's and St 
Monica's wards possibly as an interim measure in the day hospital 
premises and in the longer term outside St Finbarr's Hospital. 

WEST CORK SERVICE - 1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 20th AUGUST, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The catchmenl"area was divided into three sectors and served a population 
of approximately 45,700. One sector had only half the population of the 
other two sectors. The sectors were West, Mid and East and each sector was 
served by a consultant and a psychiatric team. The East sector, with half the 
population of the other two sectors, was looked after by a consultant who 
was based in St. Stephen's, Sarsfieldscourl. This consultant looked after all 
West Cork patients in St Stephen'S, in addition to looking after the intensive 
care units in Our Lady's and providing a consultant psychiatric service to 
Cork Prison. 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
Two low support hostels were located in the former. domestics' home in the 
grounds of St. Anne's Psychiatric Unit, Skibbereen, a six place, low support 
hostel was located in the grounds of Mount Carmel Hospital, Clonakilty, 
and a ten place, low support hostel was located at Cois Cuan in Bantry. 
Staffing for the hostels consisted of one nurse on duty during the day with 
no night supervision. There was a community residence at Seskin Park, 
Bantry and a two place residence in Castletownbere. There were no day 

- -f,,"cilities in the West Cork sector. Apart from some. day patienis .. who 
attended the in-patient unit in SI. Anne's on a daily basis, day care facilities 
for the elderly in Mount Carmel Hospital, Clooakilty were used once a week 
by the six to eight patients in St David's Hospital and one patient attended 
the Cois Cuan Hostel in Bantry. Out-patient clinics were held in Bantry, 
Castletownbere, Scull, Skibbereen, Clonakilty and at St. Anne's. Five 
hundred and sixty eight patients made a total of 2,968 visits in 1990. 
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The West Cork service did have a hostel in the grounds of Our Lady's 
Hospital but this had been closed. However, there was a house in Coach 
Street, Cork which provided hostel accommodation for six West Cork 
patients. 

In-patients were admitted to both St. Anne's, Skibbereen and Our Lady's 
Hospital, Cork. The numbers going directly and on transfer from SI. Anne's 
to Our Lady's had been decreasing steadily over the years. During 1990, 
there were 446 admissions from the West Cork catchment area to SI. Anne's 
and of these ninety nine were fin;t time admissions which gave an admission 
rate of9.6 per 1,000. In addition, there were sixty nine admissions of West 
Cork patients to Our Lady's or St. Stephen's, Sarsfieldscourt. Some of these 
patients might bave been transferred from SI. Anne's and therefore counted 
twice for admission purposes, but we were not able to ascertain the number 
of patients who were transferred. 

STAFFING 
Three consultants served West Cork, with the clinical director and one 
consultant heing based in St. Anne's and the third consultant who served the 
West Cork patients based in St. Stephen's and Our Lady's Hospitals. A 
consultant was on call each night. There were two non-consultant hospital 
doctors attached to the West Cork team, one in St. Anne's and ~e olhedll 
Our Lady's or St. Stephen's. Overnight medical cover in St. Anne's was 
provided by a local general practice which was paid the equivalent of one 
NCHD salary. 

Nursing staff consisted of a CNO who was based in SI. Stephen's and 
had additional responsibility for community services in the North 
Cork catchment area. Patients in Our Lady's and St. Stephen's were cared 
for by nurses based in these two locations and they also looked after patients 
from other Cork catchment areas. There were approximate Iy thirteen nursing 
staff in St Anne's, consisting of one ACNO, one acting DNO, two junior 
ward sisters, one of whom was a job-sharer and eleven staff nurses. 
There were two community psychiatric nurses, one of whom was based 
in the Bantry sector and the other served the Skibbereen sector. 
The psychiatric nurse located at St David's H6stel, Clonakilty, cared 
for a small case load of patients in Clonakilty and th!, surrounding hinterland 
and was the only psychiatric nurse working in the Clonakilty area. 
Two psychiatric staff nurses looked after the Bantry hostels and two 

, 

looked after the Skibbereen hostels. There was one psychiatric 
social worker, a person trained in domestic economy who acted as 
occupational therapist and a psychologist who worked two days a week for 
the West Cork team. Five domestic staff, a clerk typist and a gardener were 
also employed. 
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COST 
The cost of the service in 1991 was approximately £0.5 million. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
The Seven Year Plan for the Cork service" included proposals for the West 
Cork catchment area. The mental health centre and sector headquarters for 
the Bantry/Castletownbere sector was to be located at Bantry General 
Hospital, incorporating a full range of medical, nursing and other 
professional staff, althougb no premises had as yet been identified. It was 
proposed that the acute admission unit in Bantry General Hospital would 
have twenty seven acute beds including three for crisis intervention. A 
twelve place day centre was also proposed for Bantry County Hospital or 
nearby, with a ten place day centre in Castletownbere Hospital. It was 

"planned to have a sixteen" place medium support hostel in Bilntry and to 
convert the domestics' home in Bantry General Hospital into a hostel. Two 
additional low support residences were also proposed for Bantry. In the 
GoleenfSchulVSkibbereen sector it was proposed that the mental health 
centre be located at the acute unit in St Anne's with appropriate professional 
staffing. An eigbt place day centre had also been proposed for Schull and a 
six place day centre in Skibbereen which would be located in !lie mental 
health centre. 

Other plans for accommodation included a twenty eigbt place, higb support 
hostel to be located in the acute unit in Skibbereen with the proposed 
transfer of the admission unit from Skibbereen. A fourteen place, medium 
support hostel was to be located in the store/maintenance building in the 
grounds of St Anne's in Skibbereen and an eleven place, medium support 
hostel at the property known as. Kirby's House, the purchase of which was 
under negotiation. It was hoped to extend day accommodation in St. David's 
Hospital in Clonakilty from six to eleven places, following the acquisition of 
a former domestics' home in the Clonakilty Hospital grounds which was 
occupied by one retired person. It was proposed that two"five place low 
support residential facilities be provided in Skibbereen town and in 
Clonakilty . 

Following these changes, it was expected that virtually all the West Cork 
_"atients_in St. Stephen's would.be transferred to West Cork and that, with 

better care facilities for acutely disturbed patients, the direct admission and 
transfer of West Cork admissions to Our Lady's and St. Stephen's would 
virtually cease. 

We were in total agreement with all these proposals and would have liked to 
see them implemented as soon as possible. We inspected all the premises 
mentioned in the Seven Year Plan. We were not entirely convinced that the 
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proposals could be implemented because of some structural difficulties, 
particularly in Bantry General Hospital. We felt lbat lbe Soulbern Heallb 
Board needed to look in a very critical way at lbe available accommodation 
in lbe hospital, in order to ensure tbat it was used to lbe best advantage for 
lbe psychiatric services. It seemed regrettable lbat lbe decision to transfer 
elderly patients from Clonakilty to lbe former acute surgical ward in Bantry 
had been undertaken wilbout a good deal more lbought. It seemed to us tbat 
at least half of lbese patients did not require lbe facilities of an acute general 
hospital, whereas, lbese facilities would be most appropriate for acute 
psychiatric purposes. 

We commented earlier on the relative imbalance between the population 
sizes of lbe Soulb Lee catchment area and lbe West Cork service. We 
proposed tbat a population transfer take place between lbese two services to 
reduce lbe size of lbe Soulb Lee catchment area. This would make it 
possible for all admissions to be dealt wilb by lbe fully operational fifty bed 
unit in Cork Regional Hospital. This would also mean lbat lbe admission 
demands on St. Anne's Unit would increase, but wilb approximately thirty 
admission beds, lbis service would be capable of dealing wilb a greater 
population. We pointed out lbat lbe admission rate for lbe West Cork 
catchment area, at around ten per 1,000 of population, was far too high. We 
felt tbat lbis could be drastically reduced by more selectivity in relation to 
admission's. This might be achieved by the provision of additional 
community facilities, lbus allowing for a larger catchment area to be dealt 
wilb by lbe same number of admission beds. 

Conditions in lbe hostel in Seskin Park, Bantry were not as clean as lbey 
might be and we felt lbat physical conditions in lbis hostel had deteriorated 
since lbe 1990 inspection. Most of lbe patients in lbe Bantry hostels were 
unoccupied and spent lbeir time during lbe day walking around lbe town 
ralber aimlessly, returning home and going to bed very early in lbe evening. 
It was essential that some adequate day facilities be provided in Bantry for 
lbese patients. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. Thought to be given to enlarging lbe catchment area of West Cork to take 

in, at lbe very least, lbe Bandon area and surrounding districts, so as to 
make lbe West Cork catchment area viable in popUlation terms and to 
ensure that lbere was an optimum use of lbe admission beds available. The 
Soulb Lee catchment area population to be reduced to one manageable for 
admission purposes by lbe psychiatric unit in Cork Regional Hospital. 

2. The proposals oflbe Seven Year Plan as lbey applied to lbe West Cork 
service to be introduced as speedily as possible. A critical evaluation be 
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made of the usage of beds and other residential facilities available in 
Banlly General Hospital so that they best benefit the psychiatric service. 

3. The vacant residential accommodation in Clonakilty Hospital to be 
examined with a view to making additional residential accommodation' 

'available following suitable structural alterations'and baving regard to 
improved fire precautions for the buildin~. 

4. A mechanism to be identified and implemented for ensuring that 
adequate cleaning of the community residences and grounds took place. 

5. Adequate day facilities to be made available for patients in hostels in 
this service. 

ST FINAN'S HOSPITAL, KILLARNEY - 1991 INSPECTION 
, INSPECTED ON 21ST AUGUST,I991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The population of the Kerry Psychiatric Service was approximately 125,000' 
and it was divided into four sectors as follows:-

SECTOR 
Listowel 
Tralee East and Dingle 
Killarney West and Tralee East 
Killarney East, Kenmare and Cahirciveen 
Total 

COMMUNITY SERVICE 

POPULATION 
23,000 
31,000 
35,000 
36,000 

125,000 

There were thirteen low support community residences operated by the 
service. Nine were located in Killarney, two in Tralee, one in Tarbert and 
one in Cahirciveen and in total they provided sixty seven places. Day 
facilities included a fifteen place day hospital at Listowel which was staffed 
by three nurses, with an average daily attendance of five. Caberina Day 
Hospital in Tralee which was staffed by two psychiatric nurses and one 
occupational therapy nurse provided twenty places, with an ave~ge daily 
attendance of sixteen and a total of 132 persons_on,the books. The,gardener ' 

-""w"'o"'rked 'm 'Traiee and the ~ccupatio~"'I' th'erapy nurse also serviced the 
Listowel facility. Aspen House Day Hospital in Killarney was staffed by 
three psychiatric nurses. It provided fourteen places and the average daily 
attendance was twenty, with a total of 108 persons on the books. A day 
centre for the Killarney East sector was located at Ratbmore in Teach 
losagain. It was staffed by one nurse and provided ten places with an 
average daily attendance of five. There was also a day centre at Cahirciveen 
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staffed by one nurse with twelve places and twenty three persons on the 
books. Finally, a day centre was located in Dingle which was staffed by one 
nurse and provided nine places, with eighteen persons on the books and an 
average daily attendance of five people. Day facilities provided seventy 
places in total with an average daily attendance of fifty one and there are 
281 people on the books. 

REHABILIT AnON FACILITIES 
Ross Products catered for approximately forty patients, twenty six of whom 
were from the community and fourteen were from the hospital. It functioned 
as a sheltered workshop as there was little movement of patients in or out of 
this facility. The Clash Rehabilitation Centre in Tralee, in addition to 
dealing with the physically disabled, catered for twenty eight former 
psychiatric patients. 

IN-PATIENT FACILITIES 
There were two psychiatric in-patient facilities in the county, one in the 
General Hospital, Tralee and the second in St Finan's Hospital, Killarney. 
One hundred and ninety five male and 165 female patients were 
accommodated in St Finan's on the day of inspection, seventy three of whom 
were on temporary certificates and ninety two were on PUM certificates. 
Fifty three were patients with a mental handicap and 145 were aged sixty five 
years or over. The former closed admission unit was due to re-open to take 
elderly, ambulant patients from the main hospita\. In addition, a further two 
warda were to be amalgamated and integrated to form one rehabilitation 
ward. The hospitalisation rate, the ratio of people resident in psychiatric 
hospitals per 1,000 of population, still remained one of the highest in the 
country running at approximately four per 1,000 of population. 

There were 589 admissions in 1990 which gave an overall admission rate of 
4.7 per 1,000 of population. By sector, admissions were as follows:-

SECTOR 
Tralee East and Dingle 
Killarney West and Tralee 
Listowel 
Killarney East, Kenmare and Cahirciveen 

RATE 
4.4 
5.4 
4.2 
4.2 

These admission rates were among the lowest in the country. Twelve 
patients became new long-stay in 1990, Steps had been taken to increase 
staff and patient integration. 

STAFFING 
Medical staffing consisted of four consultants, one of whom was the 
clinical director, two acting consultants, seven NCHDs, one of whom 
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was a senior registrar. The NCRDs were all from the Cork based vocational 
training scheme for geneml practitioners. Two NCRDs serviced St Finan's 
up to 17.00 hrs after which the patients were looked after by a geneml 
practitioner service. The remaining four NCRDs were based in and supplied 
an overnight rota for the unit in Tralee. There was an occupational therapist, 
one social worker and 248 nurses, including one CNO, five ACNOs, twenty 
nine nursing officers, twenty three DNOs and eleven community psychiatric 
nurses. Nursing staff included thirty eight wholetime equivalent posts for the 
Tmlee Unit. In the first instance, nursing staff were assigned to Tmlee on a 
two-year basis. There was a part-time dentist and a part-time pharmacist 
available to the service. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
The Seven Year Plan drawn up by the Board envisaged the development 
of services in each sector. A day hospital and a five place domestic scale 
residence were proposed for the Listowel sector. A day centre and 
high support facility were planned for North Kerry. In the Tralee and Dingle 
sector a high support hostel was to be established in a house in Tmlee 
which was the subject of negotiation with the Kerry Parents and Friends 
of the Mentally Handicapped Association. It was hoped to increase 
the opemtion of the day centre in Dingle from three days to five days a 
week, to provide a day centre in Castleisland and a day centre in Tralee. 
In the Killarney East and South Kerry sector it was hoped to provide 
high support hostels in Killarney, at Ross and at Mangerton House 
where low support facilities were already available. A day centre 
was proposed for Kenmare and a day hospital was proposed for the Sacred 
Heart House in Killarney. It was also hoped to diversify the use of Aspen 
House so that it would provide both day hospital and hostel accommodation. 
In the Tralee and Killarney West sector it was hoped to provide a high 
support hostel in Tralee. A day centre was proposed for Killorglin as well as 
a five place domestic scale residence. It was also planned to move 
approximately thirty ambulant patients from the main hospital to the former 
admission units which would then be designated psycho geriatric. Sixteen 
patients were to transfer to the Cooigreany Training Unit in the former 
Isolation Hospital. 

Plans had been drawn up for the transfer of the sixty !WI) patien!s with 
. mentil handicap in si -Fiiiai1's. Thirty disturbed patients with a mental 

handicap would be re-Iocated outside the hospital on a gradual basis, with 
staff moving out with them and the. further recruitment of some mental 
handicap nurses. Other non-disturbed patients with a mental handicap would 
be transferred, in conjunction with the Kerry Parents and Friends 
Association, to a community residence in Killarney. The Parents and Friends 
proposed one staff member for every five persons moved out. These 
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community developments and changes within the hospital would reduce 
considernbly the number of in-patients. 

We were happy with the opening ofth. Psychiatric Unit in TraleeGeneral 
Hospital and were encouraged to learn that aU admissions would be to this 
unit, with no further admissions to St Finan's. We understood that there 
was still a trickle of transfers from Tralee to St Finan's but we felt 
confident that these numbers would diminish and cease altogether in the 
near future. We were happy to learn of the plans for the community 
services in the sectors, particularly the provision of high support facilities. 
This would help to reduce further the numbers in St Finan's. We were also 
glad to learn of the attempt to provide more low support facilities. We were 
informed of the plans to reduce patient numbers in St Finan's by the 
transfer of ambulant, elderly patients to the former admission units, but 
wondered if it would not be more appropriate to place them directly in the 
community. We would have liked to see the unit de-designated and we 
wondered whether alternative usage of the unit, perhaps as a de-designated 
mental handicap unit would not solve the mental handicap problem in the 
hospital. 

Some features of the female accommodation and virtually all of the male 
accommodation were unsatisfactory. The general decorative state of the 
wards was very poor with the exception of the rehabilitation ward. We 
noticed that in some of the male wards no domestic help was available and 
had not been for quite a long time. Walls were dirty and paint was peeling 
from some waUs. Parts of the male wards were dirty and the floors needed to 
.be varnished. Furnishings in most wards, including beds and chairs, were 
old fashioned and the upholstery on many chairs was worn. Most of the 
sleeping areas were crowded and lacked adequate privacy for patients 
because of a lack of screens and lockers between beds. Patients personal 
clothing were kept in ward stores. There was a lack of personal toilet 
facilities in most of the male wards. The majority of male patients appeared 
to sleep in their underclothes or shirts, even though pyjamas were available. 
Many wards lacked curtains and the lavatories and kitchenettes in some 
male wards were dirty. Some wards lacked any floor covering and.most 
walls on the male side were without any form of decoration. 

Overall, we confmned the views held in the 1990 report that the physical 
conditions on the wards of St Finan's Hospital were, in general, 
unsatisfactory and below acceptable standards. We were assured that there 
was nurse integration in the hospital. We encountered only one male nurse 
on a female ward and no female nurses on the male wards. However, we 
were told that in two instances there were supervisory nurses on wards but 
that they were off duty on the day of inspection. There were no ward care 
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plans for patients. The majority of patients did not partake of any specific 
occupational activity and staff seemed unsure of their role in this regard, in 
many cases functioning for the most part as carers rather than active re
educationalists. The needs of dying patients required attention other than 
simply providing a screen around the patient in a day room, as we witnessed 
in the female dependent ward. 

We were unhappy about some of the conditions in a number of the hostels, 
particularly in Ross and Mangenon, where the decor was very poor and the 
furnishings unsatisfactory. We were happy to hear that £13,500 was being 
allocated for refurbishing and providing adequate heating in Ross. 
Mangenon urgently needed similar attention. Conditions in the Sacred Heart 
Home which we criticised in the 1990 repon year had improved. Some of 
the other hostels also caused us concern because of their decorative state and 
cramped nature. The hostel that came out particularly well from our visit 
was one in which there was a part-time housekeeper. We wondered at the 
wisdom of having a nursing officer and two staff nurses employed full-time 
on hostel duty and questioned whether it was cost efTective and an 
appropriate use of nursing skills. We proposed that an alternative 
arrangement be made. We also noted that all hostels were not integrated by 
gender and urged that hostels needed to be integrated. 

We did not address other problems such as the lack of high suppon facilities 
and the provision of day accommodation because we were aware that they 
were proposed in the Seven Year Plan. We were happy to hear that the 
number of episodes of seclusion had declined but were unhappy that despite 
our comments in 1990, seclusion. was still ordered in the first instance by 
non-consultant hospital doctors. We felt this task was exclusively the 
responsibility of a consultant. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. Activity programmes to be introd!'ced on all wards in St Finan's 

Hospital. The introduction of nursing care plans to be considered with 
staffbeing given the appropriate training in the use of nursing care plans. 

2. Integration of staff and patients in St·Finan's to be expedited. 

__ 3._lntegrated hostels.inthe·Kerry·service, especially, in Killarney and 
Tralee to be pursued. Alternative supervisory arrangements to be 
considered for some of these hostels. 

4. Measures to be agreed to ensure maintenance and cleanliness of all 
wards at St Finan's Hospital. Particular attention to be paid to the 
standard of decoration and the· provision and maintenance of ward 
furniture and staff furnishing. 
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5. The Ross and Mangenon hostels to be up-graded. 

6. The provision of additional high support and. medium to low support 
hostels with appropriate day support centres, as set out in the Board's 
~even Year Plan, to be pursued. 

7. Patients with a mental handicap resident in the St Finan's block to be re
located, as soon as was practicable, to smaller domestic style dwellings 
modified to meet their special needs. 

8. Staff resources to be reviewed in order to provide a domestic service to 
all wards in St Finan's. 

9. Pharmacy procedures to be reviewed. 

10. The seclusion room in St Finan's to be up-graded as a matter of urgency. 

II. A review to be carried out of space utilisation to facilitate rehabilitation 
and occupational therapy activities in the acute unit in Tralee .. The day 
and dining areas required up-grading and the patients' property control 
system needed modification. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
WESTERN HEALTH BOARD 

ST MARY'S HOSPITAL, CASTLEBAR-I991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON THE 12TH AND 13TH NOVEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The population of the Co Mayo catchment area'was approximately 115,000 
aod it was divided ioto five sectors as foUows:-

SECTOR 
Castlebar 
BaUioa 
Westport 
Kiltimagh 
Nortb West Mayo iocluding BelmuUet, 
Bangor Erris and AchiU 
Total 

ST MARY'S HOSPITAL 

POPULATION 
13,000 
26,000 
26,000 
27,000 

23,000 
115,000 

Two hundred and nine male and 199 female patients were accommodated 
io St Mary's Hospital on the day of iospection. Patients were 
accommodated io seventeen wards io the hospital, iocluding St Teresa's Unit 
which was located io a separate siogle storey building io the grounds 
of the hospital. There were thirty seven patients accommodated io the forty 
four bed St Teresa's Unit on the day of iospection. Fifty eight per cent of 
patients were aged sixty five years and over aod twenty nine per cent were 
aged seventy five years or over. Eighty three per cent were old long-stay 
patients who had been io hospital continuously for five years or more. 
There were approximately sixty patients with a mental haodicap io the 
hospital. Eleven patients became new long-stay duriog 1991, nine of whom 
were aged sixty five years or over. Two wards io the hospital were 
iotegrated. Less than twenty patients io the hospital at the time of iospection 

, __ were.on temporary certificates aod three ,patients were on PUM certificates. 

There were 846 admissions to the service duriog 1990 aod this represented 
ao admission rate of 7.3 per I ,000 population. During 1990 seventy seven 
patients were admitted on temporary certificates aod eleven were admitted 
on PUM certificates. There were sixty two transfers from St Teresa's Unit to 
St Mary's aod 109 io the opposite direction duriog 1991. 
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
Day hospitals were located io St Michael's, Castlebar and in St Joseph's, 
Ballioa and between them they provided a total of forty places. One 
hundred and seven persons attended the day hospitals io 1990 and the 
average daily attendance was forty two .. Fifteen places were provided io 
each of the day centres io Westport, Ballioa and Claremorris. A total of 
ninety persons attended the day centres in 1990 with an average daily 
~ttendance of forty four. In September 1991, a new ten place day centre 
opened io Ballinrobe and a community workshop was also located io the 
grounds of St Mary's. In addition, a rural traioiog scheme employed fifteen 
people. 

COMMUNITY RESIDENCES 
There were twelve community residences operated by the service, eight of 
which were in Castlebar and two of which were training hostels. Group 
homes located in Kiliimagh, Ballioa and Westport provided approximately 
eighty places. 

STAFFING 
There were five consultants, five NCHDs, two psychologists, two social 
workers, one of whom was also an alcohol counsellor and two occupational 
therapists. Nursiog staff numbered 217 io St. Mary's and twenty nine in St. 
Teresa's. There was one CNO, four ACNOs and seven community 
psychiatric nurses. Twenty four ward-based domestic staff were employed, 
eighteen of whom worked io the cateriog department and six io the laundry. 
Fifteen administrative staff were also employed. 

COST 
The cost of the Mayo service io 1990 was approximately £7.6 million. 

OUT-PATIENT CLINICS 
Out-patients clinics were held io thirteen locations and a total of 578 persons 
attended io 1990. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
With over 400 patients between St. Mary's Hospital and St. Teresa's Unit, 
the Mayo psychiatric service was one of the largest in the country. The 
Mayo io-patient psychiatric service consisted of the forty four bed St 
Teresa's Unit and those patients newly admitted directly to St. Mary's or 
transferred there from St. Teresa's. These comprised a small component of 
the overall St. Mary's population. Patients were not located accordiog to 
their clioical condition in all cases and some younger patients were to be 
found io wards for the elderly. A sizeable number of the elderly patients 
required physical care and the remaioder who were ambulant were suitable 
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for placement in a retirement·home. Patients with a mental handicap were 
inappropriately placed in SI. Mary's and were denied appropriate treatment. 
However, forty patients were awaiting transfer to the Board's mental 
handicap service at Aras Attracta in Swinford. 

The in-patient admission rate for the Mayo service was high and 
was unacceptable in the case of two sectors. We contended that all 
of the bed requirements of the active psychiatric component of the 
Mayo service could be catered for in the forty four bed. St. Teresa's 
Unit without recourse to the further use of St. Mary's Hospital. Apart 
altogether from transfers from SI. Teresa's, we noted that there were 
a considerable number of direct admissions to St. Mary's and these too, 
we believed, needed to be discontinued. The two main reasons for the 
continued use ofS" Mary's for admissions appeared to be because patients 
were deemed to be disturbed and needed locked accommodation, and 
because all the beds in St. Teresa's Unit were occupied. We believed that the 
need to transfer could be reduced with a more discriminating admission 
practice and the use of single rooms with appropriate sedation and special 
nursing, although we acknowledge that this already did occur to some 
extent. Those few patients who posed extremely difficult problems could be 
treated in a regional secure unit which could probably be shared, with for 
example, the North Western Health Board which already had such a unit in 
operation. 

We were concerned about the lack of occupational and rehabilitation 
inputs in St. Teresa's Unit and St. Mary's Hospital. It was noticeable that 
the majority of patients in St. Teresa's were sitting around unoccupied 
at the time of inspection and that the rehabilitation/occupational 
unit in St. Teresa's was lying empty. This was not an acceptable 
situation. Similarly, in SI. Mary's the majority of patients were unoccupied 
and we did not believe that the practice of sending some ortheir patients 
to the activation centre for an hour or so each day was of much value. We 
felt that a much more intensive programme of rehabilitation and activation 
was required. 

We were happy to say that most of the accommodation in St. Mary's was 
__ pleasantly decorated.and clean. Unfortunately, we could not say the same 

of St. Teresa's where there had been an obvious deterioration in the 
physical state of the unil. In many instances patients did not have personal 
clothing or personal toilet requisites. We noted that care plans had been 
introduced in some wards and were operating satisfactorily but we also 
noted that there was a marked absence of curtains and rails between most 
beds in St. Mary's, thereby denying patients the privacy which we believed 
was their right. 
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We were happy to hear that over seventy patients were due for transfer from 
St. Mary's to alternative locations; forty to ArBs Attracta, fifteen to high 
support hostel accommodation in Ballioa and fifteen to the District Hospital 
in Swinford. Since the 1990 inspection, the day facility in Balliorobe had 
commenced operation and we hoped that a sufficient number of patients 
would attend this unit to justify the enterprise, although there were only two 
patients present at the time of inspection. 

The number of wards in St. Mary's that were integn.ted was very 
disappointing and the process of integration of both patients and staff needed 
to be accelerated. Community residences for the most part were not 
integrated. We were unhappy with the physical state of two of the residences 
and the lack of fire detection systems in these houses. There was also no 
automatic fire detection system in St. Mary's. We noted that no smoking 
areas had not, in general, been created in either St. Mary's or St. Teresa's. 
We understood that temporary patient reception orders were signed by 
NCHDs and this needed to be discontinued. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. The de-designation of accommodation for the considerable number of 

elderly patients in Castlebar, particularly those who were physically 
disabled. 

2. The transfer, as soon as possible, of the forty patients with a mental 
handicap in St. Mary's Hospital to Ams Attracta. In the meantime, we 
believed that patients with a mental handicap as a group, should be 
segregated and looked after separately from the mentally ill .. 

3. Further medium support accommodation to be acquired in the county to 
enable more patients to be discharged from St. Mary's to community 
living. We were confident that quite a number of the younger lind more _ 
ambulant long-stay population would be suitable for such a move. 

4. The plan for the refurbishment of St. Teresa's Unit to be expedited 
immediately. 

5. Personal clothing and the use of personal toiletries to be encouraged 
throughout St. Mary's Hospital. 

6. Curtains and rails to be provided around all beds in St. Mary's Hospital. 

7. No smoking areas to be created and adhered to in both St Mary's and in 
St Teresa's. 

8. The practice of admitting paiients to St. Mary's Hospital directly or 
indirectly to be discontinued. 
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ST. PATRICK'S HOSPITAL, CASTLEREA -J991INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 18TH JUNE,.I991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The County Roscommon service was roughly cotenninous with the county 
with a population of approximately 52,000 and it was divided into three 
sectors as follows :-

SECTOR 
Boyle 
Castlerea 
Roscommon 
Total 

POPULATION 
20,000 
11,000 
21,000 
52,000 

We were aware ofa proposal that an additional tranche of population from 
East Galway around the district electoral division of Brideswell or extending 
down towards Athione, would be included in this service to justify the three 
sectors. 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
At the time of inspection, there were over 100 day places in various 
locations in the Roscommon service. These included fifteen workshop 
and twenty five day places in Teach De Hide, thirty four day places 
in St. Patrick's Hospital, Castlerea, thirty three in Ballaghaderreen, twenty 
one in Boyle and a further sixteen in Strokestown. Further workshop/ 
day places were planned for Athlone where a premises owned by the 
Ballinasloe service was to be transferred to the St. Patrick's Castlerea 
service. A new workshop and day centre adjoining the existing premises 
and sector headquaners in the Plunkett Home in Boyle were under 
construction. A new premises called Dufficy House had been acquired in 
Ballaghaderreen and tenders for its fitting out were under consideration. 
This premises would replace a rented premises in the town. The Boyle day 
centre and workshop would cost approximately a quaner of a million 
pounds. A site had been identified in the industrial estate in Castlerea within 
the old demesne of Castlerea House. The building of this day centre and 
workshop and its fitting out would cost approximately £600,000. Work was 

_ - -due to commence onthe·refurbishment ofCoDDolly House in Church·Street .
which was closed for renovation with the patients attending a rented 
premises adjacent to Strokestown Park. Community residential facilities 
included a newly opened six place house in Castlerea called Knockrow, a 
new hostel to be acquired in Ballaghaderreen, the painring, furnishing and 
eventual opening of the new Deer Park Hostel in Boyle, the high s~pport 
hostel in the fonner nurses' home in Castlerea and a new hostel in 
Strokestown. 
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STAFFING 
There were three consultants, one of whom was working his own Iocwn, but 
a new appointment had, we understood, been made by the Local 
Appointments Commission as a replacement for this post. There were three 
NCRDs, two of whom were psychiatric trainees and one of whom was a 
general practitioner trainee. It was understood that continuing recognition 
for training in the Roscommon service was dependent on the opening of the 
General Hospital Unit in Roscommon. An occupational therapist had 
recently taken up duty. There was one psychiatric social worker but no 
psychologist in the service. 

There were 105 nursing staff including one CNO and four ACNOs, of 
whom one was in an acting capacity, working in the service. In St. Patrick's 
Hospital there were five nursing officers, five DNOs and sixty eight 
staff nurses. In the day centre in Castlerea there was one nursing officer 
and three staff nurses. In the day centre in Boyle there was one nursing 
officer and two staff nurses. In the day centre in Strokestown, there was 
orie DNO and one staff nurse, and in the day centre in Roscommon, one 
deputy nursing officer and one staff nurse were employed. Two alcohol 
counsellors were employed in the alcohol treatment unit which was based in 
Castlerea. This unit was due to be relocated to Roscommon and another 
location yet to be decided in the catchment area. There were four community 
psychiatric nurses and there were three nurses in the day programme in St. 
Patrick's. 

ST. PATRICK'S HOSPITAL 
One hundred and twenty patients were accommodated in St 
Patrick's Hospital at the time of inspection, seventy of whom were over 
sixty five years of age and there were two patients .with a mental 
handicap. The patients with a mental handicap had previously 
been transferred to Kilcoran by the Brothers of Charity but apparently 
this did not work out and they returned to the hospital. There were 
seven wards, two of which were said to be integrated but did not have 
integrated staff and there were two admission wards and two geriatric 
wards. All the wards in the hospital were open. No patient became long-stay 
during 1990. 

During 1990 there were 333 admissions, ninety three of which were first 
time admissions. One hundred and ninety eight male and 133 female 
patients were admitted, forty nine of whom were admitted on temporary 
certificates and nine were admitted on PUM certificates. Among the resident 
population, forty one patients were on temporary certificates and thirty were 
on PUM certificates. 
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COST 
The cost of the service in 1990 was approximately £4 million. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
With the provision of thirty beds in the psychogeriatric unit at ArBs Mathair 
Pol, fifteen high support places in CasUerea, further supervised 
accommodation in Boyle and Strokestown plus the existing cominunity 
residential capacity, including approximately forty boarded out patients, 
only forty patients would remain in the original St. Patrick's Hospital. They 
would be accommodated in the refurbished west wing of the hospital. Some 
of these facilities, however, particularly the development in Ans Mathair 
Pol, might take some time to finalise. In the .short term, it would he 
necessary to accommodate an additional thirty or so patients on the middle 
storey of the three storey west wing block in SI. Patrick's. 

Other community developments were proceeding, notably at Boyle where a 
day centre and workshop were under construction and would be. completed 
by the end of 1991. This development would be run in tandem with the 
sector headquarters which was in the welfare home called Plunkett Home. 
The new Ballaghaderreen Day Centre was located in a rented premises at 
Dufficy House. Attempts were being made to identify premises for. a hostel 
in the town additional to the existing hostel. A site for development had also 
been identified. 

Since the 1990 inspection, obvious improvements had been made to the 
occupational and training components of the service. The arrival of an 
occupational therapist would, we hoped, increase the value of this facility 
and also bring much needed occupation and activities to the wards. Our 
criticisms of conditions in SI. Patrick's wards were similar to those in the 
1990 report. There was overcrowding and a lack of privacy in the admission, 
long-stay and geriatric facilities. Areas also needed to be decorated and the 
condition of the lavatories needed to be suhstantially improved. Patients 
needed to be provided with personal outer and under clothing throughout the 
hospital. Lack of stimulation and occupational input were striking in all the 
long-stay parts of the hospital. . 

___ . ___ 1nSI. Patrick's Wardstatrmg.was adequate but· staff did not·seem·to.playa 
major role in rehabilitatory activities. On the day of inspection, admission 
wards had a ratio of slightly over one staff member per three patients. 
Despite this fairly intensive staffing, the staff were not being deployed to the 
best advantage as very little was going on in the admission units. 

Nurse care plans had just been introduced and had been the subject of 
scrutiny by an accrediting Bord Altranais group. However,· in one instance it 
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seemed as if these care plans were not being kept up to date. Drug recording 
practices bad been introduced througbout and appeared to be working well. 
Pharmacy recording practices needed to be improved. A proper seclusion 
book was required and the order for seclusion needed to be written for each 
episode by a consultant 

This was a very expensive service and the cost worked out at approximately 
£ 140 per patient per week. . 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Because SO much development was taking place in the Castlerea service, we 
decided to limit recommendations to the very general statement that we 
hoped that community developments would take place as rapidly as possible 
and, in particular, that the in-patient unit in Roscommon would become 
operational as soon as possible. Thereafter, there would be no active in
patient component in St. Pattick's, Castlerea. However, we stressed that in 
the interim, conditions in St. Pattick's needed considerable upgrading 
althougb we knew !hat before too long patients were to be transferred to the 
upgraded West Wing. 

ST BRIGID'S HOSPITAL; BALLINASLOE - 1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 29TH AND 30TH JANUARY, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The catchment area of Ballinasloe was that of East Galway with a 
population of approximately 101,000 and it was divided into five sectors as 
follows:-

SECTOR 
Athlone, Portumna 
Lougbrea, Gott, Athenry 

. Tuam 
Mountbellew, Ballygar, Dunmore 
Ba\linasloe 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES 

POPULATION 
20,000 
25,000 
24,000 
23,000 
9,000 

Along with a large hostel in Togbermore, there were eigbt community 
residences in Tuam, nine in Ballinasloe and one in Loughrea, providing a 
total of 128 places. Day facilities were located in Tuam, Headford, 
BaUinasloe, Portumna, Mountbellew and Loughrea giving a total 127 places. 
Further day and hostel accommodation was proposed for a variety of 
locations. An alcoholic service was based in a former medical residence in 
Bal\inasloe. 
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OUT -PATIENT CLINICS 
Two hundred and eighty two out-patients were held in 1990 in ten locations 
at Mountbellew, Gort, Woodford, Loughrea, Tuam, Portumna, Athlone, 
G1enamaddy, Ballinasloe and University College Hospital Galway. A total 
of755 persons attended, 152 of whom were first time a!tenders. 

STAFFING 
There were over 600 whole time equivalent posts in this service. There were 
four permanent consultants, one temporary consultant, two psychiatrists 
and five NCHDs. Nursing staff consisted of one CNO, seven ACNOs, thirty 
five nursing officers, thirty DNOs, 267 staff nurses and nine community 
psychiatric nurses. There were two psychologists, one social worker, ·one 
senior occupational therapist, sixty domestic. staff and approximately 178 
nursing assistants. Twenty six administrative staff, thirty four maintenance 
staff and thirty four miscellaneous staff including drivers and instructors, 
were also employed. 

,. ST BRlGID'S HOSPITAL 
Two hundred and ninety seven male and 423 female patients were 
accommodated in the hospital in thirty wards, three of which were 
integrated, at the time of inspection. One hundred and forty three patients 
were between sixty five and seventy five years of age and 134 patients were 
aged seventy five years or over, making a total of281 patients aged sixty 
five years or over or fOrty seven per cent of the entire hospital population. 
Fifty four patients were on temporary certificates and 218 patients were on 
PUM certificates. There were 144 patients with a mental handicap 
accommodated in the hospital. 

ADMISSIONS 
During 1990 there were 909 admissions, giving a high admission rate of 
approximately nine per 1,000 of population for the catchment area. 
Admissions by sector were as follows :-

SECTOR ADMISSIONS RATE PER FIRST 
1,000 OF ADMISSIONS 

------ P~)P~TlOI'I. 
Athlone, Porturnna 123 6.5 31 
Loughrea, Gart 185 7.4 41 
Athenry 
Tuam 122 5.3 20 
Mountbellew, Ballygar 141 5.8 40 
Dunmore 
Ballinasloe 125 13.0 21 
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In addition, there were 193 admissions from the West Galway catchment 
area of which fony four were first admissions. There were 197 admissions in 
1989. During 1990, twenty two patients became new long-stay and ofthese 
seven were from West Galway, of whom three were over sixty five years of 
age. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
St Brlgid's Hospital presented major problems and major cballenges. It was 
the single largest psychiatric institution in the country and the very size of 
the patient complement with thiny one wards, was intimidating and 
daunting. It could be said that apart from being a psychiatric service, St 
Brigid's was fulfilling a composite role, catering for the elderly, mentally 
handicapped, the physically ill and in a minor way for the psychiatrically ill. 
This made the resolution of problems that much more difficult. At the time 
of inspection, nearly 350 of the resident patients were elderly and whose 
needs were those associated with the elderly mther than those of psychiatric 
illness, particularly among the elderly female patients whose psychiatric 
symptoms were not at all prominent. It was worth noting that St Brigid's 
Hospital provided almost twice as maay residential places for the elderly as 
any other institution in County Galway, the next nearest being St Brendan's 
in Lougbrea which bad approximately 200 places. Despite there being fony 
nine deaths in St Brigid's in 1990, this had made little impact on the 
residence mte as most of the deaths occurred in newly admitted elderly 
patients. At the time of inspection, slightly more than half of the elderly 
were to be found in the new building, while the remainder were scattered 
about other wards. Cases of elderly dementia were still being admitted to St 
Brigid's and some of these had been transferred to the new building. There 
appeared to be two options in regard to the new building; one was to 
continue filling it with elderly demented patients, either from the rest of the 
hospital or with new admissions and the other was to stop admissions and let 
the numbers decline through the high mortality which was bound to occur 
among such an elderly population in the next few years. The latter was, in 
our view, the sounder option which would lead to the development of 
comprehensive community based care of the elderly in County Galway 
which appeared not to exist. 

The second major problem concerned the mentally handicapped of whom 
there were approximately ISO in St Brigid's. The proposal was to transfer 
up to 120 patients to St Enda's and already ninety had been transferred. 
This was, in our view, a satisfactory first step to their community 
normalisation. We were glad to hear, in this context, that a hostel was due 
to be opened in Kiltormer to receive upwards of twelve patients with 
further accommodation due to become available. It was disappointing that 
the voluntary organisations were not in a position to offer more support. In 
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the meantime, improved therapy facilities, occupational and otherwise, 
would be required for St Enda's patients, particularly for those in the ground 
floor ward. 

We felt that de-designation, the training of staff in mental handicap nursing, 
or the recruitment of trained nursing staff and psychologists to run the 
mental handicap service following de-designation, would be an appropriate 
direction to take. General medical care could be provided by a general 
practitioner using appropriate liaison arrangements with the mental handicap 
and psychiatric service. If the new building was to continue in use for the 
care of the elderly, then de-designation needed to be considered in this case 
too, despite our reservations about its use. 

It was a matter of great concern to us that there had been no decline in the 
number of West Galway patients admitted to St Brigid's during 1990 which 
was almost 200. Many of these patients had been admitted on PUM 
certificates under Garda escort. We were gravely concerned about this 
practice. It was not consistent with the philosophy of psychiatry of the 
1990's that patients be admitted to psychiatric care in this manner. Some of 
these admissions came directly from West Galway, referred from the 
Regional Hospital Unit on the grounds that iheir beds were full or for other 
reasons. We recommended in previous reports that these practices cease and 
it was most disappointing to find that they were continuing at the same level 
as before. Despite this, the number of admission beds in St Brigid's had been 
reduced. Where formerly there were four wards for recently admitted 
patients, these had been reduced to three and we congratulated all those 
involved, particularly in view of the unabated flow from West Galway. We 
would have preferred to see the East Galway team taking a much fmoer 
stand in relation to these admissions, either by refusing to take them in the 
first instance or by reminding persons responsible for their referral, most 
forcefully, that they should not be referred and would not be accommodated 
in future. The number of patients becoming new long-stay in 1990 at twenty 
two was unacceptable and was over four times that expected for the 
catchment popUlation ofEas! Galway. 

We were happy to note that plans to close at least two units in the old 
building were going ahead and that the infirmary in St Joseph's or the unit 
for the physically ill was due to close, although we had some reservations 

._-- --aDout"its-intended reuse for dementia patients:We were happy to noto·that 
several improvements in decor and furnishings had taken place and we 
hoped that these would continue. We were also pleased to hear that further 
ward amalgamation was under consideration. 

We were critical of the minimal amount of nursing integration and 
of the lack of integrated wards, with only three being integrated. Several 
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wards which we visited were capable of becoming integrated wards 
immediately. Far too many patients were not involved in any aciive 
rehabilitation process especially the relatively young. We were unhappy at 
the lack of professionals such as psychologists, social workers and 
occupational therapists in the service and we also noted that very few of the 
ward nursing statT had acquired additional skills. There was no one with 
behavioral training, although one nurse was undertaking the course in St 
Brendan's. 

We were unhappy with the case notes in general. Far too often medical note 
taking and sometimes nursing notes, were infrequent and not up to date. 
Although the case records were being convened to a new system, the old 
one was still predominant and the time scale for conversion at two years 
appeared to us to be too lengthy. We were also concerned about the patients' 
diet. We noticed during the inspection that foods containing high levels of 
fat were being served and that fresh fruit and vegetables were in short 
supply. 

There was an need for an active ward based programme for all the patients. 
Nursing care plans using an appropriate nursing model needed to be 
introduced in all wards of St Brigid's. Personal clothing and toilet requisites 
were also required in all wards of the hospital. 

Fire drills were carried out in.allwards each Sarurdsy and this was recorded 
in the ward report book. StatT were to be commended for this initative. The 
ward day/night reporting system and the drug administration and recording 
systems throughout the hospital were satisfactory. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. The cessation of all admissions from West Galway to St Brigid's. We 

were told that the provision of extra beds in the psychiatric unit 'of 
University College Hospital, Galway would stop these admissions but 
even if this were to be the case, the problem of admissions of patients 
on PUM certificates from West Galway would remain. 

2. The de-designation of St Enda's as a separate unit of the mental 
handicap services for County Galway and therapy facilities to be 
provided for this unit. 

3. The establishment of community based services for the elderly in 
County Galway that were comprehensive, flexible, co-ordinated and 
multi-disciplinary and the immediate cessation of admissions of any 
elderly persons with organic diagnosis to St Brigid's. 
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PSYCHIATRIC UNIT, UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL, GALWAY 
- 1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 25TH JULY,I991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The population of the catchment area was approximately 96,000 and it was 
divided into three sectors and one sub-sector as follows:-

SECTOR 
Clifden 
Carraroe 
Oughteranl 
Galway City and 
surrOunding area 
Total 

POPULATION 
13,000 
11,000 
17,000 

55,000 
96,000 

Each sector was looked after by a consultant psychiatrist and, in addition, 
the Galway City sector was looked after administratively by the professor of 
psychially. Patients from Galway city were allocated to the care of the first 
consultant they contacted on entering the service and remained in his or her 
care thereafter. Thus, although this central and large area was not sectorised 
in the true sense, continuity of care was assured. 

COMMUNITY SERVICE 
The Halla Padraig Day Centre in Galway City had forty patients on the 
books and two staff were assigned to the centre. A community residence in 
Fosters Court accommodated nine persons and the house in Riverside bad 
been abandoned because it was in poor condition. This house had been 
replaced by a second house in Camillaun and both houses in Camillaun 
accommodated five patients. Fifteen patients were on the books at 
Danesfield and two staff were assigned to the centre. Danesfield was the 
only day hospital facility available to the West Galway service. Ten people 
were. resident in two additiooal low support hostels which were located at 96 
Rockfield 'and 65 Lurgan Park. 

A unit in Merlin Park with accommodation for twenty clients bad 
been designated as a community workshop and it was hoped to increase 

-tJienumber attending the workshop. Most of tile .ileild.rs came from 
various hostels and plans were afoot to convert a further unit in Merlin Park 
for the use of approximately forty elderly patients with dementia from St. 
Brigid's. 

Further community facilities were located in Carraroe where a former 
doctor's residence had been acquired to replace a day hospital which was in 
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a totally unsuitable premises. There was also an adjaceot group borne and a 
rehabilitation workshop in Costello and a facility at Clifden. 

STAFFING 
Medical staffing consisted of the clinical director, who was also Professor of 
Psychiatry at University College Galway, two consultants, senior registtars 
and NCHDs. Two consultants were on leave and their substitutes were an 
acting consultant and a senior registrar. Another senior registrar was 
supervising and monitoring the movement of the West Galway patients from 
SI. Brigid's to the unit in Merlin Park. There were three psychologists, two 
occupational therapists and three social workers. There was a nursing 
complement. of forty nine which was to be increased hy three further 
permanent posts. Two of these new posts were for community services and 
one was for the unit. The staffing complement consisted of one CND, two 
ACNDs, one of whom was operating in an acting capacity and six 
community nurses. The total nursing complement for the unit was twenty 
nine. Thirty one female staff were working in the service. Six domestics 
were assigned to the unit and on average there were three to four domestics 
on dutY each day. r 
PSYCHIATRIC UNIT 
There were 570 admissions to the unit ID 1990, plus- a further 186 
admissions to St. Brigid's from the West Galway catchment area. 
Approximately eighty patients were admitted on temporary certificates but a 
far higher proportion of the West Galway admissions to St Brigid's were on 
temporary certificates. 

The fabric of the building had deteriorated substantially over the years and 
repairs had been carried out when necessary. In particular, there seemed to 
be problems with rain water leaking through the roof and the walls and with 
the floors being stained by leaking radiators. 

The unit consisted of three individual compartments connected by 
corridors. Sleeping accommodation was arranged in the first area, day and 
activity areas were located in the second area and office accommodation in 
the third area. Sleeping accommodation was arranged in male and female 
units and in a series of six bed, four bed and single units. Two nurse 
observation stations were located in -the four bed units but there was no 
direct observation of the single room sleeping accommodation. This was 
seen as a limiting factor as far as observation of disturbed patients was 
concerned. 

As indicated in earlier reports, the unit originally contained fifty beds but 
seven of these had been closed. This area served as a staff room with a 
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single lavatory and a six bed room was being used as a quiet room. We were 
told that the offices were not sufficient for the number of health 
professionals who were involved in working with and treating patients. The 
activities area consisted of one very large room which doubled as a dining 
room but was not divided by. partitions. The activities area was staffed by 
occupational therapists and various other people such as the horticulture 
instructor and beautician who came in on a weekly or bi-weekly basis. This 
area contained an occupational therapy room, a training kitchen and other 
accommodation. Outside this area was the site for the day hospital. 

GENERAL COMMENTS· 
As we emphasised previously, the major problem for the West Galway 
service was its inability or its unwillingness to serve the catchment area 
comprehensively. We noted with dismay that the number of admissions 
from the West Galway service to St Brigid's Ballinasloe was likely, on the 
half yearly return, to exceed the 1990 figure by a respectable margin. We 
conceded that given the structure of the Galway in-patient unit, the most 
severely disturbed patients might not be suitable for intensive care because 
of the lack of single room and observation facilities. Nevertheless, we 
believed that this was only a very small part of the story and could not 
possibly excuse the very large numbers of patients transferred from this 
catchment area. We noted the total lack ofstipported residential or hostel 
accommodation in the catchment area and could not help but feel that this 
was an aggravating factor to the demands made on St Brigid's. We were told 
that a large number of West Galway patients arrived in St Brigid's on PUM 
forms because of drink related problems. However, our discussion with the 
West Galway community nUrses did not seem to confirm this impression as 
they stated that most of the patients with drink related problems come 
from Galway City. We intended investigating this· matter. Taken 
collectively, the admission figure of approximately BOO for the catchment 
population of 90,000, gave a rate approaching nine per 1,000 population, 
was unacceptably high. 

With regard to liaison between the general practitioners and the Gardai 
which resulted in patients being put on PUM forms and sent to St Brigid's, 
we learned that there were approximately four or five general practices per 
sector and a correspondi~g nlll!!beLof.police.stations ... One.police station-

--fiii)ctioned afier j B.OOhrs and therefore the number of contact points from 
which decision making in relation to PUM forms could take place was quite 
limited. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. The West Galway catchment area to deal with all admissions without 

transfer to St Brigid's Hospital, Ballinasloe. 
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2. Extra beds to be brought into use in the Unit at University College 
Hospital to bring the total up to fifty. 

3. The problem with the leaking roof and inadequate maintenance repairs 
at the U .C.H. Unit to be attended to as soon as possible. 

4. The Merlin Park Unit for long-stay West Galway patients residing in St 
Brigid's Hospital tobe opened.as SO(In. as possible. 

s. Adequate medium and bigh support residential facilities and further day 
facilities to be provided for this catchment area. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

REGISTERED PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS 

ST PATRICK'S HOSPITAL, DUBLIN -1991 REPORT 
INSPECTED ON 26TH MARCH, 1991 

GENERAL DESCR1PTION OF THE SERVICE 
St Patrick's Hospital was a voluntary, non-denominational, non-profit 
making hospital, depending on fee income and donations from benefactors 
and friends to finance activities as well as long term development and 
research projects. The hospital was controlled by a board of governors aU of 
whom gave their services voluntarily. St Patrick's retained a liaison service 
with the Psychiatric Unit, St James's Hospital. The unit in St James's 
Hospital was a public facility and there were twenty nine beds in St Patrick's 
subvented by the Eastern Health Board to serve the long-stay needs of the 
uniL Nursing staff from St Patrick's provided the community services for the 
St James's catchment area, Area 3. There were thirty two public patients in 
St Patrick's Hospital on the day of inspection. 

There were 291 patients accommodated in St Patrick's Hospital on the 
day of inspection. There was a nursing complement of 176 and there 
were nine wards in St Patrick's, each named after a contemporary of 
Dean Swift. St Patrick's was the longest established psychiatric hospital in 
Ireland. 

The Nurse Education Centre provided an active in-service trammg 
programme. Nursing officers got one week per year in-service training and 
other nurses received training on a rotational basis. St Patrick's was 
recognised for under graduate psychiatric nurse training. 

Fire drills were carried out on a monthly basis and the hospital was protected 
by a'modem frre alarm system which was tested routinely once a month . 

. Exit signs were clearly shown in each ward;-From' the patients' prospective, 
a focal point of day in the hospital was the morning talk given in the lecture 
theatre. The aim of these talks was to provide information on psychiatric 
illness and treatment and we understood the talks were popuJar with 
patients. There was an active therapy department providing a wide variety of 
work and recreational activity. A no smoking policy was in operation in the 
hospital, and smoking was discouraged in dining areas and smoking in bed 
was not permitted. 
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There had been under 2,200 admissions to St Patrick's Hospital in 1990 with 
slightly more women than men admined and with an additional 400 persons 
admitted to St Edmundsbury Hospital. The majority of these admissions 
were voluntary admissions. 

The hospital was in the process of being upgraded on a phased basis. The 
hospital was clean and tidy and was maintained to at a fairly high domestic 
standard. The hospital was accredited by the Royal College of Psychiatrists. 
The entire ambience of the hospital was one of dynamic therapeutic activity 
and the general standard of patient care, hygiene and decor was of a very 
high level. 

ST. PATRICK'S HOSPITAL, DUBLIN -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON UTH DECEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
Two hundred and ninety patients were accommodated in nine wards in the 
hospital on the day of inspection. They were accommodated in two acute 
male units caUed Delaney and Kiiroot, two female units called Vanessa and 
Rebecca, an integrated admission unit called Stella which at the time of 
inspection accommodated only female patients, two continuing care units 
caUed Grattan and Laracor, a psycho-geriatric unit on the lower ground floor 
called Emmet and' Sheridan, a ward for older long-stay female patients. 
Since the 1990 inspection one of the continuing care wards, Grattan, had 
been decorated and forty seven patients were accommodated in this, the 
largest of the wards. All of these wards were contained in the main building 
except for Lamcor, one of the continuing carewards, which was in a 
freestanding building which was formerly a nurses' home in the grounds of 
the hospital. In addition, there was a specialised eating disorders unit with 
about eight beds and in recent years a small number of mothers and their 
babies had been admitted, mostly with post-partum illnesses. 

St Patrick's Hospital had a contract with the Eastern Health Board to 
maintain twenty eight St. James's catchment area patients in a unit in the 
hospital but thirty such patients were accommodated at the time of 
inspection. It was not clear whether any active rehabilitation programme was 
in place for these patients. Together with the fifty bed unit'in St James's 
Hospital, eighty beds were being.used by the St James's catchment area 
service. 

MARTHA WHITEWAY DAY UNIT 
The major event in SL Patrick's since the 1990 inspection was the opening of 
the Whiteway Day Facility. The Martha Whiteway Day Unit was located on 
the ground floor of the hospital and was a joint initiative between the 
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Eastern Health Board and St. Patrick's Hospital. The Health Board paid for 
the refwbishment of this unit which had formerly functioned as an industrial 
therapy facility for day patients who had transferred out of the hospital to 
Thomas Court. One occupational therapist and two nurses were assigned to 
this unit and the revenue cost of these posts was home by the Health Board. 
This unit served St James's Hospital and referrals were made through this 
service which was staffed bya consultant psychiatrist, a social worker and 
nursing staff. Domiciliary assessments were carried out and if further 
assessment and investigation were necessary, patients were admitted to the 
day facility. Patients made their own way to the unit but it was anticipated 
that a minibus service would be provided at some stage. There were four 
patients in the unit at the time of inspection and a maximum of twenty 
patients could be seen in the unit at anyone time. 

STAFFING 
One hundred and sixty three nurses were employed in St. Patrick's and 
twenty seven were employed in the St. James's Unit exclusive of community 
nurses, of which there were three. 

ST EDMUNSBURY HOSPITAL, LUCAN -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 26TH MARCH, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
St Edmunsbury Hospital was established in 1898 as a private psychiatric 
hospital. It was situated in Lucan, County Dublin in a tranquil setting on the 
banks-of the River Liffey. The hospital comprised two main buildings, a 
modem single storey hospital and an elegant 19th century house which had 
been completely renovated. The interior design of St Edmunsbury gave an 
overall aura of peace and tranquillity. Patients were accommodated in single 
rooms, each bedroom having its own private bathroom with shower unit, 
television, telephone extension and nurse call system. The paintings which 
graced the walls of the hospital complemented the congenial atmosphere, 
particularly in the television lounges and sitting rooms. There were fifty 
beds in St Edmunsbury and six male and thirty six female patients were 
accommodated in the hospital on the day of inspection. Three nurses, two 
domestics who were assigned to kitchen duties, two domestics who were 

-- --assigned to cleaning duties and one floating domestic were on duty during 
the-day, with two nurses on duty at night. The hospital had a modem fire 
detection system. The cost per patient was £600 per week or £95 per day per 
patient. Medical care was given by the consultant staff from St -Patrick's 
Hospital. 

This hospital was well maintained with excellent standards of hygiene and 
decor. 
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ST EDMUNDSBURY HOSPITAL, LUCAN -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 6TH DECEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
This hospital was run by and in conjunction with St Patrick's Hospital, 
James's Street, Dublin 8. There were fifty beds in the hospital which were 
arranged in single rooms with the exception of three double rooms. Most of 
the patients in this hospital were women. 

STAFFING 
Medical staffing consisted of most or all of the consultants from 
St Patrick's and one CNO, one ward sister and thirteen staff nurses. 
In addition. there was a behavioural therapist nurse; a psychologist attended 
on a sessional basis with the remainder of the sessions being provided in 
St Patrick's Hospital. All the nurses except the CNO were female 
and a nurse who was not qualified acted as an occupational therapist. 
A senior social worker visited to deal with alcohol abusers in groups or 
on an individual basis. Administrative and cleaning staff were also 
employed. 

The accommodation was pleasant and comfortable and the hospital was in 
good decorative order. 

ST JOHN OF GOD HOSPITAL, STILLORGAN, COUNTY DUBLIN 
-1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 13TH JUNE, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The St John of God Hospital was a 230 bed private psychiatric. hospital and 
there were 100 male and eighty female patients accommodated in the 
hospital on the day inspection. Ninety two percent of the patients were 
voluntary patients and eight per cent were on temporary certificates. There 
were 1,785 admissions to St John of God Hospital in 1990, 1,677 of which 
were voluntary admissions and 108 were temporary admissions. Patients 
were accommodated in six wards in this hospital, four of which were 
integrated, one of which was exclusively for male patients and one 
exclusively for female patients. One ward was described as a locked ward. 
The hospital was approved by the Royal College of Psychiatrists for training 
and was also approved by An Bard Altranais for psychiatric nurse training. 
There was an on-going in-service training programme for all staff in the 
hospital. The service had approval from An Bord Altranais for a national 
certificate course in alcohol counselling. A nurse from the service was 
seconded to train in behaviour therapy and was developing a behaviour 
therapy programme in ihe hospita\. 
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COMMUN1TV FACILITIES 
Community services for the St John of God service were provided at the 
Cluain Mhuire Centre, Newtownpark Avenue, Blackrock, County Dublin. 
The population of the catchment area was approximately 180,000. 
Community services were funded by the Eastern Health Board and thirty 
nine beds in St John of God Hospital were subvented by the Board for 
public patients from the Cluain Mhuire service. 

STAFFING 
There were 235 employees in the St John of God service including eighteen 
part-time employees. Staffing consisted of 9.5 medical staff, four 
psychologists, four social workers, six occupational therapists, one director 
of nursing, two assistant directors of nursing, eight nursing officers, seventy 
four staff nurses, thirty six student nurses and . four ward attendants. In 
addition, there were two registered psychiatric nurse tutors, two family 
therapists, eight alcohol counsellors and ten post-registration trainee 
psychiatric nurses. 

On our tour of the wards of the hospital it was evident that the standard of 
care, hygiene and decor was exceptionally high and the patients were 
involved in constructive, therapeutic activity. 

PSYCHO-GERIA TRIC SERVICE 
The St John of God Order administered the hospital unit at Kilcroney and 
the day service at Cricken House, Shankill. Both units continued to provide 
care for over 200 patients on a day or residential basis, according to need. 
Discussions were taking place between the Order, St Vincent's Hospital, 
Elm Park and the Eastern Health Board on the appointment of a psycho
geriatrician for the area and the allocation of sessions to the different 
segments of this important service. 

CHILD AND ADOLESCENT SERVICE 
Since 1990, this service which inCluded those located at Cluain Mhuire 
Family Centre, Rathgar and Tallaght had been integrated under one 
administrative team and a new medical director bad been appointed. 

SERVICE REVIEW 
There was aD ongoing review oftheSI Jolin of God psychiatric services and 
all staff were being invited to contribute their opinions and ideas on possible 
improvements in patient care and staff development. The directors and 
secretary/managers of the hospital and the community psychiatric service 
based at Cluain Mhuire met weekly to discuss mutual problems and possible 
areas of co-operation. We recommended that efforts continue to integrate the 
tWo parts of adult care. . 
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ST JOHN OF GOD DOSPIT AI., STILLORGAN, COUNTY DUBLIN 
- 1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 27TH NOVEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
There were 164 patients accommodated in the hospital on the day of 
inspection, thirty five of whom were public patients from the Cluain Mhuire 
service. The St John of God Hospital, as well as admitting private patients 
also provided an in-patient service on a contract basis for the Eastem Health 
Board funded service at the Cluain Mhuire Family Centre in Blackrock, 
County Dublin. It was expected that there would be approximately 1,800 
admissions to the hospital in 1991. 

There had been no major changes in the satisfactory level of care which was 
provided to patients at the hospital since the last inspection. 

BLOOMFIELD DOSPIT AL, DUBLIN - 1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 7TH JUNE, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
Bloomfield Hospital consisted of Bloomfield, New Lodge and Westfield. 
Only Bloomfield and New Lodge were inspected as they were registered 
as a psychiatric facility under the Mental Treatment Act, 1945. New Lodge 
had been built two years previously and was a modem complex 
whereas Bloomfield was an old residence with extensions added on. The 
Bloomfield and New Lodge complex specialised in the care of psycho
geriatric patients. Eighty seven patients were accommodated in this ninety 
two bed complex on the day of inspection. More ambulant and self 
dependant patients were accommodated in integrated accommodation in 
New Lodge. 

Medical cover was provided by two doctors, one of whom was director of 
services. General practitioner cover was also available. Nursing staff had 
been increased from thirteen to sixteen and auxiliary nursing staff known as 
cadets had been increased from twenty to twenty six since the last 
inspection. Night cover continued to be provided by two nurses and four 
cadets. Administrative staff remained the same with one full-time secretary 
and a part-time assistant. 

Fire precautions were satisfactory with fire drills carried out on a regular 
basis. Because of the proximity of the complex to the main road and the 
tendency of the patients, especially those in Bloomfield to wander, locked 
doors were quite noticeable but all residents had ample access to spacious 
grounds. 
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The entire ambience of the place was satisfactory, the patients appeared to 
be happy and there were quite a number of relatives visiting on the day of 
inspection. 

The standard of hygiene and decor was excellent and the care and control of 
medications and p'atients' money were satisfactory. Individual care plans for 
residents were not in operation but the professional intimacy of staff with 
patients obviated the necessity for care plans. Chiropody, hair-<iressing and 
recreational facilities were also adequate at the hospital. 

BLOOMFIELD HOSPITAL, DUBLIN -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 3RD DECEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OFTHESERVICE 
Thirty male and thirty female patients were accommodated in Bloomfield 
hospital on the day of inspection. There had been approximately twenty 
deaths and twenty admissions during 1991. Staffing had not changed since 
the previous inspection. Patients were admitted from Bloomfield's waiting 
list and from the Eastern Health Board area. The cost per patient per week 
was approximately £ 190. All the patients in the hospital were voluntary 
patients and the majority who were elderly suffered from dementia. Some of 
the sleeping accommodation was a little crowded and there was a lack of 
privacy for patients in some of the donnitories because ofa lack of curtains 
and rails around the beds. 

Physiotherapy was available. on request and a chiropodist visited three times 
a year. No fonnal occupational activities were organised for patients. 

BELMONT PARK HOSPITAL, WATERFORD 
- 1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 5TH JUNE, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The Belmont Foundation was established in 1884 at the request of the Irish 
Roman Catholic Hierarchy and a new psychiatric wing was built following a 
fire at Ibe hospital in 1949. Belmont Park provided services to patients with 
a mental handicap, services for alcohol related problems ang psychiatric 
services. Alcohol"related services-and psychiatric services accounted for 
approximately ten per cent of the overall services at Belmont Park and only 
approximately ten per cent of patients with a mental handicap could be 
regarded as having a genuine psychiatric condition. 

One hundred beds were allocated to the alcohol and psychiatric services and 
the male/female patient ratio was approximately four to one. Thirty two 
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male and sixty seven female patients were admitted to Belmont Park from 
the 1st July to the 31st December, 1990, with five female patients being 
admitted on temporary certificates. The vast bulk of admissions came from 
the South Eastern Health Board region. 

STAFFING 
Medical cover was provided by two whole time consultants and by a 
psychiatric registrar. The services of two psychologists, two social workers 
and a recreation therapist were also available. The daily nursing complement 
bad been reduced from eight nurses to seven while five nurses were on night 
duty. Nursing staff worked a three three day week roster from 08.00 hours to 
20.00 hours and one short day ending at 18.30 hours. Chiropody, 
physiotherapy, dental and cosmetic sessions were available on a sessional 
basis. 

THE HOSPITAL 
Patients were transferred from intensive care areas to single rooms when 
deemed suitable for transfer. Patients had personal clothing and toilet 
requisites and the standard of hygiene and decor was satisfactory. There was 
good family contact between the patients and their relatives and there was 
also close links with voluntary agencies such as A.A., Al Anon and GROW. 
A kardex drug system was in operation and the control of medicines was 
satisfactory. Fire precautions were satisfactory and fire drills were carried 
out at regular intervals. In-service training for staff consisted of seminars, 
day release schemes and visiting lecturers also called to the hospital. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
For SOme considerable time there had been on-going meetings between the 
Brothers of Charity, the Department of Health and the South Eastern Health 
Board concerning the role of Belmont Park in the provision of health 
services in the South Eastern Health Board area. The consensus appeared to 
be that Belmont Park would in future cater solely for patients with a mental 
handicap while the alcohol and psychiatric services would be subsumed 
within the South Eastern Health Board area. This would entail transferring 
patients with a mental handicap from SI. Ottemo's to Belmont Park. 

BELMONT PARK HOSPITAL, WATERFORD 
-1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 24TH DECEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
Belmont Park was due to cease admitting psychiatric patients and as it was 
directly funded by the. Department of Health, negotiations were proceeding 
with the Department on a number of relevant issues. These concerned the 
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deploying of resources which were devoted to mental handicap. Part of the 
package included the possibility of transferring twenty or so patients with a 
mental handicap from St Otteran's to Belmont Park. There was also the 
question of the redeployment of staff at the hospital. There were 
approximately ten temporary nursing staff, some of whom might be 
transferred to the mental handicap service and twenty pennanent nursing 
staff, some of whom might be offered positions in the South Eastern Health 
Board psychiatric services. All of these issues were being discussed with the 
Department. 

ST AUGUSTINE'S, RATOATH MANOR, COUNTY MEATH 
- 1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON3RD DECEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
St Augustine's was opened by the Augustinian Sisters of Jesus and Mary in 
1949 for the care of females with psychiatric problems. Staffing consisted of 
four Augustinian Sisters and fotty one lay staff and there had been nine deaths 
and nine admissions during 1991. Six of the patients admitted had been over 
eighty years of age and the remainder were in their seventies. A professor of 
psychiatry visited weekly and medical cover was provided by a local general 
practitioner. Fire precautions were satisfactory and rue inspections and 
lectures were carried out regularly by County Meath fire officers. 

VERVILLE RETREAT, CLONTARF, DUBLIN 
- 1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 3RD DECEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
Forty eight female patients, eight of whom were Eastern Health Board. 
patients and the majority of whom were elderly, were accommodated in 
Verville Retreat on the day of inspection. Staffing arrangements were the 
same as in 1990 and physical conditions had not altered since the last 
inspection. 

The Eastern Health Board had installed two external fire escapes and 
numerous fire doo~ in Verville_Retreat since the last inspection. -

HIGHFIELD AND HAMPSTEAD HOSPITALS, DUBLIN 
- 1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 3RD DECEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
Thirty nine male patients and two male day patients were accommodated in 
Highfield on the day of inspection. Thitty two male and two female patients 
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were-accommodated in Hampstead on the day of inspection, one of whom 
was on a temporary certificate. The female patients had separate sleeping 
accommodation at the top of the house. There were eighty admissions and 
seventy seven discharges during 1990. 

The new Alzheimer Care Unit which was a single storey thirty two bed unit 
situated in the grounds of the hospital was visited on this inspection. 
The unit was arranged in single rooms around a central courtyard 
with dining facilities, recreational therapy rooms and a day room located 
at the comers of the building. Fifteen patients, the majority of whom 
were women were accommodated in this unit on the day of inspection. 
It was hoped to run the unit on a continuing care, respite, day care 
basis. Two nursing staff, one nursing aid and administrative staff 
were assigned to the unit during the day, with two staff on duty at night. 
Five patients who had formerly been in Higbfield had transferred to this 
unit. 

Physical conditions and patient care were satisfactory. 

KYLEMORE CLINIC, BALLYBRACK, COUNTY DUBLIN 
- 1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 7TH JUNE, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
Kylemore Clinic was a pleasant old residence with modem extensions set in 
approximately six acres of beautiful gardens. The Clinic was founded in 
1947 to provide in-patient and out-patient care for persons with psychiatric 
and related illness. It was run by a committee ofmanagement who acted in a 
voluntary capacity and medical cover was provided by two consultant 
psychiatrists with a general practitioner on call. Thirty six patients were 
accommodated on the day of inspection, some of whom were suffering from 
Alzheimer disease. 

Staffing consisted of a matron, a deputy matron, ten nurses and ten nursing 
aides, with a night complement of one staff nurse and four aides. The new 
purpose built day room was much appreciated by the patients and this area 
was used for various forms of therapy. As many of the residents tended to 
wander, the gardens were tastefully and inconspicuously fenced in with 
green mesh fencing thus allowing patients ample scope for access to the 
grounds and gardens. 

Fire precautions were satisfactory as were the standards of patient care, 
hygiene and decor. Control of medication and the patients' money 
management systems were also satisfactory. 
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KYLEMORE CLINIC, BALLYBRACK, COUNTY DUBLIN 
- 1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 3RD DECEMBER,. 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
Nine male patients and twenty three female patients were accommodated 
in Kylemore Clinic at the time of inspection. The majority of patients 
suffered from organic brain disease of the elderly and there was a high level 
of pbysical dependence witb approximately eighty per cent of patients 
being incontinent. Tbere bad been five deaths and five admissions during 
1991. 

STAFFING 
Staffing consisted of a matroD, one nursing officer, five staff nurses, two 
state enrolled assistant nurses, nine nursing assistants and three male 
orderlies during the day, with one staff nurse and three nursing assistants on 
duty at night. There was also one cbef, one cook, one kitcben person and a 
gardener employed. 

There was adequate day and recreational accommodation and sleeping 
accommodation was arranged in single rooms and in small dormitories. Fire 
precautions arrangements were satisfactory and occupational activities were 
arranged with reasonable frequency. The general standard of accommodation 
was satisfactory. 

LINDVILLE HOSPITAL, CORK -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON STH NOVEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
Twenty one male and eleven female patients were accommodated in 
Lindville on the day of inspection,nine of wbom were aged sixty five or 
over. There bad been 143 voluntaty admissions to LindviUe during 1991 and 
they represented the span of common diagnostic groupings. 

STAFFING 
Medical staffing consisted of the medical director and a consultant 
psychiatrist. There were sixteen'staff'ourses;three 'nurse attendants, five 
housekeeping staff, one cbef and three clerical workers. 

A small number of day patients came in eacb day and group and otber 
activities were arranged for them. Some activities took place in the lodge at 
the entrance to the hospital. Activities included an classes and an an 
therapist attended once a week. There were a number of activity rooms in 
the hospital. 
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Sleeping accommodation was arranged on three floors and consisted of four 
bed, double and single rooms. A dining room seating twenty eight was 
located on the ground floor. Showers and wash-hand basins had recently 
been installed in some of the bedrooms. There were smoke detectors in the 
main corridors but not in some of the group rooms and bedrooms. 

A fire consultant visited on a yearly basis and inspected all the fire safety 
equipment. Fire drills were carried out on a regular basis; A fire worthiness 
certificate was issued on an annual basis. Some of the activity rooms at the 
rear of the hospital were of wooden construction but the fire consultant was 
happy with the evacuation procedures. 

CARRlGLEA, DUNGARV AN, COUNTY WATERFORD 
-1991 INSPECTION 

INSPECTED ON 6TH NOVEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The one psychiatric patient in Carriglea was happy, contented and obviously 
well looked after. Carriglea was almost exclusively devoted to the care of 
patients with mental handicap. 

ST. VINCENT'S HOSPITAL, FAIRVIEW -1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 11TH JUNE, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
This hospital was a public voluntary hospital and served the dual purpose 
of providing psychiatric services to the private sector via the Mater Hospital 
and the public psychiatric services, mainly to patients from Catchment 
Area 7 of the Eastern Health Board. This hospital was initially founded 
by the Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent De Paul in the mid 1880's 
and evenrually it became associated with the Mater Hospital, initially 
providing a source for its psychiatric patients. Almost one hundred years 
later in the early 1970's it linked up with the Eastern Health Board, at 
first accepting some patients from Team C based at St Laurances Road, 
Clontarf, and evenrually providing two Admission Units for Area 7. In 
addition to these services, there was also a new adolescent psychiatric imit 
on campus and a smaller comple" to facilitate substance abuse day 
attenders. 

A comparatively recent and much appreciated service was that provided for 
psychiatry of old age and six assessment/respite beds were available for this 
purpose. It was a measure of the success of the latter service in the Eastern 
Health Board generally that very seldom was the full complement of beds in 
use, and perhaps fifty per cent bed occupancy was the norm. 
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In addition to beds, there was also a day facility for attenders with problems 
associated with old age and some twelve to twenty patients attended daily. 

The catchment area population of the Eastern Health Board component of 
these services was usually given as 120,000 but this was an under-estimate 
and the population of the Dublin Nortb Central catchment area was probably 
in excess of 130,000. The main centres in this area were Cabra West, Nortb 
Circular Road, Phibsboro, Clontarf, Fairview, Nortb Inner City, Glasnevin, 
Ballymun and Drurncondra. 

SI. Vincent's was also actively engaged in family therapy services, 
behaviour therapy, behaviour psychotherapy, bereavement counselling and 
occupational therapy. Community facilities were mainly centred on Grace 
Park which-was a high support residence, Seaview which"was a low support 
residence and Convent Avenue which was a medium support residence. The 
high support residence had a bed capacity for sixteen and one male and 
eleven female patients were in residence. Their ages ranged from forty two 
to eighty tbree years and all bad been referred from SI. Vincent's Hospital. 
The staffing complement of the high support residence consisted of two staff 
nurses and tbree student nurses with one staff nurse on night duty. There 
were two community nurses associated with this facility. 

There was also a nurse training school at St Vincent's which was a rarity 
among most psychiatric hospitals. 

STAFFING 
There were five consultant psychiatrists based in St. Vincent's, four of 
whom served the Eastern Health Board patients and one served the SI. 
Vincent'slMater Hospital patients. The service was accredited by the Royal 
College of Psychiatrists for training purposes. There was a nursing 
complement of 133 of whom forty eight were students in training at the 
Nursing College. Staffing included one CNO, two ACNO's, and of the four 
community psychiatric nurses operating in Area 7, two were generally based 
at SI. Vincent's Hospital. The domestic staff complement was thirty six 
whole-time equivalents. On the day of inspection there were 118 patients 
accommodated in the hospital. On the 31 st December, 1990 there were 
twenty nine male and sixty six female patients accommodate!! in SI. 
Vincent's-Hospital~fourteen-cifwhomwere on temporary certificates and 
five patients were on PUM certificates. The total number of admissions in 
1990 was 1,061 of which 234 were first admissions. There were 1,083 
discharges, including deaths, during 1990. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
There was a tangible air of excitement in SI. Vincent's during the inspection, 
stemming from the fact that the Chair of Psychiatry at University College 
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Dublin, with its professorial base at the Mater, had been recently 
filled. Liaison had already taken place between the new professor and 
St. Vincent's. A new psychiatric unit had been provided at the Mater 
Hospital and day care facilities were presently being developed. It was 
expected that when these were completed the Mater Hospital would then be 
in a position to provide a service to a sector of the catchment area, a 
move that had long been mooted. The geographical area would probably 
encompass Cabra West, Finglas, together with the North Circular Road and 
Phibsboro. 

The proposed new acute forty bed psychiatric unit on the ,campus of St. 
Vincent's was at stage 3 of the planning process. Once this new unit came on 
stream, it would then be in the position to vacate areas of the building which 
were most unsuitable for patient care. The standard of patient care, hygiene 

. and decor were of the highest order considering the constraints the present 
design of the hospital imposed. 

RECOMMENDATION 
l. Every effort to be made by the relevant authorities to facilitate greater 

liaison between the Professorial Unit althe Mater and St. Vincent's 
Hospital. 

2., Provision of the new forty bed acute unit on campus to be expedited as a 
matter of some urgency. 

3. The Eastern Health Board to have greater representation on the 
Management Board of St. Vincent's to ensure cohesiveness in the 
delivery of a comprehensive psychiatric service to the Dublin North 
Central catchment area. 

ST. VINCENT'S HOSPITAL, FAIRVIEW - 1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 3RD DECEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
The population of the catchment area was in excess of 130,000 and there 
were one hundred and six patients accommodated in the hospital on the day 
of inspection. Planning permission had been applied for in respect of a new 
forty bed admission unit to be built in the grounds of the hospital. An 
alcohol programme had begun in the former gate lodge at the entrance to the 
hospital. This programme was reducing the number of admissions and 
length of stay of patients with alcohol related problems. 
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PALMERSTOWN HOUSE, DUBLIN- 1991 INSPECTION 
INSPECTED ON 23RD DECEMBER, 1991 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE 
Two male and five female patients were accommodated in Palmerstown 
House on the day of inspection. There were five admissions and four 
discharges during 1991. A small occupational therapy unit was located on 
the campus. The standards of hygiene, furnishings, decor and patient care 
were satisfactory. 

-------------------
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APPENDIX 1 

STA TlSTlCS IN RELA TlON TO THE PSYCHIA TRlC SERVICES 

TABLE l. 
No. OF PATIENTS IN PuBuc PSVCHlATIUC UNITS AND HOSPITAL 

AT 31 DECEMBER 1986-91 ExCLUDING ELDERLY PATIENTS AND PATIENTS WITIf 

MENTAL HANDICAP IN DE-DESIGNATED WARDS 

1986 1987 .1988 1989 1990 1991 

EASTERN HEALTH BOARD 
SI. Brendan's,Hospital, 

Dublin 7 (1) 808 746 561 394 385 334 

SI. Ita's Hospital, 

Portrane, Co. Dublin 861 811 798 810 762 735 

SI. Vincenrs Hospital, 

Fairview, Dublin 3 44 72 89(2) NIA 95 91 

Psychiatric Unit, Vergem.ount, 
Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 23 19 81(3) 22 27(4) 26 

Psychiattic Unit, Sl James's 
Hospital, Dublin 8 85 49 45 NIA 61(4) 45 

Cluain Mhuin: Family Ceotre, 

Blackrock, Co. Dublin 60 37 43 39 49 40 
Psychiatric Unit SI. Vinceors 
Hospital, Elm Park, Dublin 4 18 15 14 10 20 15 

Psychiabic Unit, James Connolly 
Memorial Hospital. 
Blancbardstown, Dublin 15 53 53 8 NIA 34 44 

Newcastle Hospital, Co. Wicklow 84 77 79 67 78 84 
Sl Lo~'s Hospital, 
Palmen;town, Dublin 20 139 65 208 209(4) 131 102 

TOTAL 2,175 2,044 1,926 1,551 1,642 1,516 

MIDLAND HEALTH BOARD 
SI. Fintan's Hospital, Port1aoise 320 281 256 260(4) 242(4) 168 

SI. Loman's Hospital, Mullingar 649 552 489 441(4) 444(4) 324 

TOTAL 969 833 745 701 686 492 

MID-WESTERN HEALTH BOARD 
Our Lady's Hospital, Ennis 448 414 350 323 310 277 

psychiatric Unit, Limerick 
Regional Hospital 26 40 44 49 47 44 

SL Joseph's Hospital, Liinerick 563 494 444 394 348 299 

TOTAL 1,037 948 838 766 705 620 
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1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

NORTH EASTERN HEALTH BOARD 
SL Brigid's Hospital, Ardee 178 179 157 170 156 156 
Sl Dllvuet's Hospital, Monagban341 345 358(4) 350(4) 312(4) 191 
Psychiabic Unit, Cavan 

General Hospital 24 21 

TOTAL 519 524 515 520 492 368 

NORTH WESTERN HEALTH BOARD 
SL Conal's Hospital, Letterkenny 414 399 321(4) 286(4) 221 167 
SI. Columba', Hospital, Sligo 483 470 319(4) 196 242(4) 165 
Psychiatric Unit, Letterkenny 

Genel1lf Hospital 45 42 43 

TOTAL 897 869 640 527 505 375 

SOUTH EASTERN HEALTH BOARD 

Sl Dympna's Hospital, Carlow 290 270 244 235 235 197 
Sl Canice's Hospital, Kilkenny 255 228 220 204 188 181 

Sl Luke's Hospital, Clomnel 444 383 370 333 322 300 

Sl Micbael's Unit, Clonmel 49 33 46 49 49 38 
Sl Otteran's Hospital, Waterford 348 271 251 231 220 210 

Psychiatric Unit, Ardkeen 
General Hospital 38 28 34 29 33 32 
St. Seoan's Hospital, Eonisconhy284 266 230 230 222 226 

TOTAL 1,708 1,479 1,395 1,311 1,269 1,184 

SOUTHERN HEALTH BOARD 
Our Lady's Hospital, Cork 941 908 654(4) 518 324 289 

Sl Stephen's Hospital, 
Sanfieldscourt 91 104 211 263 297(4) 299 
Psychiatric Unit, Cork Regional 

Hospital and Sl Finban's 

Hospital 49 36 34 40 83 64 

Sl Raphael's Hospital, Youghal 245 248 257 260 260 242 

Sl Anne's Hospital, Skibbereen 19 17 25 17 19 22 

St. Finan's Hospilal, Killarney 508 488_ . 457 421 38<1 351 

Midleto. Mental 

Health Centre 42 42 42 

Psychiatric Unit. 
Ge.CI1lI Hospital, Tralee 46 

TOTAL 1,853 1,801 1,638 1,561 1,409 1,355 
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1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

WESTERN HEAL TB BOARD 
SI. Brigid" Hospital, 

Ballinasioe 852 838 806 764 471 399 
Psychiatric Unit, U.C,H., Galway 39 38 44 44 45 42 
Sl Mary's Hospital, Castlebar 550 484 429 415 371 371 
SI. Theresa's Unit, Castiebar 36 38 35 42 37 35 
Sl Patrick's Hospital, Castlcbar 205 156 127 194 118 110 

TOTAL 1,682 1,554 1,441 1,459 1,042 957 

OVERALL TOTAL 10,840 10,053 9,138 8,396 7,750 6,867 

(I) Figures for S •. Brcndao's Hospital include in-patien. numbers for S •. Dympna's Alcohol 

Unit. 

(2) In 1988 SL Vincent's Ho~pital. Fairview started dealing with patients previously dealt 

wilh by SI. Brendao's Hospital. 

(3) A new uni. for psycho-geriatric patien .. was opened in 1988. 

(4) Includes panen .. in de.<fesiglUl1ed wards. 
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TABLE 2. 

No. OF PATIENTS IN Puauc PSYCIIlATRlC UNITS AND HOSPITALS AND No. OF MENTALLY 

HANDICAPPIID AND ELDERLY PATIENTS IN DE-DESIGNATED FACILITIES AT 31 DECEMBER 1991 

Mental 
Psyohlatrlo Handicap Elderly 

(De-deslgnated) (De-deslgn.ted) 

EASTERN HEALTH BOARD 

Sl Brendan's Hospital, Dublin 7 334 

Sl lIB'S Hospital, Portran., Co. Dublin 735 

St. Vincent's Hospital, Fairview, Dublin 3 91 

Psychiatric Uni~ Vergemoun~ 

Clooskeagh. Dublin 6 26 2 

Psychiatric Uni~ Sl James's Hospital; 

Dublin 8 45 

Cluain Mhuire Family CenIre, 

BI&<krock, Co. Dublin 40 
Psychiatric Uni~ Sl. Vinoen(s 

Hospital, Elm Park, Dublin 4 15 

Psychiatric Uni~ James Connolly Memorial 

Hospital, Blancbardstown, Dublin 15 44 
Newcastle 'Hospital, Co. Wicklow 84 
St. Lomau's Hospital, Palmerstown, 

Dublin 20 102 22 28 

TOTAL 1,516 22 30 

MIDLAND HEALTH BOARD 

St. Fintan's Hospital, Portlaoise 168 57 

Sl Loman's Hospital, Mullingar 324 93 

TOTAL 492 150 

MID-WESTERN HEALTH BOARD 

Our Lady's Hospital, Ennis 277 

Psychiatric Uni~ Limerick 

Regional Hospital 44 
Sl Joseph's Hospital, Limerick 299 

TOTAL ... -620 

NORTH-EASTERN HEALTH BOARD 

Sl. Brigid's Hospital, Ardee 156 

St. Davnet's Hospital, MonasJ>an 191 62 40 

Psychiatric Unit, Cavan 
Genoml Hospital 21 

TOTAL 368 62 40 
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Mental 
psycblatrlc Handicap Elderly 

(DMleslgDated) (DMIeslgDated) 

NORm-WESTERN REALm BOARD 
SL Conal's Hospital, Letterkenny 167 II 75 
SL Colwnba's Hospital, Sligo 165 2 54 
PsychlmricUm~~~y 

General Hospital 43 

TOTAL 375 \3 129 

soum EASTERN REALm BOARD 
SL Dympna's Hospital, carlow 197 
SL Camce'. Hospital, Kilkenny 181 
SL Luke'. Hospital, Clomnel 300 
SI. Micbael's Uni~ Clomnel 38 
SL Otteran'. Hospital, Waterford 210 
PsychlmricUm~Ardkeen 

General Hospital 32 
SL Senan'. Hospital, Enniscorthy 226 

TOTAL 1184 

SOumERN REALm BOARD 
Our Lady'. Hospital, Cork 289 
SL Stepben'. Hospital, 

Sarsfieldscourt 229 2 25 
Psychlmric Um~ Cork 
Regional Hospital 64 
SL Rapbael's Hospital, Yougbal 242 
SL Anne'. Hospital, Skibbereen 22 
SL Finan'. Hospital, KiI1amey 351 
Psychlmric Um~ Tralce 
Genera1 Hospital 46 
MidlclOD Mental Health Centn: 42 

TOTAL 1,285 2 25 

WESTERN REALm BOARD 
SL Brigid's Hospital, Ballinasloe 399 78 181 
Psychlmric Uni~ U.c.H., Galway 42 
SL Mmy'. Hospital, Cast1ebar 371 
SL Theresa's Uni~ Casllebar 35 
SL Patrick's Hospital, Casllerea 110 43 

TOTAL 957 78 224 

OVERALL TOTAL 6,797 327 448 
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TABLE 3. 
RATE OF HOSPITALISATION PER 1,000 OF THE POPULATION 

AT 31 DECEMBER, 1989 - 1991 

1989 1990 1991 

EASTERN REAL TH BOARD 
SI. Brendan's Hospital, Dublin 7 
St. Ita's Hospital, 
Portrane, Co. Dublin 
8t. Vincent's Hospital, 
Fairview, Dublin 3 
Psychiatric Uni~ Vergemoun~ 
Clonskeagb, Dublin 6 
Psychiatric Uni~ SL James's 
Hospital, Dublin 8 2.6 1.6 1.3 
Cluain Mhuire Family Centre, 

Blackrock, Co. Dublin 
Psychiatric Unit, 51. Vincent's 
Hospital, Elm Park, Dublin 4 
Psychiatric Uni~ James Connolly 
Memorial Hospital, 
Blanchardstown, Dublin IS 
Newcastle Hospital, Co. Wicklow 0.7 0.8 0.8 
51. Lomnu's Hospital. Palmerstown, 
Dublin 20 0.5 0.4 0.3 

TOTAL 1.32 1.3 1.1 

MIDLAND HEALTH BOARD 
St. Fintari.'s Hospital, Portlaoise 1:8 1.6 1.5 
St. Lomnn's Hospital. Mullingar 3.6 3.7 3.3 

TOTAL 2.6 2.5 2.3 

MID-WESTERN HEALTH BOARD 
Our Lady's Hospital, Ennis 3.5 3.4 3.0 
Psychiatric Uni~ Limerick } Regional Hospital 2.7 2.4 2.1 
SI. Josepb's Hospital, Limerick 

'--TOTAL 3.0 2.7 2.4 

NORTH EASTERN HEALTH BOARD 
SI. Brigid's Hospital, Ard .. 0.8 0.8 0.8 
5t Davnet's Hospital, Monaghan } 
Psychiatric Uni~ Cava.o Genetal Hospital 

2.3 2.2 2.0 

TOTAL 1.4 2.0 1.2 
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1989 1990 1991 

NORTH WESTERN HEALTH BOARD 

SL Columba's Hospital, SHgo 2.2 2.1 1.8 

Psychiatric Uni~ Letterkenny 

} General Hospital 1.8 1.7 1.7 

SL Conal's Hospital, Letterkenny 

TOTAL 2.5 2.4 1.8 

SOUTH EASTERN HEALTH BOARD 

St. Dympna's Hospital, Carlow 1.89 1.9 1.6 

St. Canice's Hospital. K.ilk~y 2.8 2.5 2.5 

SL Luke's Hospital, Clonmel } 2.7 2.6 2.4 
SI. Micbael's Uni~ Clonmel 

St. O!teran's Hospital, Waterford 

} Psychiatric Unit, Ardk.ecn 2.9 2.8 2.7 

General Hospital 

St. Senan's Hospital, 2.2 2.1 2.2 

Ennisconhy 

TOTAL 2.5 2.0 2.2 

SOUTHERN HEALTH BOARD 

Our Lsdy's Hospital, Cork 

SL Stepheo's Hospital, 

Sarsfieldscourt 

Psychiatric.Uni~ Cork 3.4 1.6 1.6 

Regional, Hospital 
MidletoD Meotal Health Ceotre 

51. Rapbael's Hospital, Yougbal 

51. Anne's, 5kibbereen 

51. Finan's Hospital, Killamey 

} Psychiatric Uni~ Tralee 3.4 3.1 3.2 

General Hospital 

TOTAL 4.7 1.9 1.9 

WESTERN HEALTH BOARD 

51. Bngid's Hospital, Ballinasloe } 4.39 2.8 2.3 
Psychiatric Unit; U.C.H., Galway 

51. Mary's Hospital, Castlobar } 4.0 3.5 3.5 
5t Theresa's Uni~ Cast1ebar 

St. Patrick's Hospital, Castlerea 2.1 2.2 2.3 

TOTAL 4.2 3.2 2.7 

OVERALL TOTAL 2.4 2.2 1.8 
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(1) Because ofthc overlap in hospital cau:hment areas in Du~lin and Cork, these hospitals 
have been grouped together, except St. Loman's Hospital in Dublin for which separate 
information is availablc. 

(2) Sl Lomau's Hospital, Paimemtown caters for • number of long-stay patients from outside 

its catchment area. 

(3) Until March 1987 St Lomau's Hospital, Mullingar served Co. Mealh. This responsibility 

was-transferred to St. Brigid's Hospital, Ardee. There are still, however, a Dumber of 
long-stay,patients from Co. Meath in St Lomau's HospitaJ, Mullingar. 

----------- --- -- ---
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TABLE 4. 
ADMISSIONS AND ADMISSION RATES FOR THE YEARS ENDING 

31 DECEMBER, 1989 - 1991 

AdmissioDS Rates per 1,000 of PopuladoD 
Hospital 1989 1990 1991 1989 1990 1991 

EASTERN HEAL m BOARD 
51. Brendan'. Hospital, 
Dublin 7 1661 1114 1302 
51. Ita'. Hospital, Portranc. 
Co. Dublin 738 760 721 

Sl Vincent's Hospital. 
Fairview, Dublin 3 (2) 1064 1061 972 

Psychiatric Uni~ VergemoUD~ 
Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 365 461 528 
Psychiatric Uni~ 51. James'. nla 5.9 5.2 (I) 

Hospital, Dublin 8 535 421 488 
Cluain Mhuire Family 
Centre, Blackrock, Co. Dublin 506 490 459 

Psychiatric Unit. St. Vincent's 
Hospital. Elm Park, Dublin 4 nla 288 312 
Psychiatric Uni~ James 
ConnoUy Memorial Hospital, 
Blancbardstowu, Dublin 15 nla 378 356 
Newcastle Hospital. 
Co. Wicklow 465 488 459 4.8 5.7 4.7 
51. Loman'. Hospital, 
Palmmtowu, Dublin 20 (3) 1404 1588 1709 4.6 5.2 4.7 

TOTAL nla' 7049 7306 nla 4.9 5.0 

MIDLAND REALm BOARD 
Sl Fin~'s Hospital. 
Portlaoise 582 512 458 5.1 4.5 4.0 

51. Loman'. Hospital, 
Mullingar 967 780 807 8.6 8.2 8.3 

TOTAL 1549 1292 1265 5.5 6.2 6.0 

MID-WESTERN HEAL m BOARD 
Our Lady'. Hospital, Eenis 580 649 594 6.3 7.1 6.5 

Psychiatric Uni~ Limerick 
Regional Hospital (4) 796 1182 967 

} 
9.0 8.1 6.2 

51. Joseph'. Hospita~ 
Limerick 694 152 64 

TOTAL 2070 1983 1625 8.0 7.7 6.3 
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Ad.mIJI.lODJ Rates per 1,000 of Population 
Hospital 1989 1990 1991 1989 1990 1991 

NORTH-EASTERN HEALTH BOARD 
Sl Brigid'. Hospital, AnIee (6) 830 937 903 4.6 4.7 4.7 
Sl Dawel'. Hospital, 

l Monaghan 778 743 411 7.3 7.6 7.1 
Psychiatric Uni~ Cavan 
GenemI Hospital 66 341 

TOTAL .1608 1746 1655 5.6 5.7 6.4 

NORTH-WESTERN HEALTH BOARD 

Sl Columba's Hospital, Sligo 631 656 750 6.9 7.5 8.2 

M ..... _ l 
Letterlo:nny 851 995 858 7.2 8.2 7.1 
Psychislric Uni~ Letterkenny 
Genera] Hospital 

TOTAL 1,482 1,651 1,608 7.1 7.9 7.6 

SOUTH EASTERN HEALTH BOARD 
Sl Dympna's Hospital, 
Carlow (3) 593 679 607 5.3 5.4 4.9 
Sl CaDi .. 's Hospital, Kilkenny 350 421 410 4.7 5.7 5.6 
Sl Luke's Hospital, 

} CIOUDlel (5) 281 275 316 
Sl Micbael's Uni~ 9.3 8.8 9.3 

Clownel (5) 979 957 983 
Sl O!teran's, Waterford 35 33 76 } 9.2 9.3 9.7 
Psychialric Uni~ Ardkeen 796 806 803 
G<neral Hospital 
St. Senao's Hospital, 
Eonisconhy 589 625 680 5.7 6.1 6.6 

TOTAL 3,623 3,796 3,875 7.0 7.1 7.3 

SOUTHERN HEALTH BOARD 
Our Lady's Hospital, Corl< 895 929 961 
Sl Stephen's HoSpital, 

___ Sanficldscourt 606--·--760- -·813- ~ - - ---

Psychiatric Uni~ Cork 

Regional Hospital 511 521 631 
St. Anne's, Skibbereen 364 446 426 4.7(1) 4.6 6.2 
MidlclOD Mental 
Health Centre 27 
St. Rapbael's Hospital, 
Yougbal . 685 6 8 
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AdmiuloDS Rates per 1,000 of PopulaUoD 

Hospital 1989 1990 1991 1989 1990 1991 

St Finan's Hospital, 

KilIamey 25 673 317 

} Psychiatric Uni~ Tralee 5.3 5.4 6.9 
General Hospiral 547 

TOTAL 3,086 3,335 3,730 4.8 4.7 5.4 

WESTERN HEALTH BOARD 
St Brigid's Hospital, 

BalliDssloe (7) 891 909 927 

} psychiatric Uni~ U.C.H., 8.0 4.2 8.1 
Galway 584 598 567 

St Mary's Hospital, 

Castlebar 920 270 177 

} SL Theresa's Unit, 8.5 8.0 6.4 

Castlebar 638 555 

St Patrick's Hospital, 

Castl .... 329 331 269 6.0 6.0 5.7 

TOTAL 2,724 2,746 2,495 6.0 5.0 7.2 

OVERALL TOTAL N/A 23,598 23,559 N/A 6.6 6.6 

I. Because of the overlap in hospital catchment areas in Dublin and Cork. these hospitals 

have been grouped together, except St. Loman's in Dublin for which separate informatiOD 

is available. 

2. 8l Vincent's Hospital, Fairview started dealing with patients previously dealt with by St. 
Brendan's Hospital. 

3. North Kildare is served by 51. Loman's Hospital, Pa1merstown. South Kildare is served 

by St Dympna's Hospital, Carlow. 

4. Some patients from outside the Limerick catchment area were admitted to this unit. 

5. SL Luke's Hospital and Sl. Michael's Unit, CloDDlel served North and South Kildare. 

6. St. Brigid's Hospital, Ardee assumed responsibility for services in County Meath in 1987 

previously served by Sl. Loman's Hospital, MuUingar. 1988 was the ftrSt full year that 

this arrangement was in operation. 

7. Sl Brigid's Hospital, Ballinasloe accommodales patients from West Galway. 
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TABLE 5. 
COMMUN\n' REsIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATION AT.31 DECEMBER. 1991 

P ..... per 
No. of No.of 100,000 

Hospital Hostels P ..... of PopuladoD 

EASTERN REALm BOARD 

SL· Brendan;. HosPital. Dublin.7 6 90 
SL Ita', Hospital, Portrnne, Co. Dublin 9 87 

SL Vinceol's Hospital, Fairview, Dublin 3 6 65 

P~chlmricUm~V~~ 

Clonskeagb, Dublin 6 2 38 SO (I) 

P~hiatric Um~ SL lamcs'. Hospital, 

Dublin 8 4 28 

Cluain Mhuire Family Centre, Blackrock, 

Co Dublin 3 22 
P~hiatric Um~ SL Vincent'. N/A N/A 
Hospital, Elm Park, Dublin 4 

P~chlmric Um~ lames ConnoUy 

Memorial Hospital, Blanchardstown, 

Dublin IS 12 166 

Newcnstle Hospital, Co. Wicklow 8 72 74 

SL Loman'. H~spital, Palmernown, 

Dublin 20 13 116 38 

TOTAL 63 684 49 

MIDLAND BEALm BOARD 

SL FiDlan'. Hospital, Portlaoise 14 109 96 

SLLoman'. Hospital, Mullingar 14 81 83 

TOTAL 28 190 90 

MID-WESTERN BEALm BOARD 

Our Lad):'s Hospital, Ennis 10 61 67 

P~hiatric Um~ Limerick 

} Regional Hospital 

SL loaeph'. HoSpital, Limerick IS ' 101 55 

TOTAL 2S 162 63 

NORm EASTERN REALm BOARD 

SL Brigid's Hospital, Ardee 9 85 44 

SL Davnet's Hospital, Monaghan } 
P~chlmric Um~ Cnvan General Hospital 18 99 93 

TOTAL 27 184 61 
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Placel per 
No. of No.of 100,000 

Hospital Hostels Placa of PopuladoD 

NORm WESTERN HEALm BOARD 
St Columba'. Hospitsl, Sligo 16 94 103 
St Conal'. Hospital, Lctterkeooy 

} Psychialric Uni~ Lctterkeooy 
Geneml Hospital II 60 SO 

TOTAL 
~ 

27 154 73 

soum EASTERN HEAL m BOARD 
St Dympna'. Hospital, Carlow 9 63 51 
St Canice'. Hospitsl, Kilkenny II 79 108 
St Luke~ Hospital, Cloomel } St Mi~bael's Uni~ Cloomel 10 SO 36 
St Ottemn'. Hospitsl, Waterford 

} 
14 74 82 

Psychialric Uni~ Ardkeeo 
Geneml Hospital 
St Senao'. Hospital, EDniscorthy IS 77 85 

TOTAL 59 343 66 

SOUTHERN HEALm BOARD 
Our Lsdy'. Hospital, Cork 6 37 
St Stephen'. Hospital, Sarsfieldscourt 3 IS 
Psychialric Uni~ Cork Regiooal Hospital 5 42 
St ADo.'. Hospital, SkibbereeD II 67 40 
Midleton Mental Hesltb CmIR: 
StRspbael's Hospital, Yougba1 2 20 
St Firum's Hospitsl,Killamey 12 100 

} Psychiatric Uni~ Tralee 80 
General Hospital 

TOTAL 39 281 35 

WESTERN REALm BOARD 
St Brigid'. Hospital, Ballina.sloe (2)(4) 23 154 } 104 
Psychiatric Uni~ U.C.H., Galwsy 7 39 
St Mary's Hospitsl, Csstlebar } St Tberesa's Unit. CUllebar 2S 171 77 
St Patrick'. Hospital, Castlerea 6 20 42 

TOTAL 61 384 87 

OVERALL TOTAL 329 2,382 62 
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(1) Because of the overlap in hosplw catchment mas in DUblin and Cork. these hospitals have 
been group<id together. 

(2) Long-stay potion" from West Galway an: accommodated in Sl Brigid'. Hospital, Ballinasloe. 

(3) These figures include the statistics· for St. Catherine'slSt. Monica's wards in S1. Finbarr's 
HospilBl. 

(4) The figure for St. Brigid'. HospilBl, BaUinasloe.includes the Togbermore Community 

Service in Tuam. 

- --_._--'-- ------- - -'---
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TABLE 6, 

PSYCIflATRIC IN-PATIENTS IN REGISTERED PRivATE PSYCIflATRIC HOSPITALS 

AT31 DECEMBER, 1988-1991 

HOSPITAL 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Augustinian Nursing Home, 
Ratoalh, County Meath 56 55 53 53 

Belmont Park, Waterford 68 49 55 35 
Bloomfield Hospital, Dublin 4 69 61 62 62 

Carriglea, Dungarvan, County 

Waterford 

Hampstead and Highfield Hospitals, 

Dublin 9 74 '81 79 94 

Kylemore Clinic, County Dublin 35 34 36 35 

Lindville Hospital, Blackrock, Corl< 32 29 32 29 

Palmerstown House, Dublin 20 7 6 6 6 

SLJohn of God Hospital, 

Stillorgan. Co, Dublin ' 154 180 174 142 

St. Pattiek's Hospital, 
Dublin 8 (I) 276 233' 210 ' 240 

St. Vincent's Hospital, Fairview. 
Dublin 3 (I) 117 127 9,5 91 

Verville Retreat, Clooterf, Dublin 3 48 46 46 48 

TOTAL 937 902 849 836 

1. The Dumber of patients includes Eastern Health Board catchment area patients. 

, 
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APPENDIX 1 

PLANNING NORMS FOR SERVICES 

I. Planning Dorms recommended in PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE 

(i) Sector size 

(ii) Day care places to population 

(iii) Community residential accommodation places to 

population 

(iv) In-patieot places for short tenD and medium tenD 

patients to popuIatiOD 

(v). In-Patient places for DOW long-stay patients aged 

under sixty five to population 

(vi) In-patieot places for DOW long-Slay patients aged over 

over sixty five to population over sixty five 

2. Planning guideline!iom Department of Health. 

Ideal admission rate 

25,000 - 30,000 

0.75: 1,000 (I) 

60: 100,000 

0.5: 1,000 

0.2 : 1,000 (2) 

5 : 1,000 

5: 1,000 

(I) The Report recommended that this figure be reviewed when the Dumber of day 
places approached 0.5 : 1,000 of population. 

(2) Equivalent to 0.3 : 1,000 total population. 
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